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PNG and IBEW Go 
Back Te. Bargain, 
j T • a i s  smiling young woman stepping off Sunday morning's CN passenger t ain, is ne ~pa~ding, nt~mimers. aane is a brakeman on the line between Smithers and 
Prince Rupert and also Endak. As far as we know, there are not many women 
employed ~s brakemen on Canadian railways. Would you say this is sort of a 
"break-through"? 
• i 
Hew Fire North of 
Telegraph Creek 
'A new forest fire was reported Sunday northeast of Telegraph Creek, according 
to forestry spokesman Terry Walker. • 
Estimates as of Monday morning were that the fire was spread over 200 acres. 
• Two DC6 airtankers from Watson Lake and two A26 tankers from Smithers are 
being used to fight the fire along witb about 30 men. 
The KAT fire in the Kitimat Valley is still in the mop-up stage, Wall~erreported, 
although some firegnards are still being constructed. 
Walker said he was "confident of having that one pretty well contained." • 
Thew SLOK fire South of Atlin is still out of control, having destroyed an 
estimated 3,000 acres. 
The wind shifted Sunday night and edged the fire up the Sloko River toward 
Sloko Lake. 
The KEN fire north of Hazelton is being brought under control with seven cats 
and 120 men. That, fire spread throughout an estimated 1,050 acres. 
The KAT fire as it was named was the largest fire in the southern part of the 
Prince Rupert Forest District in some years. It started near the Kitimat River the 
result of a careless recreationalist. It three spectacular jumps it raced ahead of. 
the firefighters to its present size of 2,500 ha (7; .~0~) acres). The cost of fighting the i 
fire is estimated in excess of $550,000 up to Jul~ 14th. Four hundred and f ry  four [ 
men and women were employed by Eurocan and the B.C. Forest Service to bring [ 
the fire under control. All because somebody was momentarily careless with a [ 
match, a cigarette, a campfire, or even a campstove or Hibachi. I
I 
have to consi(ler ap- 
proaching foreign com- 
panies. 
There already are three 
consortiums formed to make 
submissions on the 
program: 
Burrard Drydock Co. of 
by Donna Vallieres 
Pacific Northern Gas and the striking members of 
the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 
(IBEW) have agreed to return to the bargaining table 
-this week following increased picket action by the 
unmn. 
Last week IBEW members travelled to Taylor, near 
Fort St. 
John, and picketed Pacific Petroleum and Westcoast 
Transmission plants there. 
Unions involved with .those plants, the Oil, Chemical 
and Atomic Workers and the Operating Engineers, all 
respected the picket lines and a Pacific Petroleum oil 
refinery and Westcoast gas plant, sulphur plant and 
mainline compressor station were shut down. 
BCR workers would not cross the picket line to 
remove cars and bulk loading trucks refused to cross 
the line as well. 
An informal hearing was called at the Labor 
Relations Board the next day, and as a result of these 
dis cuss!ons the company and the union agreed to 
• return zo negotiations~ 
The pickets at the Taylorp]ant  complex were with- 
drawn on the understanding that Pacific vice- 
president and general manager Bob O'Sharmessy 
would be present at the negotiations and would have 
full authority to negotiate a contract, according to one 
union spokesperson. 
The spokesperson said it was made clear that the 
union wanted to get down to actual negotiations, "or 
we'll be headed back for Taylor." 
Terrace 
Vancouver; Canadian 
Vickers Ltd., o f  Montreal; 
Davie Shipbuilding of 
Lauson, Que. ; Litton 
Systems Canada Ltd., 
Toronto; Yarrows Ad- 
• miralty Reserarch Develop- 
ment. Co. of Glasgow 
scotland. 
Marine Industries Ltd. Of 
screl, Que.; Saint John Ship- 
building and Drydeck of 
Gov't Challenges Canadians 
To Build Its Own Navy Ships 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The gov- order for fighter planes to be 
ernment is challenging delivered in the early 1980s. 
Canadian industry to show This is the way govern. 
that, it can design and ment officlals explained the 
odaCe a new multi-million ship program Monday: 
liar frigate for the navy, Any industry with hopes of 
The challengeis contained participating in the ship pro- 
in advertisements in 14 gram will receive 
majornewspapers today and specifications after getting 
will be followed by more security clearance, 
formal invitations sent out Interested industries are 
Aug. 1 by the supply asked to~Join or form con- 
department, sortiums o that all aspects 
Industry will have until of ship design and con- 
fall to form consortiums and struction are covered In one 
provide pre l iminary  submission to government, 
o~r posals to the government The ship must be built in 
six ships that eventually Canada, but there' is no 
will coot about .5 restriction on foreign/par- 
billion, ticipation. The cousortiums 
It is hoped that the first can submit a wholly' Saint John, N.B.; and Sperry 
shipwlll be delivered in 1985. Cansdian-deaigned vessel or Rand (Canada) Ltd. of 
The supply department a foreign design modified to Misslssauga, Ont. 
said Monday it is the first Canadian needs. The Nova Scotia govern. 
step in a three-year p ogram ment; Halifax Shipyards; 
to finalize design and INTEREST SHOWN ' Canadian Steamships Ltd. 
detailed costing of the first of Submissions are to be in by and an Italian company. 
a new series of frigates to late fall. The defenee depart- Two other companies are 
replace aging destroyers, ment will consider them and said to be interested: 
The government has make a recommendation to Genstar Ltd., parent of 
already let a contract of cabinet in the spring. Vancouver Shipyards Co. 
mo~'e than If the Ca'nadians are. Ltd., and Pratt and Whitney 
billionforanewpatrolplsne unable to stay within the Aircraft of Canada Ltd., 
and it is considering government cost restric- which makes marine 
proposals for a $2.3-billion tione, the government will engines. 
! 
A dune buggy attacks the Hill gduring the Hill 
climbing meet held Sunday. For details see page 6. 
Photo by JoAnn Kronquist 
Ri)MP Report Rude 6estu,  
Trudeau At It Again? 
I]0NN (CP) - -  canada's 
Prime Mi~Istor Trudeau set 
tongues wagging Monday 
when he joldagly made what 
appeared to be l a rude 
gesture to reporters at a 
formal picturetaking session 
at the Bonn summit meeting. 
• Turdoau and leaders from 
various pmitioas for the 
pictures. 
After about 10 minutes, as 
the leaders turned to leave, 
the photographers called out 
to them urging them to 
remain. 
At this point, Trudeau 
placed his left hand on the 
Terrace RCMP are looking for two teenage girl 
s who were reported missing earlier this month. 
Linda Wright, 14, of 2303 South Kalum is described 
as 4 foot 10 inches, 98 pounds, with brown hair and 
brown eyes. 
May Anita Latvonen, 15, of 4213 Sparks Street, is 
five foot one inch, 102 pounds, with brown hair and 
"It was intended as a flip- 
pant, funny thing," a spokes- 
man for the prime minister 
later said of Trudeau's 
gesture. "We would be very 
unhappy if anyone took it as 
an insult." 
The gesture appears to be 
destined for the archives of 
brown eyes. • 
The two giris were reported missing on Jul~/ 8. West Germaoy, Japan, the iuside of hla elbow and raised Trudeau antics at in. 
no  toul play is suspected at this time. United States, France, Italy his forearm. His loft hand ternational meetings. 
A two-car motor vehicle accident last week on I-Itch- and Britain were gathered was open. Last hear at another 
way 25 near the Airport hill resulted in exteuswe on the perch of the official His gesture was greeted summit meeting in London, 
damage to the vehicles and one charge laid against residence of West German with a roar of laughter from Trudcau was caught on film 
one of the drivers. Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . .  President Walter School 200 reporters.present, doing a pirouette behind the 
r ry .~x ,  ~.DZD l~[~Im, wa.s Cj ' l~ l . rge~ wire omving In'for ~ go, mz~cn: ~and.: A ,U .S . . r~er  in- ~ Queens back. And at a 
~_tl}outa ! iceuse.Driverof~eother vehiclewas Haim photo~ap~were  On the~ terpretbd~T~u~s gesture/commonwealth meeting in 
a rgeamountoteunwas  smlenzrorna SouthEby Photographers nan men a Caimdlanreperter said he became prime minister 10 
Street home Sunday while the owners Were away for joking with the leaders, thought it meant something years ago, he slid down a 
the afternoon, asking them to stand in stronger, bannister. 
Thieves gained access to the locked house by for- 
cible entry. 
ram, Fishing Industry .. Sbut Down 
VANCOUVER • (CP) -- 
British" Columbia's fishing 
industry was almost otally 
shut down Sunday after must 
of the United Fishermen add 
Allied Workers Union 
(UFAWU) shoreworkers and 
tendermen walked off the 
job. 
The strike comes at the 
height of the West Coast 
salmon fishing season, and 
• industry and union sources 
say it could cost the industry 
$20 million a week. 
The tendermen voted to 
reject a last-minute offer by 
the Fisheries Association of 
B.C. The offer had caused 
the union to tmp ar  
suspend astrike deadline set 
for noun Sunday PDT. 
However UFAWU 
president Jack Nicol said the 
tendermen, employed in 
conveying fish from the 
heats to processing plants, 
rejected the offer by a76- 
per-cent margin and walked 
off the job about 4:30 p.m. 
George Hewison, union 
serxetary-treasurer, saidthe 
ten~ermen are "angry and 
frustrated" with the 
association Which represents 
an industry which he says 
• will show an increase in 
lz'oflis of 114 per cent this 
year. 
"Clearly the membership 
is not prepared to stay on the 
job," he said. 
SET UP PICKETS 
Nicol said the offer 
rejected Sunday by the 
tendermen called for a $9-a. 
day increase, about 9.6 per 
cent, in a one.year contract. 
He also said that most of 
the union's 4,000 
shoreworkers were off the 
job and some had set up 
pickets at shore plants 
throughout the province. 
Meanwhile, about 4,500 
fishermen, the third major 
group represented by the 
UFAWU, voted Sunday to 
accept minimum salmon 
prices offered by the in- 
dustry. However, no 
agreements will be signed 
e.0. 
until all three groups have 
settled. 
The fishermen were called 
into port Friday and all fish 
caught after midnight 
Friday were declared hot. A 
union spokesman said that 
while some fishermen had 
not yet returned to port, he 
assumed they had stopped 
fishing to "support the 
strike." 
The shoreworkers walked 
out after earlier ejecting by 
an 82-per-cent margin a 85. 
cent-anheur increase offered 
by the association. 
Shoreworkers presently earn 
hourly rates of $6.72 at base, 
$7.37 for production workers, 
$7.59 in cold storage plants 
and $8.89 for tradesmen. 
The union is seeking an 85. 
cent-an.hour increase for the 
shoreworkers and a $12.50-a. 
day increase for the ten- 
darmen, 
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. A Kitimat man sustained minor injurl es 
.Saturday when his trail bike flipped ever on a ,  
sandhill near Ocean Cement . in Kitimat. 
David Bilash of 874 Columbia Street suffered in- ~ ries to his left leg at about 3:30 p.m. Saturday at the 
me of the accident. 
Kitimat RCMP are still investigating. 
_ Ea. rly Sunday morning a sedan driven by Frank 
t~eKe of 84 Banine went off the road near Hirsh Creek 
Bridge. 
Approximately $1,400 in damage to the vehicle was 
the result of the accident. 
Cseke was not injured but was charged with fating 
to drive with due care and attention. 
A 1977 Chrysler belonging to Leslie Corbett was 
struck by another vehicle in the 1425 Nalabila parking 
lot last week resulting in about $450 damage. Police 
are still investigating. 
A carbeurator and air breather •were stolen off a 
1966 Ford pickup in front of Bruce Bailey's residence 
at 36 Campilano last week. 
Police are still investigating a break-in at the 
Department ofFisheries boatshed on Aican Beach last 
week where some tools were taken. 
A set of golf clubs has been turned into the Kitimat 
RCMP as well as a 22-calibre rife. These items can be 
claimed by the owners upon identification. 
Anyone who finds a wallet belonging to Gerald 
Chase of 51 Suannell Street is asked tl turn it in to the 
RCMP offces. The wallet, which contained numerous 
ces of identification, was reported lost Sunday' 
ween the forest fire area and Kitimat. 
BULLETIN 
~ e following Press Release has been received from 
. W.P. Moorhead, M.B., Ch. B., Medical Health 
Officer and Director of the Skeena Health Unit: 
In the period April 15 to June 26 there has been an 
outbreak of poliomyelitis in the Netherlands, 
People who wish to travel in Holland this Summer 
would be wise to check That their immunization to 
polio is satisfactory 
Hash Heist Highest 
VICTORIA (CP) -7- worth of marijuana in 
Seizure of between 15 and 18 burlap-wrapped bales was 
tons of highgrade marijuana transferred from two ships 
in a desolate Vancouver The' shipment was in- 
Island inlet Saturday by a tercepted in a raid by 50" 
combined RCMP and Ca- RCMP and armed forces 
nadtan Armed Forces team officers who boarded the 36- 
was the culmination of six metre Tnernyn and the 21- 
months of investigation and metre Wsatherly, believed to 
planning, RCMP Superin- be a former federal fisheries 
tendent Scotty Gardiner, vessel. .. _ 
said Sunday. The seized marlluana, oo- 
Fifteen men were arrested lieved to be from Colombia, 
in a cove at Fleres Island, was taken by destroyer f om 
north of Toflno, B,C., as a Flores Island to CFB Esqui- 
shipment of $28 million malt. 
Rustling Penalty Too Light 
• The B.C. Cattlemen's ~ disappointed by the leniency 
Association has asked the of the penalty and at the fact 
Crown to appeal the result of 
a cattle rustling case heard 
recently in Salmon Arm 
court, the Cattlemen's 
secretary-manager said 
today. 
Henry Biazowski was 
referring to the conviction 
and sentencing of John ,Lea 
Varga, aged 20, of Salmon 
Arm, after pleading qulity to 
shooting a call owned by 
Murray Campbell of Silver 
Creek. 
Judge Marvin Lundeen 
imposed a fi,:~ of $400 with 
an alternative of l0 days in 
Jail, ordered Varga to pay 
restitution of $337.50 to the 
owner, and placed Varga on 
probation for a year. 
Judge Lundeen granted 
Crown prosecutor Harold 
that the second charge was 
dropped,' Blszowski said. 
"We. cannot understand 
why the Crown requested the 
stay on the second charge, 
and have sought ex- 
planations. Surely such 
leniency in our courts can 
only be an encouragement to 
others to help themselves to 
someone lse's beef on the 
hoof." 
In contrast, Blazowski 
noted that in a November 
1977 prosecution in Burns 
Lake, where two men were 
]ailed a year for stealing a 
cow and selling the meat, the 
Crown proceeded on the theft 
charges and dropped the 
cattle killing counts. 
Biazowski also drew at- 
tention to the fact that in 
Revell a stay of proceedings sending the men to jail, 
ona second charge of theft of Burns Lake Judge A.S,K. 
the calf's hindquarters., Cook said" This court is 
Court was told Varga concerned that people should 
abandoned the reminder of be free to let their cattle 
the carcass, range without being 
"We are extremely slaughtered by hooligans." 
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Saturday, July 
FREE DRAW 
20" Sanyo 
Oolour 
Television 
Draw to be made at store,olosing 
Saturday, July, 22nd 
Job opportunities 
..Further details on the 
following lobs are I~ be 
obtained by calling the 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment Centre at 635- 
7134. 
Millwright - IWA rate. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. General duties in local 
mill - shift work involved. 
General Office Clerk - DOE 
$3.50 hour. Terrace. Per- 
n~nent full time. Invoicing 
through a cardex inventory 
system. Accurate typing. 
1st Aid Attendent - $4.35 hr. 
Terrace. Must have B ticket. 
Auto Body Repairman - $4.00 
hr. Terrace. Prefer jour- 
neyman. Experience in 
metal and light collision 
repair. 
Waiter-Waitress- $3.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must be mature 
and responsible. 
Manager.Suprv. - Stereo 
Dept. DOE. Permanent full 
time. Must have retail sales 
experience knowledgable 
about stereo equipment. 
Mnsthavegood 
management skills. 
Clerical Assistant - $3.23 hr. 
Terrace. 50 wpm typing, 
filing, photocopying, minute- 
taking, mail, shorthand dicta 
preferred, Typing test to he 
given. 
Composing Room Foreman - 
Negotiable. Terrace. Must 
be journeyman of 4 years 
experience. Must have 
thorough knowledge of all 
Must be able to 
minor maintenance and 
some repair. 
.Carpenters- DOE union 
wage. Dawson Creek. No 
accommodation supplied. 
Grader Operator 
NegOtiable. Must have 
logging and road building 
construction experience. 
Plumber- Union wage. 
Kamioups. Must be jour- 
neyman or experience. 
Stenographer - $6.82 hr. 
Terrace. Must have 50 wpm. 
Dictaphone. Must have 
grade 12 or related ex- 
perience. Security 
clearance r quired. 
Cook - $3.00 hr. Terrace. 
Shift work. Cook pizza's, 
steaks, etc. 
Chambermaid - $3.75 hr. 
Terrace. jmust have some 
experience. Shift work. 
Executive Secretary - $1,000 
month. Terrace. Typing 60 
wpm, filing, transcribing, 
shorthand month end 
reports, exp with public. 
Apprentice Baker - $3.50 hr. 
Port McNeil. 2 raG. 
probation period. No ex- 
perience necessary. 
Clerk-Typtst- $8,400 year. 
Terrace. 40 w.p.m. 
preferred. 
Stenographer - $9,170 an- 
num. Terrace. Must have 
dictaphone experience. 
Typing 40 wpm. Short hand 
not necessary. 
Stand Tenders - 100.00 acre. 
Must have 3-6 me. ex- 
erience and have own 
ium chainsaw. Must 
have own hard hat, .leg 
padding, steel toe boots. 
Own transportation. Good 
stand tender should be able 
to clear I acre a day. 
Housekeeper - $3.50 hr. 
Terrace. Housecleaning 
duties. Prepare supper. 
Babysitter - $6.00 day. To 
care for I - 4 year old child. 
Will involve feeding supper 
and putting to bed, Tem- 
perary position. 
Pizza Cook - $3.75 hr. 
Terrace. Must have some 
work experience. Prepare 
pizzas, pasta, baked 
spareribs. Uniforms sup- 
plied, 
Mortgage Clerk $4.50 hr. 
Terrace. Processing 
mortgage payme,.~ts. 
Sales Person - $3.50 hr. 
Terrace. Permanent part- 
time. Mature person, neat 
appearance. Experienced 
preferred. 
Cook- $3.00 hour. Terrace. ' 
Cooking and some clean.up. 
Shift work. 
Baker- $7.50 per hour to 
start. Terrace, Permanent 
full time. Must have ex- 
perience. 
Heavy Duty Mechanic - 
$10.51 hour. Terrace. 
Temporary full time (2 
months). Certified HD 
Mechanic Heavy Equipment 
repair. 
Radiator Repairman - 
Negotiable salary DOE. 
Terrace. Permanent - full 
time. Must have experience 
or related radiator ex- 
perience. Some light 
mechanic work. 
Registered Nurse. Clinic - 
$5.50hour. Terrace. On call 
only - for relief and for 
emergencies. To assist in 
clinic. 
Computer Operator - $850 - 
$1200 me. DOE. Terrace. 
Permanent fulltime. Must 
be experienced on IBM 
System 32 - Must be IBM 
trained. Operate 3741 
Keypunch. 
Advertising Salesperson -
Negotiable. Terrace. Must 
be fully experienced. Must 
have own transportation. 
Must be able to work in- 
dependently. 
Cocktail Waitress - $4.25 hr. 
DOE. Must be 19, mature 
and reliable. 
Construction Labour - $4.00 
hr. Terrace. Own transport 
and asse. Some building 
experience preferred. 
Short Order Cook - DOE. 
Terrace. Permanent full- 
time job. Expeience 
preferred but will. train. 
Must have own tran- 
sportation. 
Sales Clerk - $3.50 hr. DOE. 
Terrace. Permanent part- 
time. Must be mature. 
Handling cash sales. Ex- 
perience preferred. 
General Office Clerk- 
Bookkeeping - $410 - $450 
month. Terrace. Per. 
manent parttime. Accurate 
typing. Bookkeeping -
payroll, filing, reception. 
Experience required. 
Assodato Dental Surgeon -
Fee for Service. Must have 
rain. of 3 years experience as 
dental surgeon with B.C. 
Licence. 
Registered Nurse - $1124 
month. Terrace. Care of 
patients in ICU maintenance 
of equipment. Responsible 
to head nurse, Shift work 8 
percent VP. Room and 
~oard provided at cost. 
Waiter-Waitress - $3.50 hr. 
Terrace. Min. 19 years. 
Able to handle cash. Ex- 
perience not essential. 
Security Guard - $4.50 hr. 
Terrace. Must have D.L. 
Fixed shift, transportation 
available from town. Ex- 
perience preferred. 
Carpenter- TBA. Terrace. 
Min. 1 year experience 
required. Must have own 
tools. 
Plumber - $12.00 hr, 
Terrace. Must be fully 
experienced. Must have own 
transportation, 
Apprentice Baker - $4.00 hr. 
to start. Terrace. Need 
drivers license. Hot work 
and heavy lifting involved. 
Draftaperson DOE. 
Terrace. Must have some 
experience asa draftsperson 
for a legal survey and 
engineering practice. 
Babysitter and Light 
Housekeeping Duties 
Terrace. Ages I and 2. Must 
have own transportation. 
Fliers - I.W.A. rate. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. General duties in local 
mill. Must have saw fli or 
saw fitter experience. 
Streetworker- $138.00 week. 
Terrace. Hrs. flexible, must 
be able to work ind. and be 
able to oommun. 
Researcher - $138 week. 
Chnlneaw Operator - $5.60 Terrace. Must have drivers 
hr. Terrace. Must have own . license to work towards 
ehainsaw. Temporary only. establishing a display of 
R&B available, artifacts and information of. 
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Baldheaded eagles ere larger at the age of two than when 
they are fully mature. 
Job wouldn't require nudity 
VANCOUVER (CP) --The A citizen's committee has Evelyn Aiklnson during a Banks which is visible from 
city's park board is mulling suggested voluntary patrols stroll along the beach, the road. 
over the problem of hiring 
life guards for Wreck Beach, 
the haven for nude bathers 
below the cliffs at the 
University of British 
Columbia. 
Aside from the fact that it 
might look like the board 
condones nude bathing, is 
whether it should spend 
money to hire a lifeguard 
(undressing would not be a 
job requirement) o watch 
over the nude bathers when 
city council has rejected 
other board recreation 
projects. 
equipped with medical and 
radio equipment as the 
summer season is producing 
its usual spate of problems 
concerning the beach for the 
board to wrestle with. 
The board, which is 
responsible for the beach at 
the western tip of Point 
Grey, is also wondering 
about he appropriateness of 
signs warning beach 
strollers of the state of un- 
dress around the next cor. 
nor. IN LIMBO 
"We're iffa legal limbo," 
said park commissioner 
Derailed train 
carried methanol 
CRANBROOK, B.C. (CP) leakage. The lake water will 
"Aerowdedcampsiteinthe lp keep the tank cooled, 
Crowsnest Pass area near Olson said, until it can be 
the British Columbia- 
Alberta border was 
evacuated Sunday after 11 
cars of a CP Rail freight 
train, one carrying a ship- 
ment of methanol, derailed. 
Earl Olson, a CP 
spokesman i  Calgary, said 
the train .derailed im- 
mediately adjacent o the 
campsite. No injuries were 
reported. The evacuation 
was a standard precaution. 
Oison was unable to 
specify exactly how far the 
derailment Was from the 
campsite but RCMP in 
Sparwoud said trainmen on 
the scene said the mishap 
oceured about half a kilo- 
metre from the campsite. 
The car containing the 
methanol was partly sub. 
merged in Summit Lake, 
just east of Hazel, B.C., the 
CP Rail spokesman said. 
It was examined by CP 
officials and representatives 
of the shippers, Alberta Gas 
CliemicaLs Ltd.,~of Medicine 
Hat, Alta., but there was no 
emptied. 
BUILD LINE 
A line was being built 
around the derailment today 
to  re-open the line to traffic 
and to get salvage equip- 
ment into the area. 
Olson said the methanol 
would be pumped into an 
• empty tank car and then 
cranes would be used to lift 
the damaged car from the 
lake. 
The St. Mary's Indian 
band earlier relaxed its 
blockade on the line to allow 
the railway access to the 
cars. 
Band administrator Lloyd 
Lezard said the blockade will 
be resumed as soon as the 
line is cleared. He said the 
band is determined not to 
remove its plywood barrier 
until the hand and CP Rail 
have resolved their dif- 
ferences. 
The hand b seeking com- 
pensation from the railway 
for reserve land lost due to 
erosion along the line. 
Demonstrators called 
a socialist front 
-VICTORIA (CP) --  Anti- 
uranium mining demon- 
stratians by the residents of 
Genelle in southeastern 
British Columbia'are nothing 
but a socialist front, Mines 
Minister Jim Chabot said 
Monday. 
Chabot said in an in- 
terview that he is forced to 
conclude that because the 
Geaelle residents in~ito nly 
New Democratic Party 
MLAs to the area to hear 
their complaints and not 
him, the whole protest is 
purely political. 
The minister also rejected 
a call for a five-year 
moratorium on uranium 
mining in the province, 
saying it would be menn- 
inglem. 
Tom Mackenzie, 
spokesman for the residents, 
told an NDPsponsored 
meeting on Sunday that a 
moratorium is needed to 
study the urunimum 
problem. 
Mackenzie said ex- 
ploration permits were let 
earlier by the inspector of 
mines in Nelson, B.C., 
withought adequate infor- 
mation being supplied on the 
permit form, 
The residents want the 
uranium exploration i  their 
area baited because of fears 
waste rock from drilling in 
the China Creek area near 
Castlegar will contaminate 
their water supply. 
Chabot criticized the NDP 
for trying to score "political 
brownie points" with the 
people of B.C: by becoming 
involved in the controversy. 
The minister said that 
during the last session of the 
legislature, the NDP did not 
raise ,the question of 
uranium mining once, and 
now the party is only jum- 
ping on a politica ! hand- 
wagon. 
"Provincial Attorney- Park board officials said 
General Garde Gardom has the beach is safe for people 
opted to turn the other cheek, who treat he dangerous tide 
so to speak, on enforcement patterns with respect, 
of the law against nudity in a Several people have been 
public place. So where does stranded by deep water after 
that leave the park board?" swimming to a breakwater 
"If we post signs about op- and the only other, reported 
tional dress--which we aecidents involve aman who 
probably should--that hit his head oh a rock while 
automatically suggests .~e diving and a woman who 
are condoning nudity which broke a leg climbing down 
supposedly against he law. the cliff. 
The park board has Holden said he willtake his 
rejeeted a request from campaign for lifeguards to 
school teacher Frank Holden city council but Mayor Jack 
who wanted life guards Volrinh as not said what, if 
placed on the secluded any, actioncouneilwiiltake. 
beaeh, 300 feet below Last year, Alderman 
heavilyforested cliffs. The Bernice Gerard and 
beach extends everal miles members of her Committee 
from leg booming rounds at of Citizens For Integrity, 
the mouth of the Fraser iver toured the beach and scolded 
to Spanish Banks, the nude bathers but council 
westernmost beach on the shuffled the problem of en- 
city's English Bay. forcing a ban on nude 
"The people who use the bathing on the park board. 
beach regulate themselves . . . . .  
and like it that way," Ms. , ':~'t COIuf~ ;\\I,. 
AtkinSOnpick up said.the "MOStgarbageOf themand / ' /~(~ hQS o"O~ 
hehave well enoagh."  Up£R d 
IMPROVE TRAILS / 
She said some ira- 
• provements could be made ~ ~lMu , _ . ,d  
tothe roughhewntrails down \ ~MMMM~I  ~" 
the cliff to the beach and \ ~~MMMk V 
signs .about optional dress \ - -q l l lmggmp' - - . /  
might keep nude bathers ~ , . 'mmW~l  " 
from encroaching on Spanish "~. . r~. . . . .  
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Pork Chops 
or Roast. 
Centre Cut. 
Single Loin  i189 
Ground Beef 
Regular Quality lb. S !1 .09  
Lean Quality lb. $ ! ! .69  
Hash Browns 
S°°'°h'r'a" 2 79 Frozen. 
2 lb. Package for 
Tomato {)alsup 
Town HouSe. 
32 fl. oz. Jug 
Potatoes 
B.C. Grown. 
Local New 
He, I Grade 5.79: 
Bananas 
Central 
America 
II II 
5 ' 100 lb. . i 
Prices Effective 
July 19th to 22nd 
InTerrace Safewav Store 
Sales in Retail Quantities only. 
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. .q" 
Boobytrap For A Varmint On The Trapline 
I always enjoye¢~ it, when Angus McBagpipe traps. The animosity between the two grew 
wonldpullintotown, behindhis team of matched steadily worse, as each began to miss food and_ 
sled dogs, fresh from his trapline, twice a year. supplies from his cabin, and became convinced 
Angus was one of the best trappers in the 
North. His age was legendary. For at least 20 
years that I could remember the local Cree had 
insisted he was "over a hundred years old". 
Living as I was, on a very fight missionary's 
budget, I looked forward to the odd ldndqua~er 
of car ibou,  or moese.,that Angus would ask.m e 
if I could "get rid of' that was sure to follow 
his arrival, as well as the fresh batch of yarns he 
had to tell me, inters p_e~_ed with tales of his ' 
earlier years up in the Athabasea district, 
among the Chipewyans . . . . .  
Of Scottish ancestors, bern in Quebec, this tree 
old trapper was fluent in Eskimo, French, 
Chipew~.an (Athapaskan), Cree (Al.gonqnin), 
Gaelic ( tthat s all we spoke at home when t was  
a wee bairn") as well as English, interspersed 
with "good SCOts" - even though he had never 
been across the Atlantic. 
Despite his excellent credit rating at the 
Hudson's Bay store, his sense of humour and his 
command of languages and sled dogs, Angus was 
not popular with the other trappers. At fh'st I 
thought this was because he never frequented 
the pubs nor bothered with the Native girls on the 
Flats. Later, I was to learn the reason why. 
Trapper Willie white, also known as "Barren 
Ground White" because he had lived in the 
Barrens so long, and later, shortend to. "'The 
Baron" had had an adjoining trapline to Angus. 
For years the two had been feuding; each 
claiming the other had been stealing from his 
Where's 
Margaret? 
OTTAWA 
OFFBUT 
by Richard Jackson 
the other was to blame. 
Rea l i z ing  the whale business was getting out of 
hand, and- since both had hot tempers, sooner or 
later, someone would get hurt, Angus set out to 
visit the Baron at his main cabin, to make peace 
and see if somehow they couldn't forget the feud. 
Wearing snowshoes and c~rrtfing a pack, his 
knapsack on his back and hunting rifle slung 
over h i s  shoulder, Angus was nearing the 
Baron's cabin when he saw an immense polar 
bear on its hi nd feet, reaching up to get some 
fish off the meat cache outside the cabin. Coming 
towards him, behind the bear, but not seeing it, 
was the Baron - unarmed. Shouting, to warn him 
of the bear, Angus raised his rifle to cover the 
.huge "Nanook" who had begun to catch scent ot 
the human and was swivelling his head, in 
curiosity. 
With an oath, the Baron, thinking Angus was 
aiming at him, dashed into the cabin, just as 
Angus fired, dropping the magnificent specimen, 
in his tracks. 
And, just as the Baron entered his cabin, 
Angus heard a second shot, and a loud scream. 
Once he had made certain beyond all doubt the 
bear was dead, he went to look for 'the Baron'. 
The unfortunate trapper was lying dead, in a 
pool of his own blood, just inside the door, Wired 
above the doorsill, rigged as a booby-trap, was a 
hi-power shotgun, triggered to go off by whoever 
opened the front door. There could be little 
doubt - the Baron had meant it for Angus! 
When Angus broke the news to the community, 
remembering the strong feud that had been 
going for years, between the two, the story met 
with skepticism. Although completely 
exonerated by the authorities, a growing number 
preferred to believe the Baron had died at the 
hands of Angus. 
With no witnesses, and since Angus preferred 
the company of a wife he a c¢luired late in l ife, to 
the boys in the Legion and the crowded pubs, the 
more popular story of the Baron's death made 
the rounds every time a newcomer moved into 
the village. 
With the Baron no longer running a trapline 
next to his, it was to be expected the poaching on 
Angus's line weald have come to a halt. The 
catching and killing of a family of wolverine, 
during the next ten months almost convinced 
Angus the problem would certainly be at an end, 
since wolverine have a reputation for devilishly 
springing traps and frustrating trap pe.rs from 
harvesting their furs. But the thefts condnuea.. 
One day, when Angus was in town, he came 
over to the Mission to ask me ff I could spare a 
bucket of water, as the water truck had missed 
his cottage. While we were chatting, a local 
woman, known as Ducldoot Annie, called by 
with some berries to sell. 
"Look what my boyfriend give me," said 
Annie, and she held up a gold-plated cigarette 
ease. "It's worth a thousand ollars, he says ann 
she pointed to a crude engraving of an A~_,erican 
$1,ooo bill on the back. I noticed Angus s lace 
turn pale. "Let me see that," he snapped, and, in 
miu 
Happy Birihday Mrs, Sullen, r/years old 
Cedarvale Matriarch Proves Her Age 
lovely card, inscribed: "The carving is dune by 
(This carving) "Presented Victor Mowatt and Mrs. 
to Agnes Sutton for her 1978 Mowatt is a Frog and sends 
(87th) Birthday with GOd's her congratulations." 
richest blessing. Barbara, 
Bert and Stephen (Little 
Chief), Donna and Bill With all this "proof" - hew 
Bishop, Mike and Joyce can anyone now ever doubt 
Casorso, Barb and Al Parfitt Mrs. Agnes Sutton is, indeed,' 
and family." 87 years old? 
By the Editor 
Agness Sutton, Cedar- 
vala's grand old lady was in 
to visit me last Friday. 
Unfortunately I were not in, 
at the HERALD office when 
she caned. 
Now I KNOW Mrs, Sutton 
is 67 years old, even though 
friends of hers keep telling 
me she is in her nineties. 
When one passes the 80 mark 
they usually become ageless. 
To others, that is. And Mrs. 
Sutton wanted to correct that 
attitude that sometimes even 
rubs off on us. 
OTTAWA,-The lady vanishes ... not quite. 
Margaret Trudeau, missing from the news 
these many days, has resurfaeed in London. 
For one last time it seems, according to 
William Hickey's veddy veddy "in" chatter 
coluam in the London Dally Express. 
Hickey says she's a bore, and that's the reason 
she hasn't been getting much printer's ink. 
But he salutes her "one last time, tattling: 
"Dropped in on a party given for white-haired 
weirdo Andy Warhol at the Institute on Cun- 
temporary Arts in the Mall. " 
"While he stayed in a hack room signing 
enormous pictures of athletes, the swir l ing 
reception offered the usual selection o f . fa~. : ,  ,.~..~ 
faces - Bianca Jagger, David Hockney,::!Rat~ i=~ 
"Bobbles" Hannsworth, Roddy Llewellyn. But 
m,e ,~ went almost entirely unnoticed ff not u 
"It was an unusually demure Margaret 
Trudean, wayward, estranged wife of Canadian 
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau. 
"She normally creates such a fuss, as on the 
last occasion when an inebriate spilt some wine 
on her and she stormed out despite the poor 
chap's protest: 'I was only tolling her about my 
guru . '  
"But this time scarcely anyone spoke to her as 
she wandered about, and in a way seemed such a 
bewildered child, a stranger in the strange land 
of the beautiful people." 
That's what they may think in London. 
But in Ottawa there are some Liberal insiders 
who expect her to slip quietly back into the 
family circle when the Prime Minis~r requires a 
mother for these three fetching young sons, 
Justin, 8asha and Michel, on those election 
plafferms in the months ahead. 
• ne two oldest boys, still only six and four, 
truly, Pamela Zettergreen. 
Dear Mrs. Agnes Sutton: 
Thank you for your nice 
stories and I really enjoyed 
bearing them. It was a 
pretty picture of your 
wedding day. Have a nice 
87th year. Your friend, 
Lorraine Noltes. 
Dear Mrs. Sutton: 
Thank you very much for 
letting us hear you talk and 
• sing the song you learned 
when you were small. 
Happy Birthday on your 87th 
Birthday. Here is a poem for 
you from me: 
already are seasoned campaigners. 
Justin's been through it once before. 
But m0.re recently, this Spring and Summer, She is not as one of our 
Papa Pierre has been taking them both along,, nineties.articles suggested,Neither h rinearlyher' 
when he has been making those "non-political nineties nor her late nineties. 
ImbHe appearances at ball games, folk festivals, Nor even her mid nineties, 
and assorted afternoon gatherings. Agnes Sutton is 87. She has 
Michel, Number Three Son, at three might earned every year of it; she 
• - does not want credit for the 
seem a shade young for politicking, but he has years he has yet to come• 
So she brought the 
HERALD proof she is 87. A 
whole brown maniila en- 
velope full of charming, 
irrefutable vidence. 
On June 27, 1978 the Kit. 
wan@ Grade Five class 
went to Cedarvale to visit 
her on her 97th. birthday. 
When they returned to their 
school they wrote notes of 
appreciation and birthday 
congratulations. These were 
in the envelope, and these 
were incontrovertible. 
Along with the letters were 
birthday cards from other 
well wishers, and one card 
by a student, shown above. 
Some of the letters were as 
follows: 
Dear Mrs• Sutton: 
Thank you for that good 
story you told us, the Grade 
Five class. I think everybody 
liked it and I hope when I'm 
that old I can remember 
things that you can now. So 
thank you, 
Yours truly, Robbie Parfitt. 
Dear Mrs. Sutton: ' 
Thank you for telling us 
aboutCedarvale. It was very 
exciting. I felt sorry for 
these people. Well, I better 
be closing now. 
Thank You, Theresa L. 
Dear Mrs. Agnes Sutton: 
Thank you very much for 
telling us about Cedarvale 
when you were just a little 
child, l enjoyed it very 
much,  Happy birthday on 
• your. 87tl'ff~Irthday. Yours 
Roses are red 
Violets are blue 
• You look so pretty with 
That gown on you. 
Yours truly, Rhonda 
Morgan. 
Dar Mrs. Sutton: 
l enjoyed hearing your 
wonderful stories about 
everything• Thank you very 
much. Yours truly, Gerry 
Elsworth. 
Dear Mrs. Sutton: 
Thank you for the story you 
told the Grade Fives. It was 
a very good story. I learned 
a lot about Cedarvale. I am 
glad I live.~ia Cedarvale 
because someday I wish it 
would be iike"t'he olden days. 
Yours truly, Fernando 
Andrade. 
Dear Mrs. Sutton: 
I really enjoyed being with 
you I just loved your song 
and your house. 1 really 
enjoyed talking with you. 
Your friend, Sunia. 
Dear Mrs. Sutton: 
Thank you for telling the 
Grade five class the old 
stories of Cedarvale. It was 
really interesting. From 
Sharon Hobenshield, 
Dear Mrs. Agnes Sutton: 
Thank you for letting our 
class in your house and 
tellin~ u~ings  about when 
'you :wex-e ~0ung. 
From-l~aq~el Mojak. , 
Dear Mrs. Agnes Suttoa, 
Thank you for telling us 
about Cedarvale and you 
life, It was all very in- 
teresting, l wish you a 
Happy Birthday. Your 
Friend, Thys Jaarsina, 
Dear Mrs. Agnes Sutton: 
Thank you for telling these 
old stories when you were 
small. 
By Wally Morgan. 
And there, was one large 
AN EGO IS DEFLATED 
By Ron Gadsl~y 
James Cook had been home When me vessel left dry- 
only five weeks when the Ad- dock and moved downstream 
miralty asked him to lead an- her pilot declared her to be 
other expedition, this time to top.heavy and the most an- 
circumnavigate the high Ant- stable ship he hud ever sailed. 
arctic latitudes. He refused to rig h~ r in full sail 
in 1739 the French explorer for fear of capsizing. 
Bouvet had sighled land in the ~ Cotik agreed fully and: with 
south Atlantic which he had 
culled Cape Circumcision. He the help of the navy's comp- 
thought it might be a projec ~ troller, received permission to 
tion of the great, mysterious have her stripped back to her 
southern continent and, of previous dimensions. This, of 
course, this possibility had court ,  hud adeleteriouseffect 
whetted the appetites of ex- on the Banks ego :rod he with- 
plorers ever since. Later it drew from the expedition after 
proved to be an island ond wus receiving a final rebuff from 
named in his honor, but when the Admiralty which said, in 
Cook headed south, none part:"Mr. Banksseems to con- 
knew for sure. sider the ships as fitted oat 
it was natural that on such solely for his use, the whole 
an expedition a botanist and undertaking to depend on him 
his supporting crew should be and his people and himself the 
included and it was natural, director and conductor of the 
too, that Joseph Banks who whole". It was at this point 
had proven such a stimulating that Joseph Banks mustered 
influence on the previous what was left of his dignity and 
voyage be included. He was withdrew his purticipation. 
keen to go. In fairness to Banks it should 
But something had hap- t~added that while he blamed 
pened to Banks since his re- Cook for his predicament, he 
turn toEngland.The adulation did re-establish a fkm friend- 
he had received had inflated ship with the commander. 
his ego to such an extent that Banks was replaced as offi- 
he seemed to feel the expedi, vial naturulisl by JohannRcin- 
,ion was designed just [or him. hold Forsler, a Prussian Scot. 
When he saw the quarters sup- His son Georg went ukmg us a 
plied for him on the new vessel mllural history druughtsman. 
he balked. He ordered th.'d ad- 
ditional acconlniotlalhul I,e II was'ul unltkcly, dut~ because 
added so that his pt~rSOll:l[ wJl i lt ° NL,II (;Corg was an anlcn- 
suite of 13 people could travel aide pers4, I i e was much under 
tn conditions "suihtldc for :l ehe inl'hwnce l,f his father who 
genlleman".Thlsrcqnin..dlh/ll ~a~ alLvihillg but. The old 
a new deck be added :rod the man ~:1~ a h,rlncr Lutheran 
cxisling fleck [¢n~,Jht, llt.d. :nul ,l|illisit.i :Uhl :1 failc¢l school 
Cook allowed Ih¢ allcr:lli~,n~ h'.wlw, i~h,, ~,t't'ltl4'd It, have 
tt)~4, uhead witJlt,tll Cl,lUIIIt•Ill. t'illl'.lh' ~lt.I lit hi~, veins, l ie 
Onesuspccls he had Ilt,~ h,n!.,,' hkc, I Ih,lllul!, h,' ,,;1~ ;llltJ ihal 
buried w, ry dcuply i .  his ,ih.h,h.d lh,. ~l,q,'~ cr¢'w ~vllonl 
check. It,. h.h t~,.,,. ,h,h,, .rod ~;iSll'¢ls. 
made public appearances at special occasions. 
Now if Margaret comes home - she has 
hovered on the family fringes since the 
estrangement- and there is a reconciliation, 
what happy, happy Liberal Party campaigning. 
Getting your share of those Quebec license 
plates with Premier Rene Levesque's eparatist- 
inspired Je me souvieus message on them? 
4~ " Je me souviens is supposed to mean not just 
I ,  , ,  44 I remember, but, to hear the separatists, I 
remember the Plains of Abraham and 200 years 
of repression, discrimination and injustice." 
But it's the front - not the rear, "Je me 
souvieus" - plate that's the real eye-catcher. 
You can spot the federalists, separatists, the 
Quebec-firsters, and the True Canadians from 
their front plates. 
The separatists carry front plates emblazoned 
with the Fleur de Lis, the blue and white Quebec 
flag, and the very odd one, a hand-painted insult 
to lea "maudit Anglais." 
The federalists, the Canadians or Canada- 
firs,era, the The True Believers how the Flag. 
The play-it-safers display the Quebec and 
Canadians flags together or "Canada-Quebec." 
-And the fence-sitters show their non- 
commitment with the Montreal Canadiens crest, 
the Expos emblem, "Je t'aime ma femme," the 
name of their town, county or auto dealer. 
In Ottawa and Cornwall and lesser •Eastern 
Ontario border points, these plates are becoming 
a source of annoyance and friction. 
Especially among construction workers on the 
Ontario side who are barred from working in 
Quebec while literally thousands of Quebeckers 
cross the bridges to work in Ontario. • . . . . . .  
a manner most alien to him, grabbed it out of her 
hand. Holding it close to his face, he rubbed a 
corner, where were engraved the initials, 
"W.W.". "This belonged to Willie White" (the 
Baron) he dedared, and took off, leaving his pail 
of water behind. 
No one knows for sure, what happened after 
that. But one thing is certain. Three-fingers 
Louie, Vuckfoot ,annie's boyfriend, - the one that 
gave her the cigarette case, - was never seen 
again. 
Louie had long had a reputation of being.a 
poacher. Kumour had had it he had been seen m 
the vicinity of Angus and the Baron's traplines 
around the time the two old trappers were 
having their feud. 
The next Spring, I happened in to the Hudson 
Bay post when Angus had just finished selling his 
furs. The manager was congratulating him on a 
record harvest. 
Reaching down into a burlap sack, Angus 
pulled out a rolled up raw wolverine celt. It was 
largest I had ever seen. "Do me a favour, 
~Anedy, ' he said to the post manager, '.'when Duck: 
foot Annie comes in, tell her I left this varmint 
for her. I caught it raiding.my trapline. And with• 
that he left the store. 
""Well, I'll be damned" said Andy, to me, 
scratching his head. 'What do you think of that? 
I've never known that tight old Scot to give 
anyone a dime. That skin must be worth fifty 
bucks, untanned! I wonder whatever got into the 
old beggar. He must be going daft." 
But I didn't think so, then - and I don't now. 
Funerals Cost Bereaved 
Average of $1,000 each 
I~ONTREAL (CP) -- The Montreal area, defended the 
funeral business i  alive and funeral industry agains' 
well in Quebec, even though accusations from consumer 
not many people like to talk groups that rates are 
about it or even to think exorbitant. 
about it. Special facilities have to 
"Everybody likes to stay be maintained and staff 
from death," paid, he said. Customers away says 
Gillea Poirier, .president of demand a variety of ser- 
the 530.member Association vices. 
of Funeral Directors of the He said the services his 
Province of Quebec. firm offers at an average 
"Nobody goes ':,ith a glad funeral, not including the 
heart, casket, cost $860. Caskets, 
"But the funeral business from the simplest wooden 
is a business like any other." one to the most ornate 
,In an interview this week, bronze, vary enormously in 
. . . . . . . . . .  .Poir ier.  ¢stimated..the in- price. 
. , ,~ : / l , :  "~ dusUT has'an annual tar- The most elaborate 
• . • : ..... - ~,= ~: ~ never of roughly $35 million ,funeral he offers, featuring a 
in Quebec, with about one- cortege of f l~er-aderned 
quarter of Canada's hearses and a large com- 
population, plement of attendants, 
He based his estimate on comes to $5,000. 
an annual death rate of OFFERS SPECIAL 
35,000 in Quebec and an One of the cheapest 
average cost per funeral of funerals is Alfred Daliaire 
about $1,000. Ltee.'s$99 bargain basement 
Poirier pointed to several special. For that price, 
new trends in the funeral human remains will be 
industry, which he picked up anywhere in Men- 
characterized as generally ,real and delivered to the 
'traditional nd conservative, place of burial or cremation. 
He said the emergence of The price includes a simple 
several big chains of funeral wooden casket and the 
homes and a slow drift away arrangement of formalities, 
from small family but not embalming. 
operations show that the Paul-Emile Legare, 
industry is falling under the president of Alfred Dallaire 
same influences as other Ltee., said Dallaire regards 
types of business, itself as an innovator, and 
HAS 53 BRANCHES also offers a $287 special 
The biggest chain in which includes embalming, 
Canada is Urgel Bourgie exposure of the remains, and 
Ltee., which has 53 funeral four attendants. 
homes in the Montreal Poirier said funerals differ 
region. Another big one is enormously according to 
Alfred Dallaire Ltce., with 23 ethnic origin. 
Montreal branches. French.Canadians pour 
Potrier also noted that five out their grief very quickly, 
years ago cremation was but don't prolong the death 
used in only about one per ceremony as much as 
cent of French-Canadiar Italians or Portuguese. 
funerals. But now it is used French-Canadians tend 
about 15 per cent of thetime, more often to buy ornate 
He attributed the trend to caskets with bright metallic 
lower cesta and a less stiff surfaces, while Anglo- 
attitude by religious Saxons go more for very 
authorities, sober, simple wooden 
Potrier, vice-president of caskets. Jews, Italians and 
Magnus Pottier Inc., which Greeks almost never choose 
has five funeral homes in the cremation, he said. 
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He may not be Bjorn Borg yet, but give arthur Talstra age 11 a few more years 
'and maybe he too will win three Wimbledon crowns. 
Photo by Jim MorNs 
I 
Foster's bat 
drops Expos 
George Foster drove in 
five runs with two homers 
and scored the eventual 
winning run, while Pete Rose 
:,~extendod his.hilling streak to 
,,; 90 game~ as.Cincianati,Reds 
rallied to defeat Montreal 
Expos 8-6 in a National 
League baseball game 
Monday night. 
Rose slapped asingle into 
r i~t field in the fifth inning 
to give him 3,082 hits for his 
career and place him 10th on 
the all.time list ahead of Cap 
Arisen, 
Montreal's Tony Perez-- 
who had four hits and four 
runs hatted in for the night-- 
had a home run and a double 
in his first two at bats as 
Montreal took a 5-0 lead. 
Foster's five RBI gave him 
71 for the season. His two 
home runs--a two-run shot in 
the fourth and a thre~run 
blast in the fifth--brought 
the Reds to a 6-6 tie. 
In the seventh, Ken Griffey 
singled and went to third 
when right fielder Ellis 
Valentine let the ball get past 
him. Griffey scored when 
Joe Morgan grounded tp tint 
base. Fester then doubled 
and scored on Johnny 
Bench's ingle to centre. 
By TilE Elsewhere in the National defeated the Braves 7-4 in 
ASSOCIATED PRESS League, Rob Andrews hit a the second game. 
leadoff homer in the ninth in- In the Ameriean League, 
ulng to spark San Francisco Willie Wilson worked a 
Giants to a 9-7 triumph over 
St. Louis Cardinals. 
' Reggie Smithls second 
, ~e'nm ~', .~. ¢om_e;-an "es~ith:lhni~"bhdt ~t '  Ri~ 
Reuschel, snapped a tie and 
carried Los Angeles Dodgers 
to a 4-3 vleto~ over Chicago 
Cubs. • 
Jose Cruz hit the first pitch 
of the Houston llth inning 
over the right field fence, 
backing Joe Niekro's five-hit 
pitching and giving the 
Astrou a 2-1 docislou over 
Philadelphia Phillles. 
PIRATES WIN 
P inch-h i t ter  Manny 
Sangulllen singled to score 
pinch-runner Ken Maeha 
from third in the 10th inning, 
helping Pittsburgh Pirates to 
ang-7 victory over San Diega 
Padres. 
Dale Murphy's 14th home 
run of the season, a drive in 
the seventh inning, helped 
Larry MeWilliama win his 
first big league appearance 
as Atlanta Braves beat New 
York Mets 3-0 in the opener 
of a twi-night doubleheader. 
Tom Grieve highlighted a
three-ran fourth inning with 
a two-run single as the Mete 
Sports Briefs 
ANNOUNCES SIGNING 
DENVER (AP) -- Denver 
Broncos of the National 
Football League announced 
the signing Monday of three 
free agents, two of whom 
played in the Canadian 
Football League last season. 
They were Gary Silvestri, a 
233-pound defensive end 
from University of Pitts. 
burgh, Bobby Brooks, a 202. 
pound defensive back, and 
kicker John Choukair. 
Silvestri and Brooks played 
for the CFL Calgary 
Stampeders last year. 
WILL GO TO TRIAL 
TORONTO (CP) -- U.S. 
Federal Court Judge John T. 
Elfvin ruled in Buffalo on 
Monday that one-eyed 
hockey player Greg Neeld's 
charge that the National 
Hockey League conspired to 
prevent him from playing 
will go to trial'en Nov, 14, 
Neeld, who icst an eye 
playing amateur hockey for 
Toronto Marlboros, was 
drafted by Buffalo Sabres in 
1975. An NHL rule prohibits a 
player from competing if he 
has less than 25 per cent 
vision in either eye, 
FORMS NATIONAL 
TEAM 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
Canadian Ski Association 
announced Monday the 
formation of .a national 
freestyle ski team. John 
Johnstoh, program director 
ot freestyle skiing for the 
association, said there will 
be 10 men and five women 
selected to represent Canada 
in a challenge meet against 
the United States next 
January. He said it will be 
the first international 
amateur freestyle eom-  
pet it ion and will be sane. 
liened by the International' 
Ski Federation. 
CUB SIDELINED 
CHICAGO (AP) --  Third 
baseman Steve Ontiveres of 
Chicago Cubs dislocated his 
left shoulder Monday, the 
National League/baseball 
team announced. He will be 
sidelined for an indefinite 
period. Rodney Scott 
replaced Ontiveres .during 
the Los Angeles Dodgers' 4-3 
victory Monday and Chleago 
manager Herman Franks 
said Scott probably would 
play third base in Onliverea~ 
absence. " 
WlNDANCER TAKES 
LEAD 
MACKINAC ISLAND, 
Mich. (AP)  . Windancer, 
skippered by John Nedoau of 
Muskegon, took the early 
unofficial lead Monday night 
as the first finishers trichled 
across the line here in the 
54th cnnual Port Huron to 
Mackinac yacht race. Race 
efficiais were calling this 
year's event one of the 
slowest on record, as some 
200 vessels remained strung 
across northern Lake Huron, 
becalmed in light winds, 
CFL action tonig. ht 
Als vs. Argos; Esks vs. Bombers 
TJ~e Canadian Pre~ • 13ut Joe Scanella, In hie Jauch has said he would running back Jim Germany lte said Im would not buy 
Last season, Montreal firat yesr as head coach with not hesitate to make any and linebaeker Dan Kepley the theory that the ~ombers 
Alouettes rocketed into the theAis, wasatllljuggllnghin changes required to make . had all recovered from Iosttheir30-14decisiontolhe 
Canadian Football League's lineup a scant 24 hours the Winnipeg club a winner, minor injuries suffered in Lions solely because "they 
regular-season schedule before game lime. " "YQu need quality people the game against the were terribly vulnerable on 
withsevenstrnightvictoHes, Import running hack Ken throughout the entirs lineup, Stampeders lastweek, defence." 
a start which eventually led Starch, placed on waivers not just your starting 12 on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
to the Eastern Football last Friday, was recalled offencaanddefence," Jaueh "~71~' i1"  
Conference championship and signed a centrac.t again said, "You have to feel that ~ I I J~  a 
and the Grey Cup. late Monday. At th~ same whoever is in there will do 
The Montreal club lest five t imes spekesmap f~' the what is necessary to win-- d i f ~ e ~ n c e  
games during the season, dub said veteran defensive that's what it's all about." a 
But significantly, three of end Junior Ah You was a After tonight's game the 
these five eame at the hands doubffu]starter.lfAlhYouin Bomhers get two weeks off-- price makes 
of the thenunpredictable unable to play because of a good news for the injured, a • 
Toronto Arguonuts and their pulled groin muscle, Men- Tackle Jeff Hart, linobaeker 
vaunted etente, treel wm dress ~ men, one Bernie Morrisen and veteran " ~ .  
The shoe in on the other under the limit, lineman Chuck Liebroch are .~"~ ~.,~, j~;~,- \  
foot this season as it is the There were reports that three injured members of 
Alouetteswhnwillbolooking giant Canadian defensive the dub looking forward to 
for their initial victory when ischle Cordon Judges, a 19- the break in the schedule. 
the Argonauts visit Montreal year CTL veteran, would be VETERAN START8 
tonight in one of two cut or retire before game • HnghCampbell, head man • 
scheduled CFL games. The time. However, the with the Eskimos, will start 
other, a Western Football spokesman said Judges, veteran quarterack Tom 
Conference affair, has hampered by chronic knee Wilkinson against the 
Edmonton Eskimos, Grey and back ailments, remains Bombers with rookie Warren See  fo r  yourself at  
Cup finalists last season, on the roster. Moon ready as a hack-up 
looking for their second Some indication of the ira- measure. TERRACE HONDA SALES 
victory in aa many starts proved attitude in thaArgos .Idon't see any renson to ~ 4842Hwy.  16West Terrace, B.C. VSG~Le 
when they visit the Blue camp this season could be change the lineup, period," 
Bombers in Winnipeg. found in the byplay between Campbell said, adding that ~ 635.6571 br635.4325 Dea let  Licence 02066A 
Last week's openers in the, Canadian linebankers Gold cornerbacks Joe Holllmon ~o lMDA Test  d r ivea  Honda today ,  * 
West saw Edmonton de,eat Knowltm and Rich Sowieta. and Larry Highbaugh, + .:.. 
Calgary Stampeders ~14 "Montreal's my home 
while British Columbia Lions town," Knowltou said. "Rich ;.:~+ ........ ;'+'-'-'+'+ ..... :'- . . . . . .  +'.'~'-'..'~'+'.'-'-'.'.'~'. ....... .... ..................................................... "-'-'.' '-'.' " .. '., 
++, Bus!hess overcame Winnipeg 30-14. In andl reachedan agreement: z .:. the East the- Alouetiea Were I start there nd he starts in ~ . .., iii upset 17-10 by Ottawa Roach Ottawa which is his home ~ Hiders, while the Argos beat town. The rest ~ the rimewe ~ • :::: 
Hamilton Ti~ar-Cats 34-22. ~ ~ H 
- .- ot listed n ou While the Aloastias sank Knowlton and =~owsem !~ . , • r "- 
" -  + o.S " +i 
__ ,  
sea . ,  the Toronto club their position. Toronto .01  Te l  D,reotory, 
proved that its offence, .defensive backfield coach i ~  AIAUR A ANIMAL HOSPITAL-635.3040 ilil 
bolstered bYofthestar~f-~ason Jim Ro.ntroe said the pair ; . ~ ~  :::::d 
8cquLqili0u runny; 
bach Terry Metcalfe from to split the starting assign- Yi: :- 
S t .  Louis Cardinals af the menlo down the middle." ~ i ~  WATER LILY SAY R~SORT-,n-~2S, ~ 
National Football League, "Itwculdn'thefairtokeep 
lack.baaacqalredthestabUlyitin othe sea. ,  ene nf them on the bench." We,re.....v,..,..,+o,o....+..,++o 
Met~al~e contributed to a BOYDS BODY SHOP - 635.9410 
399.yard offense against tha In Wiaalpes, it will he Ray L is ted  
Alouettes despite the loss in Jauch, leng-lime omch d GEMINI EXCAVATING - 635-3479 
the exhibition game. the Eskimos, trying to beat . 
ALSJU6GLING his former charges in hie. 
role as bead man with the , ~  ~ 
stillWhllenursingthe ArgonaUtSsome bumpsWere Bombers. /~  r , Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
and bruises acquired one Durln~ the weekend, I'1 q~i~lq~'; DALLY HERALD 
week ago . lus t  the Ti- Jauch deleted veteran ~ q g  ~ Q K I  li 
Cats, everyone was expncted Canadian receiver Mark If you wish your  Business Phone 
to play, including Wayan McDonald and Canadian listed for your customers please call V~i~m~MMV|  ii Smith. The Canadian de- defonMve bach Ray Clark' 
fonsive nd suffered a pulled from the lineup that will face =::::=========::=====:==::=======•=====:=:=•::=========::==:=:=====:=:===::::::•::=;=:=====;=•=:=:=•=.=•======:====.==:==:=;=:============ 
thigh muscle. Edmonton. 
hasesloaded walk off New~ - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - -  - - - - - . - -~  nero  
York reliever Rich Geasege j ,+ . . '~ ,= 1 
fellowing a key ehnrr~rm~, r ! ! ~ n e r s a v e s  ' 
scoredandMans°n in the llth inu l gr lg tKansasthreefieldermoreCityThtimesROyalato fan  ~:,+.: :+:+ ' +: : (Ne l l  Io[ Fields)" 638" "+ M |SMN' ': 
defeat he Yankees 9-?. ", 
Dick Davis singled home BALTIMORE (AP) --  After pining some 
thego-ahendruninatwo-nm Quick aetiou by Texas pit- response, Medich turned the SIDES OF BEEF 
Milwaukee sixth inning and cher George (Don) Medich treatment over to someone 
Ben Ogiivie's sacrifice fly apporentlysavedthelitaofa else while he began ad. 
capped a four.run seventh, basobaU fan in Baltimore's ministering fluids. PI'JOO inoludes el i | ion uniting and wrapping 
leading the Brewers to a 6-1 Memurki Stadium prior to.  The victim, Germain 
Monday night's American Languth, 61, o~ Pasadena, ALL BEEF 60Vrr  INSPECTED from aLBERTA 
victory over Chicago White league baseball game be- Md., was taken to mmrby Sex. 
A sacrifice fly by Bobby tween the Rangers and Union Memorial Hospital 
Bands snapped a scoreless Baltimore Orioles. where he was repe~ted in 
tie in the l l th in~ and Medieh, a first-year serious condition. 
Juan Beniquez followed with resident in general surgery Medich was involved in a 
a home run, giving Texas at Pittsburgh's Allegheny similar incident in 
Rangers a ~.-0 victory over General Hospital, stopped Phlladeiphlain 1976, when he 
Baltimore Orioles. his pre-game running in the was playing for Pittsburgh 
FIRES FIYE.HITrER outfield after hearing public Pirates. 
Rookie left-hander John address announcer Rex I 
Johnson pitched a five-hitter Barneyseythntadncinrwas ~ Come in and check on all our 
I 
as Oakland A's defeated needed in Seetiea 7 near the 
Toronto Blue Jays 5-3 in a third-base d u g o u t . . ~  Super Specials for this Week. 
leteAmericanLenguegame. "When I got there, there 
Johnson, 7-~, withstood, a w. no spontaneous JUST ASK MAXINE or JIM 
Toronto. rally in the sixth movement and no palpable 
which ~eatured a two-ren pulse," Medich said during , - 
triple by Dave McKay. an interview in the Texas 
The A's scored aH their clubhouse while the game 
runsnffloslngpltcherJerry wasinproarasa."Bawasnnt 6M PONTIAO BUIOK GMO Garvin, 2-10. Mitchell Page getting enough oxygen." 
and Taylor Duncan each had Medich, who said he had 
two hits, scored twice and been involved in 25 such 
drove in a ran, eases since starting his 
Andre Thornton drove in medical training, ira- 
three runs with a two-ran mediatelytonkchargu. , l q~ l l l l l~_ lW~ 
homer in the eighth, hts 19th The victim was given |nuu l~4 
mouthto.month reausitation of the year, and a bases- 
loaded walk in the third to and heavy pressure was 1976 Ford Super Cab % Ton 649500 
leadCleveinndlndiaustoab- exerted on the chest bona 
2 victory over Seattle above the heart. 
Marine.. 1976 Ford Super Cab 1/2 Ton 629500 
Poland - ....Turc' He's 1974 Ford Super Cab 1/2 Ton + f .... 3695" 
wins condition 1975 GMC Camper Special 4995" 
HAMBURG, West Ger- _. _ 1975 Ford Y= Ton 379500 • many (Rester) -- Poland 
the first team gold . m u r o v e s  
WOnmedal at the world fencing -- 1974 Suburban 4x4 4 Spd. 499500 
championships MoMay with , , + ' 
a victory over France in the NEW YORK (AP) -- Run ' 
final of the men's foils. Turcotte, injured in a spill at 1971 Chev  s/4 ' 149500 
The Soviet Union beat Belmont Park, was listed in + 
West Germany in a pinyoff hospital Monday as stable ~_,1~,  
fo~" third place, with slight improvement. UNH~k~ 
In the first round of the Dr. Vain Benjamin of 
women's team foils, Poland Un~'ersity Hospital, the 1977 Firebird Auto 4995 oo 
advanced with a 10-6 over physician who performed 
Canada. seurosuriery on Turcette 1977 Lomans Sports Coupe 4695 oo The Canadian team, last Friday, said there were / ~  
ranked ninth in the world no complieatinns or fever ; f f i ~ . _ ~ ' - ~  
after the 1976 Summer from the operation although 1976 Nova Hatchback 429500 
Olympics, includes Chantal a loss of sensation below the ~.. 
Payer, 22, of Montreal, waist persisted, 1978 U , . . . . ,  e = ........ 
Louise LeBlanc, 19, of Ot- Dr. Benjamin saicl a bone : "~&~ _ ~ '~M! l l k ,~ '~ , - , , , .  = , .=  " 4850 oo 
taws, Patricia Ball, 20, of w .  lifted away from Tur- 1 97~ • ~ ~ ~ ~  
King City, Ont., and Carole ¢otte'sspinalcolumnand the AOCli 
Wishart, 25, of Ottawa, sixth thoracic through the , ~ . ~ -  3500oo  
Canada must win its next 10ththoracic vertebrae were 1973 Javelin SST ~ 3100 °° 
match to advance to the next, fused to keep them erect and , ~ ..... 
round in the women's event, away from the spinal DEALER LIOEMOE NUMBER D39431 
In other results, East Ger- column. 
many beat Sweden 11-5, Turcotte was lnjured in the ATOM MOTORS LTD, 632-7141 See Glen MoNa5 Or 
Britain downed Ireland 14-2, eighth race last Thursday 
Romania crushed Finland when hia mount clipped the 312 ENTERPRISE Frank Oampagnolo for 
15-1, Japan edged the United heels of a horse in front of 
States 9-7, Australia her, dropped to her knees K IT IM IT  fas t ,  eff ioient servioe 
defeated Denmark 9-7 , and flipped over, 
/ 
);- 
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ALMOST THERE - one of the hill climb contestants nearing' the top. 
4by4 club climbs a hill 
The Kermode Four 
Wheelers held a successful 
hill climbing meet Sunday 
four miles east of Terrace. 
Placing first in the 
eliminate" class was Brenda 
Milmore with a time of 9.43 
in a ford. Right behind her 
was harold Janzen in a 
Chevy with a time of 9.76 and 
Bill Pnyne in a Dodge with a 
10.36 time. 
Calvin Kerr won the t~ 
Class Stock event with a 
Chevy and a time e/ 10.24 
Placing second was Larry 
Shkuratoff recording 12.06 in 
a Dodge. 
In the E Class Stock 
category Garry Kerr placed 
rust in a Dodge with a time 
of II.U Lloyd KLainwatcher 
wasn't far behind him in a 
CMC Jimmy with a time of 
11.82. 
Fred Hainstock won the G 
Class Stock in a Ford Jeep in 
a time of 11.57. 
In E class modified class 
Harold Janzen placed first 
with a time of 9.52 in a Chev 
and Brenda 
Miimore was second in a 
Ford with a time of 9.91. 
Deryl Campbell won the G 
class modified with a 10.21 
time in a Dodge. Bill Payna 
placed second also in a 
D~ge with a time of 10,40 
In the dune huggy class 
Robert Smart placed first 
with a time of 12.40 while 
Lloyd Hicki was second with 
a time of 13.09 
The club would like to 
thank Don Hull Contracting 
for the use of the cat in 
preparing the hill for the 
meet and Cedarland Tire for 
the use of the shops truck. 
Recreation Chatter 
# 
# 
Fishing 
Report 
The high tide today is 13.3 
ft. at 1p.m. and low tide is 5.6 
ft. at 1:30 p.m. 
SL Doglas Channel fishing 
over the weakend was 
reasonably good with a fair 
number of boats going out. 
There are Springs, Coho and 
Pinks in the area now. All 
are being caught in moot of 
the normally fished areas. 
There was a report 
yesterdya the commercial 
fisherman on the out side are ~ \\' 
catching a lot of fish and of , ' 
good size, at a depth ~f \: 
greater than 60 ft. 
Anyone planning on going 
fishing should possibly keep 
in mind we have been haVing 
quite a bit of afternoon v~ind 
for the past couple of~weeks 
and some care should be 
taken with regardsto dead- 
heads as the higher' tides are 
with us again~ 
Bike-a-than 
July 22 
The Terrace Child Minding 
Canter are sponsoring a 
bike.a-thnn July 22 to help 
raise mottey for the center. 
Lauren Kustas says the 
group hopes to raise, between 
$300 and $100 to "help keep 
the center unning." 
Riding in the bike-a-than 
will be the four glals who 
work at the center plus any 
of the mothers who are in- 
terested. M 
The riders have been 
obtaining pledges from local 
businesses and the public in 
general, Knstas says. 
The route taken by the 
riders will travel 22 miles to 
Klenvana Creek. Af- 
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ike Vanderkwask, an avid skateboarder, practices his one-legged stunt during 
the skateboarding sessions sponsored by the Terrace Recreation Department. 
Photo by JoAnn Kronquist 
Errors hurt Williams 
torwards a picnic will he 
held. ,,..,.,-,..--,.-in weekend tourney play terested in either pledging 
money or riding in the bike- 
a-then should contact the 
Child Minding Center at 638. 
8211. 
She adds if this years ride 
is successful, it will become 
an annual event. 
Williams Moving travelled 
to Burns Lake on the 
weekend to participate in a 
eight team me m fasthall 
tourney and came away 
without a win. 
In the first game against 
the Burns Lake All-Stars, 
Williams managed only one 
hit losing 3-0. Burns Lake 
had only four hits but 
Williams errors allowed 
them to score twice in the 
three hits and Williams 
committed two errors. 
Williams began a 
comeback in the bottom of 
the inning as Dave Hamilton 
doubled to drive in Beandry 
and scored on a single by 
Ford. However this was all 
the scoring and Willian~ 
Summer soccer school a 'success' 
The Terrace summer 
soccer school was an 
overwhelming success. We 
would like to congratulate 
the couch Mike Brady and 
his aseitant for a job well 
done. We had a great turn 
out for the July soccer school 
and we are hoping for an 
even bigger turn out for our 
Augoot soccer school. 
have you been to the 
Terrace tennis courts lately? 
Yes, it's true, we have new 
nets up. So playing tennis 
should be more fun than 
ever, Why don't you come 
down and try them out? 
The Terrace Creative 
Playgrounds held a Jr. 
Frishee Championship on 
,friday, July 15. It w~s just 
one of their many weekly 
activities that turn out to be 
a hit with the children. Keep 
up the good work girls. 
On the South side of the 
arena (pool side) we have a 
new set up for you tennis 
fans. 
Practice your forehand 
or your serve against he 
arena wall; all the proper 
fines are there. A perfect 
place to practice before your 
next big match. 
Have you seen the 
beautiful rock garden at the 
arena and the pool? John 
Janas has been working very 
hard to beautify the grounds, 
the project is almost com- 
pleted. Why not step by and 
see the impressive gardens 
yourself. 
Many people have been 
wondering what a Roller 
Disco Dance is all about. 
Well it's a disco that 
everyone can enjoy... 
There's going to be plenty of 
room for dancing and roller 
skating at the Terrace 
Arena. For the $2,00 ad- 
mission fee you can roller 
skate or dance all hight long. 
Of course if you're really 
energetic you can enjoy beth 
aclivltlea on Friday, July 28, 
from 8 to midnight. The 
Recreation department has 
brought hack daws disco 
again to play non-stop disco 
music. So get down and 
boogie at the Roller Disco 
Dance happening at the 
Terrace Arena on Friday, 
July 28, 8 to midnight. 
Scrub tourney 
Ken Grange coordinator can be handed into him at 
of the scrub softball eague Finning Tractor and 
would like to remind all Equipment and there areno 
teams interested in playing restrictions on team sizes. 
in the leagues tournament in Grange adds he would like 
fourth inning. 
Burns Lake picked up their 
third run in the sixth inning 
on a,  double and another 
Williams error. 
The Burns Lake pitcher 
had his no hit perfect game 
spoiled in the last of the 
seventh with two out as 
Nolan Beandry hit a single. 
The second game saw 
Williams take on ~mnahar 
from Ft. St. James. This 
time Williams came out on 
tl.e short end of a 64 score in 
extra innings. 
Aanabar took a 2.0 lead in 
the third on two doubles a 
single and a Williams error. 
They came hack to tie the 
score in the fifth as Phil 
Webb singled, stole second 
and scored on an error to the 
Annabar centerfleld on a hit 
by Mike Ford. Ford scored 
totie the game oii a long fly 
September, are asked to to have the scores of games baH. 
• have their team rosters played in the scrub league Ft. St. Xames then scored 
• I) turned in to him by Angust l. handed into him so he can four times in thetop of the Szmldt Canada s b e t  Grange says the rooters have the rooulte published, e ighth  as they collected 
for swimming gold Car Tips By Totem Ford 
EDMONTON (CP) -- 
Since they started using 
metres to measure swim- 
ming races at the Cam- 
monwealth Games in 1970, 
Canada has not come up wflh 
a gold medal in the freestyle 
events. 
Maybe Peter Szmidt, a 6- 
foot.3 high school student 
from Points Claire, Que., 
can change that. 
Szmidt, 16, dominated the 
Canadian Games team 
swimming trials earlier this 
month in Regina, wincing all 
four freestyle events--100, 
200, 400 and 1,500 metres. 
lie set a Canadian record 
in the 200-metre vent and 
was joined by veteran 
Graham Smith as a four- 
time winner in the trials. 
'°I was basically very 
happy with the way I raced 
there," said Szmidt. "I did 
all my best times except in 
the 400 free, I swam them 
right strategy wise," 
SET LONE RECORD 
Szmidt's record was the 
only one in the five-day trials 
at Regina. He won in 1:53.5Z, 
heating Bill Suwchuk's old 
mark of 1:53.~ set a year 
earlier. 
It was off the Com- 
monwealth record of 1:62.47 
established by  Gordon 
Downie of Scotland in 1976. 
Downie will be one of Sz- 
midt's opponents during the 
Games. 
Szmidt, whohas  been 
training for five years, was 
outstanding last year in St. 
John's, Nfld., at the Canada 
Summer Games. 
And he picked up a few 
more lessons at the Regina 
meet In what was considered 
a slow pool. 
" "I learned perhaps to do 
my turns a little bit better," 
he said. "My stroke always 
gets better. It's little things 
like that you learn." 
Moot consider the 1,500- 
metre race to be Szmidt's 
speciality'. 
He did the event in 15:63.20 
and wants to lop a number of 
seconds off that time. 
After the Commonwealth 
Games, Sz'midt. and his 
teammatus head for West 
Berlin and the world aquatic 
championships. 
But Szmidt says he main 
goal is a gold medal in the 
1980 Olympics in Moscow. 
Can-Cel loses two 
at provincial finals 
The Terrace Can-Cell Midget girl's softball team 
won one game and lost two in the provincial playoffs 
held in Vancouver over the weekend. 
In.a Saturday morning game the local girls lost 14-0 
to a team from Surrey. 
Coach J. Wideman termed the Surrey club a "much 
better team. They had about 20 teams to pick from and 
we had one." 
At 2:00 p.m,Saturday the girls beat Port Alberni 9-7. 
In the las t~ame Saturday the Can-call team lost to 
Kelowna 10-1. 
When asked which girls played well over the 
weekend Wideman replied they all had .  
"They're all good players, the first and third games 
the girls were all excited." 
'.,: .... =" 
L '  ,, " ~ ~. .~- ' / (~ ,~ - - -~ 'W ~r '~ - - - '  
The ancient Greeks believed that eels were generated by 
mud. 
t- 
THE RIGHT WAY -- To boost a standard 12-volt car battery, Ford of Canada Service ngineers 
recommend that you first remove the battery vent caps and cover the vent holes with a cloth to prevent 
the escape ~f volatile hydrogen gas. Then connect one of the jumper cables to the positive (;-) terminal 
post on ea[:h battery. Attach the second cable to the negative (--) terminal of the strong battery, and 
connect thb other end to the engine block of the disabled car, as shown. 
Torraoe Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keith 
636-4984 D0072711 
was through for the tourney. 
Kitimat Hotel were the 
eventual winners going 
through the tourney without 
a loss. 
Next action in Men's 
Fasthall  is tonight as 
Terrace-Shell All Seasons 
and Williams Moving clash. 
Acconling to our 
cuslmners, the 
best deal in town. 
Test dfis a Hondatod  at 
~ .  TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 HWy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. VOG ILa 
635.4571 or 635.4325 
Z-][OI~TZ)J~L Dealer Licence Number 02066A 
L-- . - - .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
 ui)ar 
aIltee @llakeepeareun ~g~em 
FORMAL DINING 
Mon.Thur-b,m,-12p,m, 
FN-Sat-h,ma-la,m, 
CLOS ED Reservations 
236 OITY 6TR. SUN.  632-3636 
r -  
beef & bottle 
presents 
T_ e__Cal so 
& 
DANi)ING 
Reservations at the Tudor up unti l  $ p.m. 
WED,-SUH. 
6 a,m,-I a.m, 
146 Oily Otr, 632-7200 
]/{/] I SrJ[ (I/U S ,,M,,,o 
 'll]|llli srI'IIIII S 
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General Furniture Stores 
Opens In Terraoe 
, ,  THANKS 
~"~ FOR THE 
IIENCOURA GEMENT 
TERRACE, ......... 
WE'RE HAPPY 
TO BE HERE TOO 
OUR GOAL: It is our goal to provide fine 
furniture at a fair cost as well as stereo and 
television Of the highest quality at the lowest 
pricepossible. 
LOCATION: General Furniture'Stores is 
conveniently located at the center of the 
region's largest shopping area on Lakelse 
Avenue in Terrace, we are situated with ample 
parking between the New Skeena Mall and the 
recently, expanded Terrace Shopping Centre. 
WE STAND 
BEHIND 
OUR PRODUCT 
15 to July 22 
SERVICE: As a new storewe may make some 
mistakes. However one mistake that we will 
never allow is in failing to provide complete.;:, .,~, 
prompt and  courteous service to our 
customers enquires and complaints. 
PRICING •POLICY: The prices on our 
products are all clearly marked. Our prices 
are fair and firm, no wheeling and dealing. Is 
it right to ask one customer to pay more than 
another for the same item? We don't think so! 
But this is what occurs when wheeling and 
dealing with price goes on. We do the price 
bargaining for you when we buy the product 
from the manufacturer. 
Our Vancouver warehouse gives us the. 
capacity to buy in volume. We also consolidate 
our shipments to save on transportation costs. 
The money saved through the use of our cen- 
tral warehouse permits us to sell for less. 
H'OURS 
DELIVERIES: There is no such thing as a 
free delivery. That's right, General Furniture 
does not deliver its furniture for nothing and 
neither does any.other store. The simple fact 
is; it costs money for a business to make 
deliveries. At General Furniture Stores we 
don't build the cost of'delivery into the price of 
the item. We encourage you to save money by 
making your own delivery. For those who 
MONDAY IO:OOAM to 9:00 PM require d;/ivery we have arranged dependable 
service a local firm at reasonable rates. 
TUESDAY. 10:00 AM to 9:00 PM ~'"~"  
E HOURS: WEI)N SDAY IO:OOAM to 9:00 PM servi, .~ At G 
THURSDAY IO:OOAM o 9:00PM :'~:: 
RIDA ~o,,o • F Y 10:00 AM to 9:00 PM area. 
I ; ' J  ;, 
~ SATURDAY lO:OOAMtoG:OOPM 
Sunday 12:00 AM to 5:00 PM 
STATUTORY HOLIDAYS OLOSED ~ 
Daily service in Terrace and twice weekly to 
Terrace is becoming the regional 
service and shopping center for the Northwest. 
eneral Furniture Stores we plan to en- 
courage this trend by establishing extended 
hours for the convenience of our 
customers throughout the regional trading 
As we have already informed you General 
Furniture Stores has a wide selection of fine 
furniture, quality stereo and television units as 
well as original oil paintings, framed art 
prints, decorative mirrors, lamps and ac. 
cessories all at prices even Santa Claus can't 
get. 
Thank you, look forward to seeking you. 
Raymond A. Jefferd 
President General 
Limited 
Furniture Stores 
i 
!r 
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SPECIAL FEATURE 
A FLAME WITHIN TH SPEARHEAD 
~T~lo~:!irtPe~ r ~ve t ~r~v l~he~t  a ~ ~ e a ! ~ i t  a To take the new elixers o f -Of  the llRle liven that now We esme from nmull c era-  ]] 
Par t  1 Of 4 Dar ts  Enthraillnaly ]Belong to you - ' Our every act makes ripples 1 A Challenge to Northern And deeply . fered so So verymuch m nifl s•
Teachers Penet ra t ing  persona l  go, tlon And ai'dently. Are yours to make or break, right acresn 
PART I demands Men, 
I cannot speak Which now are closing in 
In fullest sense upon 
My joy An ancient, prideful people, 
At being with you now; Wise indeed 
Nor truly show my pride at In living ways 
being called Which brought them forth 
To talk to you, triumphantly 
Because for/ne the~e is no- Trhough fifty centuries 
one in all the north Of quiet 
~Vho holds more awfulpower Arctic 
Than you, Family Hying;. 
Here, Far 
Now. From other human ken, 
I say this In pisces where 
Once again, The early white men often 
As many times before; Died 
You are the most important In helplessness. 
people yet 
To come amongst us in This brave 
The north. And unique 
You hold People 
The future in the hollow of Now ' 
your hands. Are standing 
You Balanced, 
And only you At this very time, 
Can daily shape Between two polar 
The gentle elsy of human prospects. 
intellect One, 
To meet with calm and Emergence into world 
certainty society 
The complex Identifying 
Social, Proudly with 
Technical A history and culture 
Or otherwise 
A rapid loss of sense 
Of place, 
And name 
And love 
Amidst he culture patterns 
of 
This great and lovely lend, 
This mosaic 
Of histories 
And tongues 
And cadences 
And prides 
Which make up Canada. 
This choice for Canada 
Is yours to make. 
People 
Are not vessels, 
Drained with ease 
Of one old potion, 
Then 
To be refilled 
Unmlxed 
With something new. 
The culture of a man 
Is rooted deeply 
In his psyche. 
Long 
Before his voice grows deep. 
He runs 
In boyhood 
From his mother's lap; 
EDITOR'S NOTE Ass'oelution. A special 
,,Above is part one of u supplement of the T IMES 
prose poem, "A Flame featuring the °'Flame" sold 
Within The Spearhead". This out as souu as it was off the 
epic has a most unusual newsstands-and soon. 
history; in fact it has even ..Produced, as the 
made northern Canadian newspaper was, on a vir- 
history, tuully volunteer basis; 
..Adapted from u speech largely as a lubour of love, 
given to approximately 40, orders for the reprints from 
teachers of Eskimo childreu all over, were left unfilled 
at a Northern Conference a when the paper chaugod 
number of years age, and hands aud "went corn- 
published in THE TAIGA mercisi". 
TIMES, demands for ..TheHERALD editor would 
reprints were received from suggest to readers they 
all over the world, including might do well to clip and 
UNESCO, Dunedlu save the four parts of this 
university New Zealand, and reprint, to read os a unit, 
(for 500 copies) from the although each part is 
Maniteba Teachers rcasouohly complete, 
• .Simply, the theme is this:. 
the awful responsibility of 
our educational system 
(especially that of the 
teachers) in imparting the 
educution and culture of our 
system without harm and 
poin to those of an "ancient 
prideful people." In the 
transition period, the need to 
respect not only those who 
are being taught, but also the 
parents and famlUes. To 
realize that in such a 
teaching situation, the 
teacher is (or ought o be) as 
much the student as these 
whom he seeks to teach, and 
unless he learns from his 
pupils, he cannot truly 
"teach". E.g. 
Last Week's Forest Fires 
Cost Taxpayers $926,400 
,.Fifteen new fires were 
reported in the Prince 
Rupert Forest District last 
week. Extremely warm and 
dry weather conditions 
contributed to the large else 
of some of these fires. The 
cost of fire fighting this week 
is estimated at $926,4Q0.00 
bringing total cesta to dute to 
$1,560,500.00. 
..Campfires have been one 
of the major causes of Forest 
Fires in this District. Much 
has been written about 
campfires, however, a quick 
review seems to be in order. 
• .1. Make sure area k clear 
of anything that will barn. 
Three meters from trees 17 
m from buildings. Scrape 
away all debris for I m from 
the fire. 
.. 2.. Keep the fire small. A 
large fire burns biscuits and 
bodies, a small campfire can 
cook your food, warm your 
soul and dry your clothes 811 
without pain. 
• .3. Rave  a shovel and a two 
gaHou pall handy to control 
the fire if it gets away and 
sis/) for putting the fire o~ 
when you are finished. 
• .During the July 1st 
weekend the Terrace Ranger 
District had three fires 
caused by abandoned 
campfires, the Lower Post 
Ranger District had one. 
Forest Rangers Herb Qunst 
of Terrace and Jim Dunlop 
of Lower Pout hove enough 
to do without battling 
campf i re  caused  f i res.  
School Guidance Councellors 
Must Take Broader Viewpoint 
SASKATOON (CP) - -  
School guidance counsellors 
should look beyond simply 
helping students choose 
careers and help them 
develop as complete indi. 
viduals, says Norman 
Gysbers, president of the 
American Personnel and 
Guidance Association. 
Gysbers told delegates toa 
Canadian Guidance and 
Counselling Association 
conference: "We must bring 
together fragmented and 
isolated guidance techniques 
under a broadened career 
concept•' 
"The task for all of us is to 
empower those we serve to 
become all they can." 
Vocational guidance isstill 
a big part of the ceunsellor's 
job but the initial guidance 
should be augmented with 
job-placement help and a 
follow.up study• 
Frank Vanhestoren, an eu- 
dcat lona l  psycho logy 
professor at University of 
Saskatchewan told the 
delegates the term "career" 
is misleading. 
Career is important at aH 
stages but it is inaccurate o 
suggest it is equally Im- 
portant at aH levels." 
Gysbers aid thGre should 
be a complete guidance 
program in schools. 
"We are not ad hoe, in. 
cidental or nice-but-not. 
necessary," he said• "We 
need to be a full partner with 
other programs." 
And even walks and gestures 
with 
EmulturRted, 
Life-learned moves. 
You cannot 
Take away a culture 
Without ouching too 
The fabric of the personality. 
The teaching of another way 
To live and speak and think 
end hope -and name 
Your fellow man - 
When every open learner 
brings to you 
The elements of other an- 
dent ways, 
Integrated whole 
And socially sufficient - 
of Research 
The culture of the indigene. You do not yet, Has shown 
You cannot do However, The best success to come 
This to the culture in Bear the weight of this Among the children 
Abstraction. responsibility Or adults 
Culture Alon~. Who for themselves have 
Only lives In ~ery settlement, chosen and involved 
Andoperates, In every home, Themselves in education in 
And dies, Yot~.. friends, Its widest sense 
Through man. You~helpers More children fail in 
To hurt And~0ur allies wait - education when 
The culture If o~y you will call them They come from homes 
Hurts the man. forth, which have not felt a sense 
One cracks By,blue to them tint• Of full inclusion in a process 
Or breaks I mean that 
The vessel, The ifathers, Goes far beyond" the black- 
Leaving something weak in Mothers. board and 
spirit and unwhole And!grandparents The tattered text• 
Our little social ponds, 
And stirs the cool and 
waitlvg waters 
Of am deeper than you think. 
They feel 
But are too proud to show 
Their harts 
When•someone treats a 
hunter like a child -. 
With imtronising, 
Or with curt authority, 
And every day hurts more 
,When someone mutilates 
His name 
Or spurns the one 
He gave his child. 
to be continued... 
Beef nrices are 9oin9 up! 
Why not invest 
in a  eezerV 0 
Which the overage family can buy 
with the savings effected on beef 
purchases over o period of less than 
18 months ! ! ! 
TODAY S SPECIAL 
9 CU FT 
McCLARY 
FREEZER 
FEATURES: 
* 666 lira• Capacity, Polyurethane Foam Insu- 
la t ion ,  Flezl- I ld • Temperature Warning 
Light • Safety lock • Recessed Handle and 
Conceale4 Hinges, Interior light • Accurate 
Cold Control * Defrost Drain • Decorative 
Plaatk L ia r  Lid * High EMcleney Compres. 
ear • Food Spoilage Imuruqce 
 387 °° 
Tut's Tour Touts Travel To Tomb 
CAIRO' (Ai 3) --  Tut- 
ankhamen, the boy king who 
ruled Egypt more than 3,000 
years ago, and President 
Anwar Sadat, whose peace 
initiatives last winter 
propelled him into the world 
spotlight, have turned into a 
pair of good-will am- 
bassadors for Egyptian 
tourism. 
Travel agents and tourism 
officials here say Sadat's 
trips to the United States and 
to Jerusalem, and the King 
'rut exhibit now touring the 
United States, have con- 
tributed, to Egypt's at- 
traction as a vacation spot. 
Hut an informal check of 
American tourists in Cairo 
indicated that many others 
are simply looking f~" a now 
place to visit. A total of about 
1.1 million tourists came to 
Egypt last year. 
"President Sadet's peace 
irlitiative has done a 10t for 
tourism and the image of 
Egypt in the United States," 
said Mohamed el Sa'.~ka, 
chairman of Mtsr Travel and 
Shipping, Egypt's largesl 
travel agency. 
"The main thing, in my 
opinion, is it has given people 
some sort of security that 
peace is at the door, because 
they were always thinking 
that this is a troubled area," 
Sakha added, of Tutankhamen" tour 
But Dan Pruitt, a tour- became one of the meet 
group leader for United popular after the pharaocie 
States Travel in Washington, tomb objects were displayed 
caid his agency's "Treasures at the National Gallery. 
i 
FOR PRIVATE rUSE OR BUSINE$~ 
A-UTOVEST 
Before you buy, Investigate he advantages of this rent. 
to~wn plan. All monies paid apply to purchase, Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and him 
months rent and drive away• 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
I I 1 
78 F 250 pickup 7a Econoliou Van 
S140.00 per month tl3t•0epar mouth 
lease end price lease e~d price 
$2,175•00 $1,915•00 
or simply return or simply return 
78 camera HT 11 Zephyr Sedan 
S139,00per month S124.00par manth 
lease and price lease end price 
$2,025•00 $1,|2S.00 
or simply_ r~.urn or simply, return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 78 FIe0 4 x 4 
S99.00 per month S15S.0eper mouth 
lease end price lease end price 
$1400.00 $2,375.00 
.or simply return Jr simply return 
| 
7S C 100 Cltev IK 
$1t9.00 per m0nHi 
lease and price 
$1J75.0o 
or simply return 
m ~,  Vaan 
$12L00 per mouth 
lense end price 
$1,eTs•eo 
simply return 
' I 
OMs Cutlass 
t13L00 per month 
lease end price 
t2,02S•O0 
or simply return 
I 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
CaLL  ECT 987.71 !1 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1150 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.M479A 
I 
ALSO AVAILABLE 8 12 16 and 23 CU FT FREEZERS 
AT SPECIAL PRICES, 
U TERMS 
FREE DELIVERY TO TERRAOE & KITIMAT 
;. -I+q 
/ 
,+ 
Egypt urgedto . , .  
r n ~i , ": : MO 
as  s rure  secUrity 
LONDON (AP) -- The 
United States will urge 
Egypt to spell out security 
guarantees for Israel in new 
Middle East pence talks 
opening today behind the 
walls of a medieval fortress 
in southern England, U,S. 
officials giLd. 
The participanta--U.S. 
State Secretary Cyrus Vance 
and Foreign Ministers 
Mushe Dayan of Israel and 
Mohammed Ibrahim Ks•el 
of Egypt--arrived 
separately Monday behind a 
shield of t~ugh security and 
flow by helicopter to isolated 
Leeds Castle. 
U.S. officials, who asked 
not to be named, said Vance 
hopes that specific 
assurances from Egypt-- 
wiwP~rtleularly onhow to cope 
th extremists on the West 
Bank of the Jordan River-- 
could lead to matching 
Israeli concessions. 
"The 'purpose  is to draw 
Israeli Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin into an 
aekn+owledgement that 
Israel will withdraw from 
the West Bank, won froth 
Jordan in the 1967 Arab- 
Israeli war. 
An Israeli newspaper re- 
ported Monday that 
HOLD INFORMAL TALKS 
Vance, Days° 'and Ks•el 
held brief informal talks 
Monday Qight at the castle, 
• 72 ktlometrex southeast of 
here. Substantive 
discussions begin this 
morning, With Vance 
planning to meet with the 
Israeli and Egyptian both 
separately and together. 
Dayan+ first to arrive in 
London, told reporters:" 
"There is plenty of room for 
discussion on both sides." 
Israel .and Egypt have 
publicly declared each 
other's overall proposals for 
a settlement to he unae. 
ceplable. •. , 
But Dayan, before • a 
helicopter took him to the 
castle, said: "There are 
some meeting points in the 
tWO plans." 
• Troops In full battle dress, 
backed up byJanks and troop 
carriere, guarded Heathrow 
airport's perimeter for the 
arrival of. Dayan and then 
Kamel. 
Vance flew in to an RAF 
base in southeast England 
from Bonn, West Germany, 
where he attended a seven. 
country economic summit 
meeting. He arrived ai 
Leeds Castle within minutes 
. . . . .  
Through July and August Terrace's new 1Viin-Museum 
features paintings by students from Kitamaat village, 
who attended an innoval/ve art course ut Mount 
Elisabeth High School in Kitimat. These strlidng 
pictures are based on traditional Northwest Coast 
ledlan desigus; and the erl~/nul talent displayed here 
shows that tlds artisitc culture Is alive and still 
strongly developed. This exhibit will be here until 
Labour Day weekend in September and deserves to be 
._ . ,- . . ~,,~.~ ~+::+~,/::... 
i !!++ . 
.~: ..... ~ .~. . : , , .  ~. 
, ~: ! • "~y~ 
. . . . . .  ~ ~'~. . .  
seen. Also, from the 3rd week of July until August we 
feuture arock display from the Naus of the lava beds, 
wldeh is said to bare erupted between 300 and 400 
years ago sad k ~he youngest in Canada. Once mere 
we invite you to come on over and be our guests. 
Terrace Mini-Museum is located on Keith Avenue, 
Highway 16, and is open from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. during 
file summer. 
U,S. pr isoners o f  conscience 
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Leaders study 
economic il ls 
BONN (CP) - -  Leaders of 
the seven major industrial 
counties were reported to 
have reached agreement 
today on what U,S, Treasury 
Secretary Michael 
Blumenthal described as a 
"concrete and concerted 
action program" to deal with 
world economic problems. 
A communique, to be 
issued after a final session 
later today, is 'expected to 
include specific ,targets for 
economic growth, era- 
piny•ant, and inflation in 
each of the seven par- 
ticipating countries, in- 
eluding Canada. 
Conference sources, who 
asked not to be identified, 
said West Germany would 
promise t6 take action to 
increase its gross national 
prnduct--valae of goods and 
services produced-- by one 
percentage point beyond its 
antieipated increase. But the 
West German increase will 
still be significantly lower 
than the four-per-cent 
growth forecast for the 
United States• However, 
West German growth may 
increase markets for North 
American products. 
President Carter told 
meetings, that "the final 
results of the deliberations 
will be good." 
West German Chancellor 
Helmut Schmidt said a 
separate statement to be 
issued today would include 
an agreement on new ap- 
prcaches to terrorism. He 
offered no details. 
Sources in key delegations 
said the statement would list 
anti.hijack measures, in- 
cluding the banning of 
commercial flights to 
count r ies  harbor ing  
hijackers. 
Blumenthal told reporters 
summit agreements were 
reached on economic 
growth, inflation, era- 
piny•ant, energy and in. 
te rnat iona l  monetary  
problems. 
While the United States 
was under pressure at the 
summit to pledge 
meaningful edergy con- 
servation, West Germany 
and Japan in particular were 
pressed by Carter to expand 
their domestic economics 
and create larger markets 
for American exports. 
Blumenthal said the 
Germam and Japanese are 
prepored to take substantial 
reporters Sunday night, measures, if necessary, to 
F,4D~tlan President Anwar of Kamel in a large U.S. Air after the first round of satisfy Carter on that point. 
Sadat's latest peace Force helicopter gunship @ . s )  
proposals, which have not with..anotheras.asc.ort.  f'll'llJ;d: J k . ,  T . , .+ ,~, . , , , . . .~  l m[]....[][]...[]........[]..[][][][]., 
beenofflclailydiscloced, call ummn mucmm m uonn ~S,  gA.M.JLLq~LJ. , I JV  Z' ILMs I J [ I I~LW • B I I , ~ I - • I ~ , I , I ,  i • [] 
said British Pr ime Minister + " I t  . d • 41 AqA • 
Ja,m,esC~.tlag~'a,~_,d_cc,,_idedto s~ASmHItNG,TO, N (CP),T-A_ The. ease a~,LIpt the 10 .ch.ee~em.also have con_- ticelarly the deelslon to put :+  IU |O  .s 
I~IilIttlIi~IIIU~UII41~L~IK~,Ug'~I. m siLl:lilt ~fU/Ul, l~liqi/t|OU~ Was C~U~a malmv on the a ~  that in t~rlns (~ dlaald~nta An=tolv Sh- l . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
scheduled for a central AmbaesadorAndrewYoun~ testimony of three voun~ contemnorarv society the ~h, , .~ , ,~ , -d  a , , , ,~  I I i i nS  ~En@nE _ 
London hotel, to the 13th. that there may be "hun- witnesses with ien l~ US re'~dns a model of ~,,,"~',,n-,~-~n . . . . . .  r : i im lngk  MhVI IM B- m_ 
.eenNry, m ont . r~ed castle. _o . ,  p~_ .~ thouspnd?" cr~dn~ rece,r~.. After ~e political ~eedom, a sharp The U,S, -~Insto passed a M EVHIB |qP |SH ' • 
oeuausa 0[ concern scout m pon(ica| prmoners in Ule 10 were coavletod 'C~ ~ C0U~"88t to the D4~JCO stotes ~ l . t tn 'n  ~,nndomnina the m E" I iM IMMI I I I IMM []  - - -  ~ [ ]  i nmmi I l l i~ i I  passible disruption by Arab United States has" raised a bombing aaroc~u store all in Eastern Ew'o~ne_ - 7:,==L,'~'_,='~ - -d  s 'me - " [] 
extremin~ who olp..poee, any m ofpro.t~.t...  , _ _  . three witnesses recanted CARTER MBOCKED legislators urged State • AUGUST | 
ac.._onn~__o~_+uon_,pm=~aeJ, +..~ut,,~pj~me.,_no~..~,.o. thei r teaumony, although .Pre~l.omlm...b.osnprnised S cretary Cynm Vance to [] . '^  . . . .  , . . . . . .  • 
,._.~..n_.mm p~_,c~_w____mpp~, _ '+"~'~+"~'+. . , .~. ,^~ cu.e.n~.n.owrev,ertedtothe anaan[e~,  eg, m_~eU,S, stay away from s~.ate~c [] IU ,  IX ,  IZ ,  ~G 15,  IY /~ • 
,o.w.~v~,maLno~pecmcm- ...~.,m.;yu,,;m,y~.N.u~.~.= er~malsr~ry• • • formsnyoneaoas•'|lletact urms ihnJtations rains in m • 
telilgeneo Information use  when worla attention Each wltoeas has said- that Younu could dare c . , . ,=  c o .  ~nr~f~It I EVUIBIVInM RI I I~ • 
reached the.Britinh or U,S. w,as.teeussed o.n.tl~. Soviet however, that he testified challenge this view was in Yonog's intrusion tended . . . .  [] 
governments about any ~mm m ams~aent.s,..xew under duress and promises iiselfanembarrasaingshock to blunt the US• attack, I PRINOE IEORGE, B.~. _~ 
pmnneo terromt attacu. .,,!unencans recaneumat te~ ~ leniency or help from the for " the Carb~ ad- rain~g questions whether he [ ]  - 
- r fan  a..year, a g.o'~nme.sty state• , ministration with the was generally on me o13- _~ For More Information 
, , . r ,  - _. _ race .r~a.uonal; .me. |~naon- The cases dted by Am- president quick to ebast~e peslto side of the fencein the H T I " . .  ~r • . =~ . • 
• • "..~--,JI. x__L~ L _L__  re.son .hum.an n.gnm group, neety lnterntlousl are a far his unbridled friend shaping of U S foreign I ann t ' r l ze  L i s [  ~ ,ven[s  [ ]  
I ~ I ,  LLLU~ ,U~.~IV  ' _c~__~,__~_t mere_ow_ere cry trom the. "hundreds, Congress threatened Im: policy. "" ' i  " [] 
_ . _ j  . ~o,m_~__,,p/_~one/.~ ox con- perhepa tbcusands" men- peaclunent, ' Did Young have some • I~A]  / mm 
~I . .  + .  , -~ . .4  . . .~ .+. l . .  ++~es~ =~.~;~, - , lo - ,  li.onm, by ~..m.,  A ~,ng  an~ of ,~  paliucai -,-bilious of ms • - - , . - -  ~ ; 
qL l [Uq~ I l e A L  ~~/~ said " +.,,,-. ' .~"'o,.~." . . . I~ .  oack.0ver U,S. "dee is why Young would own?Thet'questionremaius [] . . _ [] 
.. •.%,..~..0 .o . . . .  •story there nave ueen eao~eUds particular.time unresolved. But undoubtedly ss I |H  §OOr~l -  I l l  • 
- ~eeremmeu•~ aoawas I where i v -so  • • • , • . writers and to make such a provocative . those in power will be . [] 
A)H/~.., .En~a l (.AP). work by Mrs. Brown s investigating three other observers n " tkaf lnt~m~nf ~.Tt.m,a.q,~,-- ,~.,..h;.= [] ' • , co el_ded . . . .  s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  e, his public m 
tent-ttmeoany qpccta(I gyneco log is t ,  Pat r i ck  cases• I t  cited the soma m'ianm~.n tnnnA , . , , .~ .~. .~_  . . . . .  , . .  +,0,  . . . .  . .  + .~, , , ,+  _o . . ,  _ r , ~ q _ I I a ~  • 
W i " " - - r---------  • ------- ~ . . .v , .~  ,..~.ule,~u~. o~w.,.=~.w ...a.~*,,m.~, .~.~a,~ 3 I l ,. on~n n u Ip l la l  .~toe ,  a pioneer of test- W ton 10, nine blacks , . , • WU ~IMMMW + • . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .  . . . .  • .... • . . _tSemeelve~inJ becauaeof against theSm~et .Ua ims  tobeun~onhlmffbefei lsto I -  • • = . . . . . . .  =,otdu+~he =rim. bliP. b=+ t -~J~ wm anU'on, wblt~ convlct~. ¢ ~.~. ,,.~,ti= I~t ~ ,~,, ~.,,~...,+,,,0 _, ,_ _ . : ,  ,+,,+ ,~. ~, , .  . . . , .  ,,,. al=lmlm a l ie 
,~ , ,ow- , . .  -~+ -~:-.+ ++.  +n. . .+  +..+~, +++++.,.~....,.t=+.+,++: .+--~+ :r - -  ,. + __ ___ . .+ . .  ~+.+,, , _  ..+_..__.,__ . . . . . .  .+ . .n + .,+/'/~'..+'. IT;".."" -,~ .~?-. , . . .  ~ y ,v~m mou.  , ' auu : 'wunp l~mO +w. :¢ J la rs~M an  t t ]~ 'Wm~,~ . . . .  • 
|ou 'h  .~'~.I~.." ~.m .me. nesp_~l,.ano his collcegoe, assault emergeney'*!pe~-bHe'd:+o'~, s i~- le~'e~ l l J l l l i l l l l l l l i l i i l ,  l i l l i l  , i  
Incy ,  nonlm sucres ur . .~onert  Edwards, a son°el during a week of c r l  i ' - . . ~ - v ~ , ~ v ~ ~ ~ , e ~ ~  ~V ~aa ua m hal uct involving ~ 
y, moridge University rioting in North Carolina in queetlonabis evideme • ". • ' . . . .  • 
ish medical au aoritisI phyalolo~t. 1971. But many international • : A I n  l~  • 
~hstiflhebaby, :pected TT..~.'Ok,~ . - -~. .n . . . . - - ,  A + " M I I IM  • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  +,-,M" " • - , Mrs. Brown ia carrying was • . , ~ I world s first tureen, con ' • ' ' ..+ o f . . , . .he ,  s te r lous  Sov ie t  , m  r-m+ . • 
" n . . - u.  u .  r,. • z. Brown, from 3ristol, ~ a d f e~disi~ it by • • . 
• sperm from her 3&year-old l . . . .  ~ ~  ~r~ i ~  • , huspllai m n, thwust ~,,.t ,o.A J .h .  . . , -~ . , r  d ies  . . . . .  
ann awamng u ~ birth. ' ' , , : ~ 
ers wassneeuls - .  that Once. fertilized, the egg MOSCOW tAP) -  Fyoder and was one of the more • ,~ ~ 
" - - -  ~" was fan in ' ~ ~ " " • =by would he l: rnlast p} ~ Mra. Browns Kulak. ov, a .mem.berofthe mysterious figures in,the i . 'I i ~ - - ~ - ~  
rand bv ca, ,area°. wo.m.o where  pregnancy Soviet Union's ruling Soviet leadership. "He was ~ ' ' , I I I • I I  • I r l  • I 
ceButa's,~a~e~. ,.-- mnfo-., ccnunuea. Politburo and in the view of commonly rated as a • ' [ J [ J  • 
Northwest Regional Mre Brow, ca=--.++=. Westorndlplomal~oneoftl~___ possible sueeessor (to . . . l q l~S~l~l~ - - - - "  
m Authori h, said b Is,, ~,__ "__ . , , . .  ~._.:-_'LT_ top candidates to succeed Brezhnev), •especially in - -  . 
the progusney g~ ; to fall fan tubes which ca ~ dent Leonid Brszhnev, re~. nt years, the diplomat • .  . . • 
,, op , rry d~ed of a heart attack said arm the baby will ~ot the from the ovaries to ' . .O . • 
• ,, e~ Monday, the news agency A ~-ey-bairea, portly man rn  this month the womb are blocked . . 
' ' Tams reported He was 60 with a prominent nose, • • successful birth w dd The' eblldleas ceu le has " " ' • , o P . . . . .  I~ - ix more man 10 v( rs ,,~ . . . .  ...4.., ~ . . . . . . . . . .  Kulakov, narn m a peasant Kulakov was awaroca a t • " • . ~ • 
+ , ,~-  - - , , ,~ ,  .,,, ,--= .w,=. fa " • marly in Soviet Russia on Hero ul Socialist Labor star • ~ ~.~ ~--=-.~ ~ • 
F eb.4,1918, wasasccretary on his 60th birthday as is i I • • / ~, I • ~q Mi~ v l  m 
"M/ I '~L~__  _L  . . . .  j ~_  of the Communin~ partys Soviet custom. In his con. ~ I ! ~ i  /A  ! I i • I .  • | I '  • 
l ¥1Ut l lC r  UIIUI"~UU m Central Committee and was gratu la tory  speech,  • ~ / ~  XI [~r i I I I • 
_ ~e Politburo. member in Brezhn.e,v ,focused on 'O  ~ . ~ ~ N  ~ ~ I 
V o o d o o  - - "  "LL -~ " - -  merge ox agricenurs. Kulakov s aeeom. - -  ' m 
~L~LI JU .LUL~ ..The Tams announcement plishmonto" in the field d • • -- . , .== . . . . . .  • 
said he bad had a stomach agriculture, surorieinl • l l l ~ l  S wRnlm iaak  From D• 
BUFFALO, N.Y. (Ap) - -  Police identified the operation in 1968 and was' Western diplomala by not *A lUV I~ n ml ~•V I I  VVMq& I1~111 ,,... 
Four young children were children as Kylia Trait, 8; suffering from coronary mentioning lds work i+n the W = i AI IE I I  . i ~  i i  I 
stabbed to death in their her sisters, Amlna, 6, and atherns+lereais s well as party. • dUff I IUII I0 P rd  • 
heme here end their mother, Inez, 4, and brother, chroniepneumonia. Acom. However, attheopaulogo~ O'  • " " "  • 
who was reported to have Demario, 2. mittoe has been formed to the summer session of the 
believed she was under a Themother, Gail, 26, w ,s  oversee the funeral and Supreme Soviet on , l+  ,, : C o m e  o n  in a n d  C a t c h  t h e  Specials : voodoo curse, was charged eoveredwLthblncdandtoken Kulakov will be burted in the Kuinkov was seated in his 
in the killings, police said. to hospital, but she was not. Kremlin wall on Red Square, usual spot, down in front 
Delectivessaidthcyfound I jure, pol l ,  old. the announcement sald. with otherparty secretaries : HONDAY 17th D&S SPEOIAL BURGER $1 18 : the bloodied bodies of the AutheritLce said that after An obituary signed by, and he bad been seen con- 
children in their apartment severalhours of queetioning, Brezhnev, Premier Alexei flnuouniy at Brechnev's side. I ' " a 1 
lateSundaydight after being Mrs. Trait was charged wlth Knsygin and other Soviet He recently led a delegation 
called to the scene by a foureeuntsofsecon,e~p'on leaders said: "Death. has to the eongreas of the TUESDAY 18th OONEY DURGER .,u 
ne~hher who had heard murder. : WEDNESDAY 19th FISH DINNER $1 I8 : neises from upstairs. ' Wedon tronllyknowwhy asatched from our ranks a Yugoslav Communist  • " ' noted ~ure  of the Com- League, or party, The fact 
she did it," said police Lieut. munist Imrty and the Soviet that he was chosen to lead 
56 kill d Rouney, "but family state," the delegatlen to a par- : THURSDAY 30th TEXASBHGER $1"98 : e members told us she hought MY8TERIOUS FIGURE icularly sensitive party 
she was under a voodoo OneWestern diplomat said meeting added to his stature • 
i l l  b U S  curse." known"Kulak°vwas"n°t very we l lamong Westerners ofaSaS°vietleaderintheeyeSobservers h re. : FRIDAY 21st I)IIEESEBHGEll $1 08 | 
: SATURDAY 22nd DELUXEDURGER : .  : 
for Israel to turn the West 
Bank over to Jordan after 
five years, with Israel, 
Jordan and the Palentinisns 
Jointly administering it in 
the interim. 
Sndat also would agree to a 
continued Israeli military 
presence in the West Bank to 
meet Israel's ecurity needs, 
the Jerusalem Pest repor- 
ted. The Egyptians have 
denied repeatedly, however, 
that they would accept a 
continued stationing of r t  t  tr ials of dis idents, few r r   r i  ii lf arrnui  
Israeli troops i n the occupied la d ton' rist tt nks. Americ  r ll d that l es d l i  r l  fr  t  f r t  rte~ - 
territories. 
' ' , ,  . . . . . . .  tin ed  Young  pazzling spect f the oliti l ambitions f hi  i [] 
| " I lg ;kNl~l"  Amnesty lnternauonal ------,L°°kl~= back' Over . . . . .  TT.~ • case is hv..~ ym,nav._o ouldmd . . . . . . .  ,~. ~,~Gm,.,_estion remains [] • I 
. 4 J .A I t jA I ,  said it .found. 18 such hist r  t r  h  b  ch ose thi  rti l r time r l . t t l  M_ ~h,~[]~_a t l~ l~,a  ~ ~  
prBoeere In ~ U•~ an was cases ri " be [] • • ===~ ~ n  ~ ~nve [] E "rid  o  
OLD AM, n a tAP) ennel.d,~d h i RtJ l t /smts l1~'  . .~ | ln |  tAAO~. -`  . . . . . . .  h i . .  k l  . . . .  h | | / ,~T  i m ~  i A . . . .  [ ]
~..Atenwt'to~nbiabYae~c_,,t~_, gy_necolog_lstL__Patrl_~k" ....c~.: _ I t _  ¢ i tod  ~ so e pr i soners ,  found lauschndaaimnguampuign statements eare~rnily, ready [ ]  / i I I  M_. 
wj • m u uq,. a ,.i p. Wm~ .O~ipwu,  s u+t~. Ix ~1¢- wlmangmn o, :m.  m u v '  + • ' • • .~  .--..,'~.~ . - '~ : '~" )  , '  . . . . .  -- • --rein_.,d...,_, .~.._,.,..,,.~. , . . ,~  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  th • el inJall 0caumed p lmt   Sov is t .Ua i l s  , eun~onh imf fbe fa i l s to  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .... , . . : . . •  i My,, u¥,w u~ ~u ~v~ ,,uu~ ~w/ rm4~rca. WUO mnn one m . G  o~ . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . : -- .lt-IMuCtwow-=.%.+,,,~,uu~ , , , t~=; . . ,  . ,~ . '  ~,,a..--,~ . . . . .  ,~..:~.;~ .~..,,~.~c~;._,~., .t.h~r:pallti~,..Jdt.ltongh the ~ n  rtghto policy, par-  .foilmv.theWldt~Honse line, mmmm.B.mmmummHm-,mmmm,,m[][][]-.[][]= • 
ml |oes 1~. .  Wi.~. . a 0 ey'*!pe~- bHe'd:~o'~, l ot~-~le~'e~ ~ M ~ 4 k ~ ~ , , ~ ~ , ~ ~ , , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
l~ncy ,  omm,m  rt an ual ' t~r lminml .  ~t~f in~Al~m '~Fvlm"~F'~w~WVWV'~V~V' V~F'~FIF~V~P'~IFMMM~M,'~M,~M'~IM' M~M~M~~ 
laid to ' -~'+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  s . +" ' . today, Ca bridge  o eet i~ l ., ~ . .o , , .  - . , 
BH/ISh edical authorities -'- . . . . . . . . . .  . 
say that if the baby ex t  
by Mrs. Ledey Brown, 32, is 
born safe and well it will be 
/ke 's a then. 
• ~.ated birth f a test.tu e 
boby. 
Mrs. r , fr  Bristol, 
is in spilai in orthwest 
England iti  the 
There as speculation that 
the ba  l  b  bar , l st 
weekend by caesarean, continued. 
section. ut a spokes an for 
the  
Health t rity i  today 
that if e na c oes 
full ter  "   ill not 
be born t i  t ." 
A l i  ould 
climax  th  l0 years' 
CAIRO, Egypt tAP) -- K 
crowded city bus swerved to 
avo/d a car on a bridge 
across the River Nile in the 
Egyptian capital today and 
plunged over the side, killing 
at least 56 passengers and 
injuring I1 others, police 
said. 
The driver d the bus 
ieepnd from the vehicle 
before it crashed through a
guard rail and sank in about 
e~ht metres of water, a 
police spokesman said. 
"The reason so many died 
was because the water was 
deep a~d the passengers 
couldn't get out of the bus," 
the spokesman said.. 
An earlier eport had said 
5~ people died and the driver 
was the only survivor, 
Police said the legal 
~up acity ~f the bus was 40 
t the total number on it 
was not known. 
~ ~ !  o .... 
p'n e. . , 
rov inc iQ I  
The bigg~t Provincial yet. and still only, $5! 
NOW ON SALI= 
every afternoon throughout the week you can buy 
t ,  
Between 2 & 4 
• a 10 e. Coke and keep the Tiffany Glass. This .offer is w#h food • 
• orders only & while glass stock lasts M • . i • 
• Friday, Saturday and Sunday your regular Root Beer costs • 
• , youonly 10 = • 
• ALSO: Each time you visit the Dog 'N Suds during the entire week • 
2 you have a chance to win a trip for two to Vancouver, plus two nights • 
hotel accommodation, plus $100.00 spending money. 
4342 LAKELSE 635-7100 
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• Big "/Oonferenoe Oommitted to,Promote Int'l. Trade and Employment 
Trudoau Sayslt Means More Jobs and Better Times Ahead for Oanada 
growth in their economies. 
. . I t  was the most detailed set of commitments to 
emerge from an economic summit• This is the fourth 
Muca 1915, The leaders aid it reflected a ~ecognition 
that hlgh.souoding promises are useless without 
commitments for specific actions. 
. .For Canada, he said, he  expects there will be 
stronger growth and reductioil of serious unem- 
..BONN (CP) - -  Leaders of the seven major In- 
dustrial countries announced Monday they have 
reached agreement on specific measures to boost in- 
ternatioual trade and provide more Jobs. 
• .The agreement calls for the United 8totes to reduce 
its huge ellimports os a measure against inflaUon, for 
ployment as the country benefitted from the improved 
health of its trading partners. 
• ."Canada will do its part and the people of Canada 
willbenefit from the results of this meeting," Trudeou 
said. 
. ."We are determined to achieve the higher growth of 
Jobs and output to which our policies are directed," 
Japan to buy more gondo from abroad while homing . ."We're setlling down," said Prime Minister 
experts at INT levek, and for both o~ these countries TrudeSu told Canadian reporters following n Joint 
and West Germany to tak e major steps to stimulate news conference held by the seven leaders. 
VANCOUVER,  B.C. (13 July, 1978) - Dr, W.E. John- canned salmon far in excess of the needs of I in- 
son, Director-General, Fisheries Management,  dlvldual or family. The dally personal bag limit of 4 
Pacific Region, announced last week that a new salmon and the unrestricted ssason limit still stanas 
regulation now in effect sets a personal possession with a max imum possession limit of 9- days' bag limit, 
limit of 25 pounds of canned s, port-cauahtsalmon at a fresh or frozen, in addition to 25 pounds of canned 
place other than the person s permanent home as- salmon. 
Sportfishermen wishing to can more than 25 pounds 
dress. The new regulation is aimed at out-of.province may take their catch to a custom canner who may 
visitors, some of whom have made a pract ice of 
canning, daily, the catch limit of 4 salmon while on an 
extended stay in British Columbia, thus acquiring 
pron,ess, the catch for direct shipment o ~e fisher- , ~ . / I :N~ 
men s permanent place of residence. Tnerem no nmic , Ibhd  W 
on the amount of canned sport-caught salmon a person  ' . '~ . . .~  
Quebeo Toudd Uteraturo In Fronoh Only - 
end Engl ish-speaking Asoresult, thetourbmsde- provinceshoteiguidelastili notice from ~he French 
Canadians. partment ordered thousands at the printers, Language Office saying 
When the 1978 version o(. of special blue. cardboard bilingual brochures are 
the map, prepared by. the cove~forthemape, withthe USE'OLD STOCK " illegal. 
transport department,  legond in Engltsh printed on Hardy says the delays Ken Stewart, chief of 
arrived In the offlees of the the had/. have caused few complaints tourist Information ,for the 
tourism department in because the deportment Quebec City tourism and 
Felx'~ry, ufflcinis had to So when an English. continues using the old convention bureau, says 
scramble for a solution, tourist asks for a bilingual brochures until thereis no way of estimating 
Fisheries Olamp Lid On Sporl-Oaught Salmon 0anning 
m~ precess at his permanent home address. ' 
is restriction closely follows that enacted by the' 
Province of British Columbia in 1946 which bans the 
"We were surprised by the 
sudden application 'of Bill 
101,"  says Marc Hardy, 
director of tourism in- 
formaUon at the de- 
partment. 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  If you're 
an English-spenkin8 tourist 
lo~tng for Qnebec's official 
government road map, don't 
forget o ask for the cover. It 
could be the key to un- 
dsrstanding where you're 
headed. 
Under regulatims of the 
French Language Charter 
known us Bill 101, Quebec's 
official road map is no longer 
bilingual, but in French only, 
although ot least 50 per cent 
of tourists are Americans 
~t i~ gets the jacket in 
A French~pealdng 
tourist gem just the map. 
As for other tourist in- 
formation from the province, 
idl fulders are in French onty 
but English versions are 
available, although some 
have been delayed. An 
English joeket for the 
canning c/trout and'char, tbken in Provincial waters, 
other than at  the residence of the angler, as  shown on 
the angling licence. 
"I feel rather, un- 
comfortable about sending 
French-language documents 
to English.speakin~ people," 
he said. 
bureau printed aU its folders 
bi l in~Uy this year, and he 
say s ,he has received no  
current stocks are used up. accurately the percentage of 
English and French- 
speaking tourists visiting the 
city from one year .to the 
next, so separate language 
irintin~s are bound to result 
in shortage or over supplies. 
"That's what's handy 
about he bilingual stuff. It's 
convenient for everyone." WhiloRest of Oanada Tries 
To Give .It Away B,O, Has 
Shodap of InduslrialMilk. 
British Columbia does not Dairy Commission.. to 
have an adequate supply of recognize the growlng 
manufactusing milk to meet demand in the British 
• .The communique Said Canada hod restated its I n -  
ten*ion to aim at a five.per-cent growth in the value of ' 
goods and services produced In  the economy. This 
would be done "within the Hmiis permitted by the 
need,-~' to contain and reduce inf lates."  
• .Trudeau teld'repm'ters he had no specific new 
budgetary measures in mind to reach the five.per-cant 
target. The annual rate of growth in the firs t quarter 
this year Was only 2.8 per cent. . 
• .Inflation is also on the rise in Couada, it mu'e than 
nine-percent annual rate despite nearly three years of. 
wage and price ¢ontrots. Unemployment has hovere d 
at the million mark for a year. 
"..Trudeou said he is eptimislle that Canada would be 
able to sell more goods abroad as it result of the big- 
seven commitment and avoid the increased unem- 
ployment that economists have predicted/for nest 
• year. ' , 
i .  . ' ' ' .  
~Y ..~ ~,~" .,'- :~ '~ . . . . .~  ~ . , ,  
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Provlncla- : 
The b iggest  Provincial yet! and  still 0n ly  $5! 
NOW ON SALE 
. rt'  • - - - -  
• ,. ~7 .~ ' :~.-: : .~ ' ~ ~ i 
. . . . . .  ~, ~ " . . . .  ~.-,.. 
Super 
Newb0___  mr Absorbent 
Diapers Dia ers .Diapers. 
Forbabies '199 " ' "  '2491 '°'''''249 under 12 over 12 pounds, and babies pounds, Fits Toddlers Tool over 12 pounds • 
Package of 30 ....... , , Package of 30 ..... Package of 24. , 
~,~l  ~men~.  ~,,mbla =utet for ~U,) ~ "1 - "  " *~''~ . W Mmj~ 
was the substance of cheese, ice areem, yogurt " ~ m a  
an urgeatmessageplaced andethermilkprnducts.by. Bathroom =- I before f deral Agricuitm'e. increasing our indusUrloi 
Minister Eugene Whelan milk quota. I have ~ . . . .  
today by British Columbia plmsized the fact that basic 
AgricultureMinistor Jim manufoeturlngfacilitiesure ". , Sco)T0we s Hewitt during today's essential to a viable ~ ,. 
meeting of federal and - - t ry .  Our .  m i n t  Tissue provincial zgriculturq producers simply cannot 
ministers in Yorkton, subeidizeplantaepemtingot 
Saskatchewan. non.ecouomlclevelsowi~to .. 
""  I " '. u .  u . .~ ,  . id British shortage of milk, sad Mr. - , • . ;.~. 
supply problem is critical ,~,~,~,,,~,~,, ~u~ ~.iota on ' ':'i - , . : .... ,. . . .  " " 
"mnst rece lvetmme' to  "--'--"--""v---" '7~- ' 'd :  ' .  appucauon m me ~~UI~,  ~ S l  ~ S 
relinf. British Columbia has .h,,..~.~ , ,  ,o ,,,dh,,,, ~r  
t~n l~)  n~, : .  n lnn l '  wh ioh  ou ,u~au l9  ,q iw , ,n  le" " -w ~ '~"  
~-.~ - - -  v . . . . . . .  the Canadian Milk Supply produces butter and milk . . . . . . .  The '" Mauagemonz frustum• 
powder. The plant is minister said that BriUab 
essential to the maintenance . . . .  r . . . .  • Packageof ....~lls ~_], L~]u~/ ,  commma sup om m of a steady supply of milk to ,~,,~,,t~ .¢ ~P~t~, milk 
the fluid market, He . -  " " ' "  . . . . . .  v a Scotties_ Family.O. "= . . . . . . . . . . . .  pllcatiee of market supply of milk coming from m.~o. , i , ) , )~.~,~ ,mt h,, ' BHtish Columbia farms was ~" .._"~'.~'--'-. -V'-h" ~-- 'a"~ " ' 
sotightthatthisplanthedno ~)~lat~n°u~nh in the ' ' 
milk at all for 35 dnys during ,.o~et,~,,ee m . . . . . .  • ~ • . 
the year and only sufficient u..~",~;~'~,,,h,o onuuam, 
to operate at one-third .~, ; ,~o ~h~,,'~,'~,~ ,~,n,~,-~ 
whichthecaPacitY fur thebaisnca o f v e a r .  " producesThe s cond plantonly fr~...hmilli°n°"''""'s""=:O'~'~',.;,..--" w.... Facial Tissue Hopkins 
evaporated milk operates ot human, nuonrouweqinu go m 
30 per cent below capacity, m,,an,..ulac._un~'em;.. ; 
Present supplies of mUk also we neea at mast an a(t- 
foil to meet the present dRional two million "ism- 
manufacturi~ dmnd for cheese dredwelShis of m*rketsh~u~ inster "' am urm' S'-Thi ' thethe Canadian 'f d''''' quota minister ufacU~aST~jit' .d ,  su tain plants," our the ~)  i!ri:Sgl ( :~   ed "h° $° '~GC (~'Y ~ As art V ~  % ~ / ~  2 a f 
B'O. University Vaoat 0 .......... : Pack geo 60.. for 
• • ,on Rite Refills 69  ° Sc0ttC0nfidetsi  ileSl.19 
Ever thought of spenmn~ up somethin8 for y0u, you '~U l  
your vacation - or at least a should allow them a day's 
part of it - at a university? advance notice, ot least• • 
Would you like to enjoy a Then they can arrange 
pleasant stay in Vancouver guided walking tours, for " " ' "  " . ,  
between ow and the end of instance, of the Main 
Prince Effective' Tuesday to Saturday, ,July 18th to 22nd, 1078 
In Tour Terraoe Safeway Sales iu Retail Quantifies Only 
August • with the family; 
just you and your partner - 
with or without he children? 
Worried about the cost of 
betel accommodation? 
Here is a Tip. 
Accommodation is
available - single, adult, 
family - and with children of 
any age, - in the University 
of B.C. student residences, 
until the end of August. 
There's plenty of green 
play apace for the kids; an 
Olympic sized swimming 
pool, tennis courts, a 
cafeteria open seven days a 
week - at "student' 
prices, and even o bank is 
located near the residence. 
There's more, still: 
beaches and a public golf 
course close to the campus 
which is 20 minutes by car 
from downtown Vancouver. 
There is also s regular bus 
service to and from the 
downtown area - no need to 
"hassle" through hear) 
traffic in the family car or 
costly U.,-~Ive. 
So. you re new in the city - 
and don't know what to do or 
where to go to have a good 
time, or just relax - or both? 
Check with the University 
luformation services, 
3131. if you want them to set 
campus. The UBC Museum 
of Anthropology (though it 
sounds dull-dry, i t  is  
anything butl) the famous 
Nitobe Memorial Garden 
and the newly opened Alpine 
and B.C. Native prdeas are 
some of the on.campml at- 
traction. 
if you don't wont to stay - 
but just want to visit, tourist 
information is available ot 
tlu~e information stations 
equipped with direct phones 
to the University tn,ln 
formation Services. These 
stations are located ot main 
entroncea to the univemity. 
There are also Summer 
Courses galore - with or 
without credit. More and 
more educators are era. 
p~s~ng o-- is never too o!d 
to learn, and added studies m 
the prime of life can he 
rewarding in many ways 
beside that of financial. 
Accommodation rotes? 
Samples: Adults - single 
room small suites .at $128 
day. Youth rate - 19 and 
under m.60. Children, 12 and 
under • ~.00. If you have 
your own car, parking is 
free. 
Sounds tempting? It isl 
We've tried it. 
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There's no clowning around when it comes to salmon 
barbecue time! One of the highlights of the annual 
VANCOUVER SEA FESTIVAL is the nightly salmon 
barbecue at English Bay - this year from July22 to 
July 30. Every year, tourists and residents go through 
thousands and thousands of pounds of world-famous 
B.C. salmon. 
Barn burning left 
Cobbsick at heart 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  A small 
group of Mounties who 
formed the force's anti- 
terrorist squad in Montreal 
in the early 1970s wanted to 
take more drastie action 
against members of the 
Front. de Liberation du 
Quebec, the former squad 
leader said Monday in 
test imony before a royal 
commission into RCMP 
wrongdoing. 
"If L~.'%'t had bad carte 
blanche, God knows what 
would have happened," 
Chief Supt. Donald Cobb told 
the McDonald commksion. 
Cobb identified former 
staff sergeant Donald Me- 
Cleary as one of the 
Mounties who favored 
proposals such as arranging 
TO put terrorists into "in- 
~at ing  situations; . . . .  
The RClt~P officer said he 
was glad only two 
questionable incidents arose 
while he was head of the 
squad, set up after terrorist 
activity occurred in Mon- 
treal. Its job was to prevent 
any further terrorist out- 
breaks. 
Asked by McDonald to 
identify the two qUestionable 
incidenis, Cobb said they 
were the burning of a barn at 
Ste. Anne de la Rochelle in 
May, 1972, and the theft of 
dynamite at about he same 
time. 
COBB DISTRESSED 
He said he had not been in- 
formed of the two incidents 
and added that when an 
RCMP investigation brought 
them to his attention "I was 
sick at heart ... profoundly 
distressed." 
Cobb said that as com- 
mandar of the squad, he 
accepted moral respon- 
sibility for the two acts. 
He said he couldn't ~plain 
why his men had committed 
the acts, the men would have 
TO say why. 
Cobb explained that 
bureaucratic delays in 
getting permission for field 
operations had been getting 
serious. He favored giving 
field conimandors the right 
TO approve actions against 
terrorist groups. 
He described such actions 
as on the edge of the law and 
in the spirit, if not the letter 
of the law. 
BURN BARN 
He' said that despite his 
opposition to more drastic 
action, MeCleary and otimra 
took .action on their own, 
resulting in the barn-burning 
and theft of dynamite. 
He said, however, that he 
never felt squad members 
were out of control. He said 
he thought matters,, Im- 
proved when McCleary was 
taken off the squad and given 
other duties. 
Cobb said the policy of 
allowing field commanders 
to make independent 
decisions could only work 
when the men under them 
were loyal. 
. He said later disclosure of 
some squad activities was an 
example of what he con- 
sidered isloyal acts. 
He said he favored a 
return to denislon-making in 
Ottawa rather than in the 
field when such disclosure 
were possible. 
The hearings continue. 
Rights group 
support prisoners 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  Cnvn/ waste of public funds and 
liberties and human rights such construction should he 
groups said today they will 
hold public demonstrations 
Aug. 10 in support of a one- 
day hunger strike among 
federal prisoners. 
The groups aid in a state- 
ment after a weekend 
meeting that a demon- 
stration will be held on 
Parliament HiU, Others are 
planned outside prisons near 
Montreal, Kingston, Ont., 
and New Westminster, B.C. 
Meeting here were 
delegates from civil liberties 
groups in Montreal, Ottawa 
and Kingston, the Canadian 
Federation ofCivil Liberties 
and Human Rights 
Associations, the Law Union 
of Ontario, the Moratorium 
Committee on Prison Con- 
struction and the John 
Howard Society. 
stopped, 
They said conditions 
within "special handling 
units" at Milihaven In- 
stitute, near Kingston, and 
the Correctieaal Develop- 
ment Centre near Montreal 
are deplorable and akin TO 
those condemned as "eruel 
and unusual" by a 1975 
Federal Court of Canada 
judgment on solitary con- 
finement conditions at the 
British Columbia peniten- 
tiary. 
Special concern was ex- 
pressed at the plight of three 
men in the special handling 
unit at Millhaven. They were 
said by other prisoners TO he 
"in urgent need of 
psychiatric and medical 
attention, which they are not 
receiving." 
Delegates said federal The special units are 
plans to spend $400 million on "prisom within prisons" for 
21 new prisons by 1984 are a long-term prisoners. 
Longway fromnormal 
after Que. strikes 
SEPT-lIES, Que. (CP) -- 
Operation~ at the Iron Ore 
Co, of Canada res,,med 
Monday even though one 
holdout group of strikers was 
preventing the company 
railway from moving ore to 
port facilities here. 
While miners and mill 
,workers in this town, in 
Labrador City, Nfld,, and in 
Schefferville. Que,, were 
returning to work, ' the 
company indicated it would 
be days, maybe ven weeks, 
before everything is back to 
normal, 
"We can't use everybody 
right away," vice-president 
J.B. Gallighan said in an 
interview. " i t  takes five 
days to get the furnaces 
going from a cold start." 
Rose freed from prison 8 years ', a ter kidnapping 
MONTREAL (CF)  - -  PAROLE FOR LORTIE 
Jacques Rose embraced . 0n Sunday, parole was 
family and friends Monday granted to Bernard Lortle, 
as he emerged on parole sentenced in Novemher,1971 
from an eight-year prison TO 20 years and 11 months for 
term as an accessory in the his part in the Laporte. 
kidnapping of Quebec labor kidnapping. Lortie had been 
minister Pierre Laporie out on regular day leave 
.during Canada's traumatic since January. 
.October Crisis of 1970. The freed Rose, bearded 
Laporte was murdered and his red hair tied in a 
Oct. 17, 1970, seven days pew.tail, dropped a box of 
after being kidnapped from documents before era- 
his home by the Front de bracing his mother, Rosa 
Liberation du Quebec Rose, his father, JeanPanl, 
(FLQ). 
Looking robust and tan- anl~e-Veral dse  friends. told reporters he was 
ned, Rose strolled casually going to work for a com- 
from a "doorway at the mtitoe whose aim is to free. 
maximum-security Laval Paul and the other FLQ 
Instituteontoa s n.drenehed prisoners. 
perking lot after serving four Asked if his political views 
years and two months of the bad changed, he said, "No, 
eight.year sentence handed not at all. I 'm still a good 
down in July, 19 ' /3 :  independentlst," • 
Rose, 31,'served the time "All the population" was 
for helping his elder brother hurt by the the federal War 
Paul, who is serving two Measures Act of 1970, Rose 
concurrent life sentences for said, adding be was treated 
Laporte's kidnap and "like all the other prisoners 
murder, avoid arrest, during his term at  the 
Paul Rose is not eligible penitentiary. • 
for parole until December, The federal government 
1960. He was transferred to invoked emergency powers 
Archambault Institute last under theWar Measures Act 
week after four months in on Oct. 16, 1970, after the 
solitary confinement at Quebec and  Montreal 
Lavai for what a prison offi- governments said a state of 
olaf described as "being a apprehended insurrection 
troublemaker." existed in the province. The 
• ; '4  ~ 
' . " r  
::~ 
: I 
/ 
arrests of som6 450 people in l~l~wastriedfeui, timosfor murder, wad"eligible'for in /connection with the 
more than 3,000pollce'ralds murder, kidnapping, and parole in AngSt, 1974. He Laporte kidnapping, ..Is 
followed:. -, ' complicity. Acquitted three has been refused, parole eligible for full, parole in 
OUT SOONER? times, he was finally sen- three times but laat May was Deeemher, l~0. ' 
Rose's lawyer and friend, toncedona lessercharge. On granted• temporary ah- , He has been 
Robert Lemieax, who repre- the day of his sentencing, he seenees every three months., granted temporal, l~ves 
sentod him throughout his was freed on ball while 81mard, sentenced in 1971 every three monUm since 
many trials, said bitterly awaiting an appeal decision.. ' tolife for non-capital murder last May. .~ 
that Rose was released 18 FALLS TO SHOW " "" 
months after being eligible A few months later, he F,~. ".~i~"~,,~:~ .- - -~'.2-. .~  ~ . :."~'~'. ~ ? I 
.. . . . . .  : ( ~ -  " " :7~ I 
for parole. "they didn't fa i led tb report to his f :.~-.--. . . : . . . .  ,:-;:: 
relnasehlmseonerbecause probation officer ' -and- .~.~~~. .~ ~ . ~ ~ . ' ~  
he was an FLQ prisoner." dropped from sight. In June, I ;~'.~ ~"~\ '~ ' - -  v :'""---~ " - . ~ ~ 1  
He would have been 1974, he was found living in ~,~/~t~/..~,~.v~. ~-, ~ -~_- , .  .. ~---~~--~ 
released on . mandatory Montreal under an alias. He Next to the sun and the moon, Venus is thb,brighten 
supervision, an automatic then went, to prison and his object in the sky. - -: 
release for good behavior, in ~appeal was dismissed in ' _ ~  
December, 1979, ' . July. ' ' . .  ' • _ ~ 
Doug Parkinson, a A petition calling for the " ~111 the National Parole Board release of the Rose brothers spokesman, said Rose was and four othar FLQ mere- 
released by the board on i ts borg was ha nded "t0 the HONDAS 
fifth review of his case. He. 'National Parole Board~ i~t  
said Rose had several assur- month by the' Information 
ances of employment, a 'Committee.. on Political 
,,o,or ,., ,,,. bo . rd .  . . , ,  ,, - . ,  arehere  decision. "- ' . signed by 4o,000 persons, in-. 
• He is Obliged to report .to' . eluding two Patti Quebec?is @ 
police and a supervisor nationalassemblymembers. 
every lS days for the first six The four FLQ members 
mon~s and to remain within stiU in prison are Francois ~ ~  
40 kilometres of Montreal Schi rm,  P ie r re -Pau l  
until his parole expires .on Geoffrey, Francis Simard 
• July 9, 1982, parole officer and Paul Rose. Four other 
Yvon Guerard said. FLQ members live in exile in 
Rose was first arrested in France--the Cossett~-Trudel 6 ................ 
December, 1970, with other couple, Yv~ Langlois and 
members of the Cbenier eeU Mare Carbonncau. H o n d a 4 - ~  
of'the FLQ" who bad kid- Schirm, .who is se .rving a Testdrivea at 
napped Lapurte on Oct. -11. • life sentence for non-cavital m~.  TERRACE HONDASALES 
4842 flwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 11.8 
-,. 635.6571 or 635-4225 
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IRST. 
Introducing Quirst, TM the great tasting new lemonade 
made to quench the biggest thirst. 
Quirst is non-carbonated. It leaves you feeling refreshed. 
Not full. And it's enriched with Vitamin C. 
Tart and tangy Quirst in convenient cans is just right for 
all those thirsty summertime activities. 
Especially now, while you Can save 25C on your next 
6-pack of Quirst. 
Try Quirst today. It's the new quencher in a can. From 
Seven-Up Canada Limited. 
a l , I  ~ d~ rh~i l l  " ONYOUR NEXT PURCHASE • 
ENI I~T OF A 6-PACK OF QUIRST. I 
-Up Canada Limited will redeem this coupon n 
ts 5c for handling anytime to the end of 1978 • 
it from your customer according to the terms " ,  
ny other application constitutes fraud, Failure • 
t, evidence satisfactory to Seven-Up Canada • 
.= complied with 9uch terms will void coupon, mm 
.~d for redemption become the property of • 
imited, Foi" Redemption mail to: Seven-Up l 
). Box 3000, Saint John, New Brunswick mm 
n 
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Summer celebrations in Manitoba 
They ca l l  it "festival 
country" and no wonder. 
This summer, Manitoba 
celebrates everything from 
turtles and sunflowers to the 
multioultural heritage of the 
province's residents. 
NATIONAL UKRAINIAN 
FESTIVAL 
Balalaika music heralds 
the National Ukrainian 
Festival, Aug. 3-6, when the 
town of Dauphin becomes a
"Little Ukraine" for four 
days .  "Cossacks" ,  
brilliantly costumed, kick up 
their heels to the traditional 
sounds of Ukrainian music. 
Painting and embroidery are 
displayed and +visitors can 
see exhibits of colorful 
Ulwaininn sashes, carvings, 
intricately painted Easter 
eggs and ceramic pieces. 
A major highlight at any 
multicultural festival of 
eouree, is the food. At 
Dauphin, the menu will 
include such hearty dishes as 
onbbage rolls, honeycske, 
hcadcheese and  piroghi 
(potato, cheese and sour 
cream dumplings). • 
Other. ~attractions include a ~ 
display .... of + Ukraln ian 
.... eos!um++s, eSl~Ctp, tl~.'t~- 
port+d for'  the' resuv~/l, 
I~toricoi presentations and 
han~israft demonstrations. 
Dauphlnis situated 322 km 
(201 miles) northwest of 
Winnipeg, near Riding 
Mountain National Park, a 
beautiful summer resort 
area .  
mIEN 
DINGADAGURINN 
MANITOBA 
Glmli, a•resort and fishing 
town on Lake Winnipeg, just 
96 km (60 miles) north of 
Winnipeg, has the .largest 
Icelandic ommunity outside 
Iceland. Tradit ional ly 
Islsndingadagurina 
(Iceland's Day) is 
celebrated the first Monday 
la Auguat (Aug. 7, 1978), but 
becanse of its popularity the 
festival has grown to three 
days beginning Aug 5. 
Reigning over the 
festivities i the "Fjaikona", 
"Maid of the Mountains", 
not a beauty queen, as one 
might at first suspect, but a 
matron of the community 
selected, because of her 
various good qualities. 
$600,000 
for tourism 
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (cP) - -  
A spokesman for the New- 
foundland Tourist Com- 
mission says the province 
anticipates a good tourist 
season this year and already 
toquirios have increased by 
le0 per cent over 1977, 
He attributed the increase 
to a successful advertising 
campaign by the department 
of tourism costing about 
$500,000. The campaign 
involves advertisements in 
rational and international 
publications, 
In addition to provincial 
funds, the department is 
being assisted by the federal 
department of regional 
economic  expans ion  
(DREE) in financing four 
new tourist chalets under a 
federal.provincial tourism 
agreement. The federal 
tourism branch is paying the 
salaries of information 
personnel at the chalets. 
An intorpretatinn centre at 
Port aux Basques, con- 
aldured a gateway to the 
province, also is being 
financed by DREE. 
Tourism Minister James 
Morgan said he hopes a 
• ~lmilur centre at Argentia, 
the eastern terminal for CN 
, Marine ferries, can be 
started this year. 
Be sure to sample some 
Icelandic dishes - skyr, (a 
yoghurt-like delicacy); rulin 
piina, (spicy cured lamb); 
vinerterta, (a seven-layer 
prune torte) or ponnukokur 
(paper thin pancakes spread 
with brown sugar and rolled 
up). 
In addition to Icelandic 
entertainment,  demon- 
strations and costumes, 
there will be a variety of 
water sports, races, games 
and parades. 
FOLKLORAMA 
Visitors to Winnipeg, Aug. 
12-30, can sample the 
heritage of more than 50 
multioultural groups in 
pavilions throughout the city 
during Foiklorama. Buses 
will shuttle yon from one 
HERE AND THERE 
Other Manitoba summer 
festivals to watch for are: 
The Highland Gathering, 
Selkirk, July 1-2. You'll find 
highland dancing, piping, 
drumming and usher.toss 
contests (a caber is a tree 
trunk about the size of a 
telephone polo). 
Trout Festival, Flin Flon, 
June 29 - July 2, for bands, 
baseball, fishing, and the 
Gold Rush Canoe Derby. 
Nickel Days, Thompson, 
July 14-16. See the famous 
Quitting-time Race and 
other events, as hardy men 
compote for the title of King 
Miner. 
Manitoba Stampede and 
Exhibition, Morris, July 19- 
23. It 's the second largest 
rodeo in Canada. A special 
feature is the Ben Hur 
Suicide Chariot Race. 
"country" to another, so you Manitoba Sunflower 
can immerse yourself in the Festival, Aitona, July 28.29. 
cultural mosaic that is Fields of sunflowers provide 
Manitoba. Taste the food, asceni, :  backdrop to t  he 
enjoy the entertainment and merrymaking. Everyone 
join in the dancing, enjoys the German Men- 
Foiklorama is a nine-day nsnite food. 
WOnder that turns , , . , , .~ . . , ,  _ . . , . ,  _.. .  ~_,. Frog Follies, St. Pierre, 
i,v~,mmt~ o ~aplm. ' ;.'¥ t wm " . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AUg. 4-6, where the man 
umteo ~lauom.. bvent i s  the Canadian Fro~ 
Jumping Championship.. 
Pioneer Days, Steinbach, 
Aug. 4-7. A Mennonite 
cel'ebration where you can 
learn the arts of reaping, 
'hreshing, spinning, weaving 
and butter making as they 
were more than 100 years 
ago. 
Canadian Turtle Derby, 
Boissevain, Aug.  11-13. 
Three hundred turtles an- 
nna~y take part in this test of 
speed and endurance tsorry, 
no rabbits allowed). 
Corn and Apple Festival, 
Mord#n, Aug. 23-29, whore 
the"motto could well  he, 
"eat, drink and be merry." 
Besides corn-on-the-cob and 
these and other Manitoba 
Festivals contact the 
Department of Tourism, 
Recreation and Cultural 
Affairs, 200 Vangban Street, 
Winnipeg, *Manitoba ½3C 
0I)8. 
For general information 
on Canada as a travel 
destination contact the 
Canadian Government 
offlce..o.'f Tourism~ Ot~wa, 
Canada KIA 0H6. + 
Christians-Moslems coexist 
in peace in this town 
Why is it different from 
other communities? 
UNTOUCHED BY WAR 
It seems to be a mixture of 
historical accident and self- 
intoreat, woven together into 
a tightly-knit social fabric. 
President, or mayor, 
Abdel Kader Alameddlne 
says El Mina escaped all  but 
marginal involvement.in the 
civil war and has been 
thr iv ing  ever since, 
"because no strangers came 
to make trouble." 
During the war, Christian 
and Moslem youths formed 
neighborhood vigi lante 
groups to make sure no 
outside "rabble rousers" 
stirred up trouble, 
Alameddioe said, 
The town's harbormaster, 
Victor Razzi, a Christian, 
stressed the value of 
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More women 
own businesses 
WINNIPEG (CP) - -  An in- 
creasing number of married 
women are starting their 
own businesses--both as a 
cure for boredom and a 
means of se'lfexpr~sion. 
"Once it was the ex. 
ceptional woman who owned 
her own business," said 
Roxanne Sigmar, who runs a 
gift shop. "Now women see 
others in business and say: 
'Hey, why can't I?'" 
Most of the businesses 
started by Winnipeg woman 
in recent years are retail 
shops mall enough to be run 
by twoor three people. Many 
seem to be financed by 
husbands at a cost of bet- 
ween $65,000 and $85,000. 
"You need plenty of 
financial backing," Mrs. 
Sigmar said. "You can't do it 
on a shoestring. I've been 
told that it takes two to three 
years to become known. 
Before that, you can't even 
think about making money." 
Mrs. Sigmar wasa graphic 
artist with Winnipeg's 
Health Sciences Centre 
before opening her business 
five months ago. While her 
former job gave her 
security, she said it offered 
no opportunity for promotion 
and no incentive. 
BE YOUR O~YN BOSS 
Audrey Weidman, co- 
EL MINA, Lebanon (AP) 
- -  The goal was to find a 
town in Lebanon with all the 
pre-requiaites for peace: 
Christians and Moslems 
living in harmony. No recent 
bombings or gun battles. No 
armed militia, guerrillas or 
ocoupation armies. No war 
refugees living in squalid 
camps or squatting in ether 
people's homes. 
To find a reasonable 
facsimile, one has to come to 
northern Lebanon. Since the 
c/vii war, it has been largely 
removed from the waves of 
crisis that still engulf the 
country from Beirut down to 
the Israeli border. 
Driving up the" highway 
that snakes along the rocky 
edge of the Mediterranean, 
one comes to this port city on 
the outskirts of Tripoli, 
Lebanon's secondlargest 
city 55 miles north of Beirut. 
El Mine is a town whore 
Moslems and Christians 
coexist with easy grace, as 
rare in this country as a 
diamond in a coal mine. 
OCCUPIED BY SYRIANS 
This municipality of50,000 
has all the characteristics 
looked for, except one: an 
occupying force of Syrian 
soldiers polices the peace 
here as throughout must of 
thecountry. Public reactions' 
are mixed on whether El 
Mina could maintain its 
quiet, without them. 
There are numerous 
communities in Lebanon 
that live in varying degrees 
of peace, where a casual 
political argument in' the 
street or a nighttime stroll 
into another neighborhood 
does not necessarily ead to 
trouble. But all too few towns 
can boast of real coexistence 
between religious and po- 
iiticol sects. 
Most Lebanese villages 
are either Christian or 
Moslem, not mixed. In the 
cities, the communities are 
usually segregated. 
The estrangement bet- 
wnen sects has been a main 
factor in the civil strife that 
has taken early 40,000 lives. 
In this town, the Moslems, 
making up two-thirds of the 
population, and the 
Christians live together, 
work together, go to school 
together and even marry-- 
the last a taboo for many 
.t,ebansse. 
Sick boa couldn't cry 
TORONTO (CP) --  Veter- 
inarian Lionel' Goldstein 
says he got the shakes when 
faced with one pet brought to 
his animal clinic--a 
Brazilian boa constrictor 
that could not cry. 
Goldstein, consultant 
veterinarian to the 
Metropolitan Toronto Zoo, 
has treated such exotic 
patients as elephants and 
gorillas. 
He said the snake's owners 
had noticed that the four.foot 
reptile's eyes looked cloudy. 
Goldsteln, who specializes 
in animal eye problems, 
diagnosed a 'problem of 
malfunctioning tear glands, 
applied an ' artificial 
lubricant and.told the owners 
to insert he solution twice a 
day to keep the boa bright- 
" eyed. 
He said veterinarian 
medicine is becoming in- 
creasingly special ized 
because pet owners know 
more and expect more from 
veterinarians. 
The trend parallels a 
rising level of medical 
knowledge among the 
general population, he said. 
He began a specialized 
study of animal eyes after 
being faced with pet eye 
problems he did not know 
how to treat. Two years ago 
he started studying 
ophthalmology with medical 
doctors at University of 
Toronto and spend several 
Seek leave 
problems 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A 
report on a survey of em- 
ployee absenteeism in 
British Columbia said the 
most ambitious benefit plan 
will not alleviate the 
apple cider, y0u'llfinda beer problem unless aecom- 
garden. • panled by changes to make 
For further informdtiou on the work place safe and 
pleasant. 
The survey, conducted by 
Fred ~ Mandl, assistant 
manager in manpower 
nmmurces at CP Air, for the 
Indu'st r ia l  Re la t ions  
Management Association, 
was answered by 140 cor- 
porate members of the 
association. 
Mahdi said 16 p~ ~C~..t of 
res idents  ~ r~,i~i'ted the~' 
bad emnula'flve sick leav~ 
benefit plans and the 
majority of these said the 
plans wore unsatisfactory in 
reducing ,absenteeism. 
Companies with 
cumulative benefit plans and 
no other form of remedy bad 
consistently worse records 
• than other companies in 
economics as a pencekeeper, combatting the problem. 
"Both sides needed their Abseateelsmwas reported 
jobs, needed the money decreasing in only five per 
coming in from the port and cent of respondent com- 
naeded each other. They saw panies relying solely on 
no future in the fight going on cumulative benefit plans, 
outside." but was decreasing in13 per 
History" and geography cent of companies with ad- 
also provide some auswexs, ditional or other programs. 
As a pert, El Mina has al. COSTS ARE HIGH 
ways been a mecca for fish- Mahdi said many com- 
ermen, for unskilled panlea find the costs of ab- 
laborers and for. artisans seeteeism high. " 
working the wood and stone A company with S,000 
shipped from outside. The employees and an ab- 
main criterion was work- seetoelsm rate of 10 per cent 
manship, not religion or can spend $4milllon a ymr 
politics, on the problem. 
The mountains rising "You're talking about 
immediately easter El Mine direct salary payment for 
and Tripoli are populated by work not being performed 
Muronlte Christians whose and you end up incurring 
ancestom fled from per- ovortime or salary costs for 
additional full.or parttime 
secution 1,4o0 years ago. staff, which in turn incurs a 
whole host of administrative 
costs," Mandl said. 
The cost to companies 
across Canada has been 
placcd at more than 
billion for 1977. 
"Any decreasing ab- 
owner o! a stationery shop, sentseism is in the larger 
said she had little previous companies," Mandi said. 
knowledge of retail business, "They have the bigger 
but she also she knew that problem and there is an 
working for someone else increasing awareness of the 
isn't appealing, problem." 
"And I went the volunteer He said many of the corn- 
and community-service paniea have developed anti- 
route years ago," she said. absenteeism strategies 
Joan Desilets, a partner in which include: 
a tropical plant shop and --Joint union- 
landscape consulting ser- management programs to 
vice, said she got a taste of make the workplace safer or 
the business world and more pleasant; 
wanted more. --Discipline; 
"I was at home with a --Incentives such as sick- 
family and it just wasn't as leave benefits, bonuses and 
rewarding as it was sup. nonmonetary rewards of 
posed to be. No one hands praise or opportunity for nsw 
you • cheque for scrubbing and different work. 
the floer.Thereissomething Mandi said there is a 
thrilling about being paid for. direct relationship between 
your hard work." the level of concern in a 
"There was certainly no company and the severity of 
economic reason for opening the problem. 
a business," she said, sur- Twenty-six per cent of re- 
veying her spacious, hand- spondent companies whose 
somely.appointed living management was "very con- 
room looking out on a corned" about the problem 
swimming pool. reported decreasing ab. 
Husbands and fathers are sonteeism while three per 
close.at.hand sources of free cent of companies reported 
advice, the same when their 
"Ovc: the last two years management was not *,r 
I've picked my husband's concerned. 
brain clean,*' Mrs. Weidman 
said. "You have to ask 
questions of everyone you 
know. Draw on their ex- 
periences.,'" 
days a month with a 
veterinarian ophthalmo- 
logist in New Jersey. 
SEEKS DIPLOMA 
: Goldstein said he even- 
tually hopes to write U.S. 
examinations which would 
give him a diploma in 
veterinary ophthalmology. 
He believed he would be the 
first in Canada to hold such a 
diploma. 
Although human-and 
animaleye anatomy and 
diseases are similar, 
Goldstein said doctors 
usually see human.eye 
disease earlier because 
patients complain of pain. 
He said he has found that 
certain breeds of dogs are 
susceptible toparticular eye 
prob lems.  Span ie l s  
frequently suffer from 
cataracts and Boston ter- 
riers are prone to fhdd in the 
cornea. Poodles are often 
bothered by little hairs 
growing inside the eyelid. 
He said it would be a real 
help to be able to prescribe 
temporary contact lenses for 
animals following cataract 
surgery and that he has tried 
it in two cases. 
However. lenses have to be 
madeeepooiaily to size and 
are difficult for the M 
owner to insert and remove. 
Furthermore, animals tend 
to lose them. 
He said the loss factor 
makes the cost prohibitive. 
Goldstcin said exotic pets 
offer a special challenge. He 
once treated a mountain lion 
"so big he stretched from 
one end of the examining 
room to the other." 
He said keeping exotic pets 
is not a good idea unless 
owners have the •proper 
setting, "and most times 
they don't." 
(nn mE 61UE gOU 
HLL THE (OmFOeTS 
OF HOME... . . .  
Now you can go anywhero and still have those 
comforts of home. Take your vacation this year 
in one of our fabulous recreational vehicles. 
Its the only way to go! 
L 
1976 ASPEN SE 
Station Wagon. Auto Trans. 6 cyl., power windows 
1974 INTERNATIONAL % TON 
1PICKUP Transportation Special 
$499S 
$16U 
1977 TOYOTA i]ELICA 
Liflback G.T. S Sp. with Stereo in excellent tend. 
1976 BRONCO 4X4 
VO, Auto, P.S., P.B. 
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLAIRE 
2 Door, V8 Auto. Trans. 
1974 JIMMY 4x4 
Blazer VO auto 
1976 6Me) %t. PICKUP 
V8 auto trans., power  steering 
Transportation Special 
1974 MERi)URY METEOR 
4 door V6 auto trans. 
1974 i)HEV PICKUP 30 Series 
V8 4 speed 
1976 FORD F2§O CREW CAB 
4x4 v0 Auto trans. 
I973 FORD F260 PICKUP 
VO auto trans., Camper special 
1976 MUSTAHG MAt)H I 
302 V6 4 speed 
1974 PLYMOUTH FURY III 
3 door V8 auto trans. 
SHeS 
Ssus 
$5495 
$4696 
S4896 
$1096 
$2995 
$7196 
$3395 
$4196 
$3595 
in recognition of progressive management... 
modern sales and service facilitias...sound 
merchandising practices..,high quality stan- 
dards...end continuing interest in r-adoring 
superior seivics to owners nl the Ford tamely of 
flne products. 
~PREsENTED • 
TO: 
Terrace Tetem Ford Sales Ltd, 
4631 Keith 6364904 
i 
D00721li 
1974 FORD F250 Pli)KUP $2995 
T 0 PI C S • J 11 
]Advice On Radio Receivers[[ ~"'~'"~"~'~ (~'~J~.~" , " ===:="1_,) ~. ' -~  . /For Oua,,tv And Economy[ I 
One nloi'~ gil't lo fill on Iroiiic !iidusLrils Assochltion 
your list? .:% mtllliband radio ," * * * 
is a sou.ld idea. Not only will Whe,ewr a mamlfncture~ i 
il pick up broad¢|lsts fi'onl!all advertises power, , hemust  
over the world, but it will disclose his raled continuons 
Its finely dotailed rectangular shape,'dnimatized by metal- l ~ ~ / = - - ~  
• " A New Herl'tage In Flooring .lic outlinin(j ..... creates a stylized geometric floor design.r = 
You d~,,'t i, ave to go be- these designs took two yeas I Sl y ~ ,  ~,'~ ---- t, - -  n 
yond ','c ur budget to en- of historical and on.site ~ ~  --:" ~, .~- I  
hance ~,(,u*' hc~me' with rich research by tlheir styling 1"4-" ../" , ,~L~'~x_Qk l ] l f f~  ~"r--~.. --~ ~ - I 
decor,tUng traditions from experts. A wristwatch was considered effeminate prior to World 
the past. A change of floor 
ean ch~mge the look of any 
rooll'~, and now you  ca l l  get 
floors that look classically 
Ol~l World or charmingly 
Early American ineasy.care 
cushioned vi,yl flooring. 
Sparked by the Bicenten- 
nial reawakenhlg of pride Jn 
America 's  diverse cultural 
origins, a new collection 
of f loor  covering from 
Congoleum ref lects this 
varied befiLage. Developing 
• One new pattern, "Am- War I, but this bias was overcome when the timepiece 
sterdam Square" pays trib- showed it practicality. ' 
ute to the delicate artistry '. 
of Holland's. famous Delft , 
tiles. That "European Pro, 
file" design was inspired by 16th century Spanish doors, "The only unhappiness is a life of boredom." Stendhal 
and has therustic cha~eter- ~ l ~ , ~ d l ~ ~ r ~ ~ • l ~  
ist ics and rich antique pa. 
t ina of  the  country look. • 
"also bring you polic0, fir,, and 
emergency broadcast ;is weIH 
There ave several different 
sl:lnd:u'd,~ and ratiug specifi- 
C~l[iOIIS It) evaluate an(lie 
amplifiers or the ;implifier.~ 
built into packaged receivers. 
A. Continuous p~,)wer.(often 
known as RMS). B..1H F pow- 
er (inStitute of Hi,Fi(h,lily). 
output it) waits in three cru- 
cially r01ated criteria: I.*lhe 
speal(er imp=dances f:)r whicll 
tlYe nsnoufactvvev intends 
the equipmenl It) be nsed' 
2. the manufacturcr'.~ ruled 
power band or  power  J're- 
quez;cy i ' ( ,spo.nse;  ;}. lilt, lU;ll l" 
n ~.lPtlll'tq"s raled percelll;Ige 
Of n l ; iX i l z l l l l n  Io ta l  l l a rmt) l l i c  
dis(ortioll ~ll this r;lled power. 
Another pattern, "Colonial ,~ j ' \  DOUGLAS ~ -~::i0RJ'~W~zue[ : 
Charm,"is based onanl840 i ~m[4 ~,CHANNEI .  ~W" ':.~--/P-'~-~ ~o : 
sunburst patchwork hand-painted ' "LTV m 
ceramic tilea from 15th cen- . ~- . .  LTD. L~ 
tury Italy inspired the "P~x). ~ 6 ~  
man Elegance" flooring, and : : 
the small motifs of"Afr ican 721 
Mood" were drawn from d 
contemporary  fabrics and 
early, cloth recently discov- i 
ered on the Ivory Coast. 
The splendor of a 17th ~ DAVE SERRY 
century Persian rug is re . .~  632.4426 : 
flected in "Persian Accent," I 
while "Oriental Majesty" OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS.ASSOClATE DEALERS 
combines bold Chinese KITIM&T : 
brushstrokes with 'the utyl. i 
ized circular forms found in 
Far Eastern porcelain since "The Performers" : 
ancient times. 
This "Heritage of Amer- For Homes e ica" collection in easy-care I 
Shinyl Vinyl flooring is of- 
fered by Congoleum in 27 • 
co,o. ,a.oe. ,o  ooo , .  i)urrently Listed dinate with other home _~¢ 
furnishings. • 
Whatever your decorating. I )0ntaet  Our  Of f ioe  theme, one of these authen- 1,  
tic designs can provide the • 
underlying look of tradition 
and fine craftsmanship, ~ DOUGLAS CHANNEL"PERFORMS" 
to .create a striking room for ~ WE OFFER SERVICES IN ' _0 
APPRAISALS- (PROPERTY MANAGEMENT on Skeena St'rect~ corn- Home And | fortable family home with 
~V-~ residence'-2 bedroom full basement home. Concrete block ~i! ' LOT, SALES--DEVELOPMENT " : full basement. 2 saunas. 
storage buildffig formerly used as laundry facility. Nicely treed. ::~i! t~  e CANADAWIDE REFERRAL SERVICE Concrete swimming pool 
Mosfhomesoflongfermresldency. Orlv(~wayihroughpark. ii:i j.leemtag e | MORTGAGE ADVICE : with water intake from 
river. Great property for ! F°r fudrher Information call Bonnie or Bud at 635-6131. iiii and family gardner. Lets sell 
=============================================================================================================== Decorating With Wooden • . . . . . .  ~ ASSISTANCE ............ : . i  yours. 
Accessories ~ _ l ' i  m~. 
By Ben Helms • Don't FOol Around With Half A Service 
MaLeck Woodcraft al Talk T° A Full Service Real E~tate Office 
You can bring back the ~ WeArs HereToHelpYou. Professionaliy t 
charm of early America with- ~ 
out setting back your budget ~ CANWE SELLYOURS?--JUSTTRYUS 
or revolutionizing your whole ' 
home with faithful reproduc- ~ • ~ ( D ~ ~ • • ~  ~ • ~  
i : . .AeR EAGEs'. : 
mei a~reS 3,1 'mlln east en 
, rq~ 
tions of Colonial accessories. 
i Hwy. 14. Lots of lend rkmred, som~ On both sides of highway, ample Skeana River fro~age for camp site development large 
B concrate septic tank, water 
MLS 2987 
Offers being, accepted on--[] 
3907 Kirby Rd. repossessed• 
unfinished res. and lot, 1400 mm 
Executive type home on 
secluded parcel of land. 
Features 5 bedrooms, 2V= 
baths, hardwood floor. 
Attach~o clouble garage 
and much more. Ap- 
pointrnent o view and see 
for yourself. ,, 
~ :i 
sq. ft. finished bedrooms[] 
and bathroom, some work[] 
needed in other rooms,= 
electric heat, basement. 
Asking $16,500 but may go.. 
for less. [] BRIGHTEN THE CORNER- 
nzm ~ ~ N P ; s  O P J  Candle bracket= weremedln 
PO-R'rtJI~IT/ES- - [] many Colonial homes. 
MLS 2998 m stance, t ry  a corner candle 
c~ ~ acres, Nasa Va,ey[] brack% ~ei~g ~e~..e.nd.ent 
Tir~ F,~rvir~. surcessf . lm upon the cannle tot ngm;mg, 
r'ecordof r'o;~'irs and saie~si Colonial Ame.rieans crafted 
withe bodrooln attractive [] m an.y ingenlone.~ea;l~o~; 
modular home with double= P.~a.e~og I renames !; ug 
. . . .  tnelr n m So ealnroom TOt owners. . . . . . . . . . . .  [] The harshness of a corner 
r : ~, . -~ .  ~. ~"  
~. , r  ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  EnloY family living on a Attr:divaly , ,  
~12m'~=enatofTirraceen and old, attractive main I ~¢lreoms, "lull baseme;l ft. with 3 bedoroms, car. "M in i -Ranch"  only bedroom home. ,m 
IHwy• 14hwocrleks, ID iot  floor living and dining 
BqDl~llng birch i~d elder, area, kitchen with built-in and fireplace, compliment pets, economic natural gas minutes from town.. IN- f i replaces,  f in ished m 
imamlMe I lvel lena, on bath range and oven, good the fine exterior of this heating andfullbasement, pressive post and beam basement spacious kitchen m 
home. Lot i~ fenced, wllh Located close to centre of home on 2 acres. Over including all appliances, m 
i l k= of i~y• nke building carpet, owner has finished Modern fully equipped with [] can be ehanged with a subtle garden area,, established town. Asking price only 1,400 sq. ft. with stone- carport, closeto down.town m 
l i l l e  overlooks Skeena basement Into attractive all necessary tools and[]_ touch such as a dsstln" " ctlve' treesaedaccesstotherear $30,000. For more details faced fireplace, 1V= bath and schools. Call Christel m 
i River: Asking i I~'000" redvinylsetteeunitsmachinery, 35x40'sh°p,mbracket, likeonefromtbe and good quality carpets or Horst.  
.around the , second cedar shake front, concrete, m Country Collection of faith- of the house for campers call Horst or ChristeN. 
i--ll-'"2M.~ : : '  T~:'u"'~ andboals. Asking S49,500.' • throughout. Big rec room O S:, fireplace. Wlfbonelot fully floor, office, service truck[] tully crafted wooden Colonial Call kelly ~or the inside . with bar in fully finished 
landscaped and many with radio a'nd compressor[] reproductions by MaLeck. In stney basement. Asking price 
extras going for quick sale etc. warehouse, gas pump, [] addition to holding candles, it ~ :  :~  • ~ * 
I price of $57,000. Another stove oll tank, Price ofml is attractive holding a small IIB~!;:~:l'J $57,000. For more details ~-': ~'" °~'' :~'/ ~:~;:~:,~!:i~: 
• . l l ' p  .00111 Iot also of 87' can be ln- $1,0,000 includes all stock,: potted p]ant. It really has a " i ¢allHorstorChristel,~j~~ ~. , :~:~ ' : ;~: '~_  
~home and ~ Well built eluded for ~4,500. buildings, equipment,== knack for displaying knick. ;. ;IIL~;; ,~; f :;~!~ ' ~ ~  
I ra°b i l l  ih°me en Kelum ~ i i  ~ _ i L I l ~ i  l tn l  ~rat ld ;  ROld '  Homo Is n~r~ y Indudl~l Is futuretTrUCk man °lher extras m knacks' t°°' with its tw° tiuy ~ u r  eme ndOwithUSY pot entialnorthern[] f0r[]'" goo~ t~te.Sl e . . . . . .  mirrors. . . . . .  re[lectlng yo r ' ,~" . .... ;] - ' ~ i :  ) . Tit reei3edrooms, two b a t b ~  ......... ~:'; :<:"!" J I a to r lge ,  bui lding and _ ...... ~ [] for a zree BOOKlet on 81;. Rural setting. 4 year old and large lot make this l  
IgchlckenhoQle. Subdivision ~,u~,,.. [] tractive wooden furnitare conveniently located home= ~mpotlmflalwlth'71Whlghway MLS 2952 [] and accessories, write to p la~a_Only4y~r -s  mobile home en Scotfon Read. Has two bedrooms a must to view. With over l  
Efrent.ag plus extra room in ad. e. Only 140,000and Yellowhead Hay end Grain : MaLeck Woodcraft ,  Dept, Home on acreage with 2000 sq. ft. pf family living m 
on Clarke Dr. on ~/~ acre, [] l-[-2, Wingate, N.C. 98174. dillon, oil heal Big subdivision possibilities, this property affords many m 
i; i good family operation, _ t10'x131'treed 10t. A place Has 3 bedrooms, fireplace, unusual comforts and must m 
, m be viewed. Call Kelly m IMLS I I~  several years of buslness• ~ -, Jr, o !  ..F ~/ . .  I of your own for only full basement. A second 't_°~ayan _)etsta!kh°meslm 
with increasing sales[] h~~, ,~. -~: ;~[  $111,$0o. Call Horst or smaller home on same 
~2S/I Clerks Dr. Select MLS~!3 measured ln car load lots. [] I~ : , , _~=;~'~'~,~k" - l~ l l  Christel to arrange for 
mdeuble wide Safeway 5007 McRae St. Two All types of animal foods m ~l,~'/-;~','t'~X~'~-'~J~_~l II viewing, property rented. 21/4 acres 
mDlplomat 1,200 IR. ft. 011 flnlshedfloors with 2160sq. plus chicks and other fowl, I I  ~ '=~t~/ /~~(~j ,~ l  fl could provide 10 building 
ss ~ Ir Rbtl lment. Full bathroom ft. double fireplace, double wtt ncubator and -- r ~,~-~v-L/.v~.~,~:~  [I lots. Far more details call 
h "~ L;,?. !,, ~.,~.,,.-. -.~..-,,-.._~_~ --~plul anlulte, 3 btdrooms, plumbing, 5 bedrooms, brooders, ~aln building Is== I ~ / " ~ J ~ ' ~  I/ "" ': 
idtnlnm end living room. living and family rooms, large, two ~torey, large[]  L ~ ~ 1 ~ : ~  [/ ' :" "~' 
ICarpet ,  laundry, un. nice kitchen.dining area. storage and sales areas, [] [ ~ ~  [[ ~ , ~  
Ilmflellhed re(: room, double Lovely residence with plus ng.w addlHons f()r [ ]  ~u~,~v,I~,~ k~ e~----.,,==~_..,~j~'~ 
[] Ip-- . ; , Iql l l /  ~,~-P~r-r'~-~ mm I l l a r lg l  with /h i l t  and brick, cedar. California expansion. Hay barn == One.third acre lot on 
1¢ee~ate, 200' frontage on Stucco exterior. Built.In separate, ~wo bedroom ~ From early Roman days, mi,,drooms; ~ baths, st. with 3 bedroom home m 
l a l r lm.  Ellctrlc for¢ldalf' dishwasher and carport suite in m~in building for [] June has been believed to ee !~flropiaco, 1395 sq. ft.; low Centl'el location, double and full basement. Near i
ih~¢ l .  A~klng 132,0~0. Included for asking priceof owners. Asking price of • the best time for marriages, 
i IO~ tO Offeri. $71,000. $95,000. [] according to The World Book i~1 • Encyclopedia. Romans the features that make bedrooms. Landscaped lot bedroom home with large close to school, ~ln water 
A.R. Le Page Limited Coast I Coast Real Estate ~(71"vice • named the month for Juno, this home worth seeing, on pavement asking yard. Check property on system and he.~ted with 
m Priced at S53,O00. Call $56,000. Call Kelly and Firecreek Road. Owner natural gas. Asking 
635.6361 , EVENING PHON E S';~i',~i " 
: 4611 LAKELSE AVE, Sian  a:rker.::; 635/4031: 
"- Ti:RRAC L B, C'~ ...... BobHelen GilbertS°n "R ipmeester  _ - * : .  , 63L3609. . ~" 
The first vice president of the 
United States to resign from 
office was John C. Calhoun 
in 1832. 
l amina, t~t Ihld, sizeable , take on one aide. Amklng 
i lTS,~ ~ to ofttrl. MLS 2986 Worth viewing, soundly built, 4 bedrooms, 1,200 sq. ft. full basement, ~ MLS IIIWI completely redecorated in 
the ~pa~'on goddess of 
marriage, and it is still a Horst Gedllnskl C35.S3tT. arrange a viewing today, asks S27,900. Call Frank. $44,500. Phone Frank. 
AFTER 0FFIOE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSKi -635-5397 KELLY SQUIRES. 635-7616 
FRANK SKIDMORE -635-5691 CHRIsTEL GODLINSKI - 635-5397 
W AsK U SABOUTOURoTHER LISTINGS OF MOBILE HOME LOI"S _m 
! AND RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES. ~ "Little minds are wounded 
n S " by the smallest th i  g .
m--mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm;,mmnmmmmm[]mmlmmmmnu.R .w m lm~ La Rochefoucaul'l 
l 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page Io'caflon. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise; edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. "Hold" 
Box replies on 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication: 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
v~rtlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event o~ an error 
appearing In the . ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount pald by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
wblch prohibits any ad- 
vertising that dlscr!mlnates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years; unless the condltic~'~ Is 
Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week  
Mon..Fri. mornings 
32. 6tGYCLESI :~": 
MOTORCYCLES 
6 l  " ' ~ 'Y  " 
LOST 
37. - :  ;~:, i..,;: 
' .  PETS , .  
43: R00MSII':':L/ : ~ 
FOR RENT PUBL ISHER 
Laur ie  Ma l le t t  
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive October  I ,  
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carr ie r  ruth 3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Mai l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
9elfish Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
6ox 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace-Kltlmat &Dlstrlct 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
The Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday in 
October, at Veritas Hall. 
August 26...Rummage Sale 
at Elks Hall from 10tll 2 p.m. 
,Sept, 13...Flrst meeting of 
Fall session. Presidents 
Visit. 
November 4...Elks Hall Fall 
Bazaar, 
Terrace Singles Club (for- 
merly Minus One Club) will 
hold a dance at the Masonic 
Hall 49i7 Lazelle Ave. (next 
t0 United Church.) Date 
Saturday July 22, 9 p.m. For 
Information phone: Olive 
635.4052, Bob 635-9649, 
Margaret 635-9349 
The next meeting of the 
Board of Regional District of 
Kiflmat-Sflklne will be held 
Saturday, July 22, 1978 at the 
NoHhstar Inn, 650 Kuldo 
BoUlevard, Kttimat, B.C., 
~menc lng  at 9:00 a.m. 
CLASSIF lED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
.nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
sertlons $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATrONAL CLASSIFIED 
RAT, E: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD. 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4100 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
COMING EVENTS AND 
NOTICES: 
No charge for Terrace, 
Kltlmat and Thornhill areas. 
Otherwise $3.00 per In- 
sertion. 
WEDDING DESCRIP-  
TIONS: 
No charge for write.up. $S.00 
charge for picture 
reproduction. Prepaid. 
CLASS IF IED AN.  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
B i r th ,  Engagements ,  
Marriages, Memorials, 
Cards of Thanks, Letters of 
• Appreciation - not exceeding 
lO lines $5.00 per Insertion. 
Each additional line S.SO 
daily. 
DEATH AND FUNERAL 
NOTICES: $6.00 for first 10 
lines and $.50 each additional 
line daily. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
3:00 p.mJ. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~,5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In. 
teresfed please call 635.3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Councelling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638.0388 
Next Playground Location: 
Uplands School Field July 
17th to 218t. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Informatlon phone 
635.3747 or 635.3023. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office a t  No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
Reprints of photos which 
appear In The Herald are 
now available through our 
office. 5x7 prints are $4 each 
and 8x10 prints are 86. 
Photos can be ready within 
48 hours from the time the 
order is made. All reprints 
must be prepaid. For more 
information drop Into our 
offlceat 3212 Kalum, or write 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B•C. 
V8G 4B4, 
The following Neigh. 
bourhood Watch Meetings 
have been scheduled. Please 
note specific areas for.which 
these meetings are Intended. 
Meetings wil l  be held 
throughout he summer and 
householders are en. 
couraged to attend meetings 
arranged for their respective 
areas. 
Tuesday, July 18, 1978 
7:30 p.m. 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Edward Parry 
4901 Davis Ave. 
For the 4900 Davis block, 
Park block, Lazelle block, 
Greig block, and Hwy. No. 
16. 
Wednesday, July 19, 1978 
8:00 p.m. 
At the Sacred Heart Church 
Meeting Room 
4836 Straume Ave. 
For the 4900 block Lazelle, 
Lambly, ~md Caledonia 
Avenue. 
The following Neigh- 
bourhood Watch Meetings 
have been scheduled. Please 
note specific areas for which 
these meetings are intended. 
Meet ings'wi l l  be held 
throughout he summer and 
householders are en. 
couraged to aflend meetings 
arranged for their respective 
Wednesday, July 19, 1978 
7:30 p.m,. 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
West.Johnson 
2711 Skeena Street 
For the 2700 block Skeena 
Street, 2800 block Skeena 
Street, 5200 and 5300 block 
Kelth Avenue, 5200 and~ 5300 
b lock  Haug land  
Avenue.Thursday, July 20, 
1978 
8:00 p.m. 
At the St. Maflhews Anglican 
Church 
4726 Lazelle Avenue 
For the 4600 and 4700 Park 
Ave., 4700 block Lazelle 
Ave., and 4700 block Davis 
Ave. 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307- 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unlt Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
• Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:50p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
peintment. 
- Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit oh Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 . 4:10 p.m. by ap. 
pointmenf only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only.  
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday at. 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to asslst with any senifatlen 
problems. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
The following Neigh- Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
bourhood Watch Meetings Hearincj. estswill be done by 
ot referral from have been scheduled. Please " fami ly 
note specific areas for which doctor or community health 
these meetings are Intended. nurse: 638.1155. 
Meetings wi l l  be held 
throughout the summer and 
householders are en- 
couraged to offend meetings 
arranged for their respective 
areas. 
Thursday, July 20, 1978 
7:30 p.m. 
At the home of Mr. Dave 
Maroney 
3308 Pheasant St. 
For the 4900 block Park, 
$000 block Park, 3300 block 
Pheasant, 3300 block Kenny, 
3300 block Thomas, and 
Sheasbey Trailer Court 
Monday, July 24, 1978 
8:00 p.m. 
At the St. Mathews Anglican 
Church 
4726 Lazelle Ave. 
"Catch.Up" Meeting for all 
block areas that have had 
Neighbourhood Watch 
Meetings held In their areas, 
but were unable to  attend. 
We Urge you to attendl 
Tuesday, July 25, 1978 
7:00 p.m. 
At the Alliance Church 
4923 Agnr Avenue 
For the 5000, 5100 blocks of 
McDeek; 2400.2500 blocks of 
Craig; 5100 block Mills Ave.; 
2400 Apple St.; 5000-5100 
Graham Ave,; and 2400 
Kenny St. 
Thursday, July 27, 1978 
7:00 p.m. 
At the Alliance Church 
4923 Agar Ave. 
For the 5000 and 5100 blocks 
of Kelfh; 8000 and 5100 blocks 
of Agar; 5000 block Pohle; 
2800 and 2900 block Kenny; 
and 2700, 2800 and 2900 Braun 
blocks. 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There Is help 
• Avallablel 
Phone 635-5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
10:00 to nocn. Lakelse Hotel. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we. could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to." 
Life promoters: 
LL~a at 635-3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna at 635.4503 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesclayat 7 p.m. 
• at the Knox United Church 
Hell, 4907 I~zelle Avenue, 
A Heather-Tartan Society Is 
being formed with the In. 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll aree 
the following services - 
- Activity Centre for han. 
dlcrafts 
Day Care for working 
people 
- Drop-In for ¢ompenlonship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
TransportaHon available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
635-2265 
Is your son Interested in 
scouts, if so the 1st Terrace 
scout Troop is taking pre 
registration for September. 
Max number will be 24. If 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635-3553. Fees will be 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone In- 
terested In helping with 
Scouts please call . 
Dollemore, Kafhleen 
Ramona• 
BORN • Nov. 29, 1955 at 
Mission B.C. 
DIED on June 26, 1978 at 
Grande Cache Alberta In her 
22 nd year. 
Kathy lived In Terrace from 
1961 to 1974, She leaves two 
sons Kelsey and Joey. Her 
parents Ted and Jackle 
Dollemore (Topley), two 
sisters Abby Dollemore 
(topley), Nancy Riley 
(Topley), and one brother 
Dan ie l  Do l lemore  
(Terrace). Grandmothers • 
Mrs• K. Dollemore • Burnaby 
and Mrs. G• Holmberg • 
Abhotsford, B.C. Internment 
took place June 29, 1978 at 
Mount PleaSant Cemetery, 
Edmonton. ( 
c1.11) 
ANNouNCEMENT 
Dr. L. Hays Veterinarian 
formally of Terrace Vet. 
Hospital is now located at 
4801 Highway 16 West next to 
AI & Mac for appointments 
call 635-2040 or 635-2544 (c20- 
17) 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and batterles. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Mon. to Sat. 
Phone 624-5639 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE.KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4835. 3238 Kalum 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
' LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635-3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
6~-~176 
(elf) 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies and 
Greenware, air brushing 
available • custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
Lost 1978 Suzuki motorcycle 
125 rm. Contact if found 
Chris Reneerkens 635.5076 or 
phone Kalum Tire Service 
635.4904. (c.3-10) 
Small gir l 's 2.wheeler 
standard bicycle from the 
Agar Avenue area, Bike has 
a red and chrome frame with 
a red banana seat and a 
white basket. 635-6357 or 635. 
3642. (tilt stf) 
Required for Terrace a girl 
for general office work. A 
knowledge of accounting and 
accounts recelveable an 
asset. Remuneration Will be 
commensurate with ability. 
Please reply In own hand- 
writing to Box 1179, care of 
The Terrace-Kiflmat Dally 
Herald, Box 399, Terrace, 
B.C. (cff) 
CANADtAN OIL COMPANY 
Urgently needs dependable 
person for Industrial sales 
territory. No relocation. We 
ere an expanding AAA.1 
firm established since 1933. 
We offer plenty of fringe 
benefits. Liberal com- 
missions, plus bonus and 
opportunity for ad- 
vancement. No experience 
necessary. We train. For 
personnl Interview, write a 
letter and tell me about 
yourself• B.M. Hendrlx, 
Sales Manager, South- 
western Petroleum Canada 
Ltd., 87 West Drive, 
Brampton, Ont. L6T 2J6. (c6- 
15) 
Bank of Montreal 
Required Immediately 
STENOGRAPHER 
$9170 per annum 
CLERK - TYPIST 
$8400 per annum 
Phone Peter Hickman Ac- 
count Manager 638-1131. (c5. 
14) 
Full or part.time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
Interviews Call Marnie 635. 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf) 
Required for Terrace a girl 
for general office work. A 
knowledge of accounting and 
accounts receiveable on 
accept. Remuneration will 
be commensurate with 
ability. Please reply In own 
handwriting to Box 1179, 
care of The Terrace-Kltimat 
Dally Herald, Box 399, 
Terrace, B.C. (ctf) 
1977 - Suzuki 125 motorcycle. 
800 miles. Phone 635.6968 
after 5. (p4-11,16,1,6) 
Honda XL 125 cc motorcycle. 
638-1121 from 8 a.m• to 5 p.m. 
(c5-14) 
.FOR SALE 1973 Yamaha 350 
c.c. Street bike. Good con- 
dition. 4500 miles. Asking 
$600.00. Phone 635-3520 
anytime. (p5.11) 
1977 Yamaha. 100 cc. 600 
miles. New condition phone 
632.5300 after 4 pm 
For Sale 650 cc Thriton twin 
In excellent condition. $7S0. 
Call after 6 pm. 635.5903. (p3. 
13) 
Must sell, 1973 Suzuki 500, 
1977 Yamaha 100. Phone 635- 
2098. (p3-13- ' 
33.~TOR sALE 
24' bale elevator with 8' 
extension complete with 3 
h.p. gas engine. Suitable for 
raising shakes or shingles. 
Has had very Ilflle use. Only 
8225 or best offer. Write Box 
714 Terrace (c7.11) 
For Sale: Paper (roll ends) 
and waste-paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office. 
For Sale 1 elecfrolux vac- 
cuum cleaner with power 
head. In excellent condition. 
Phone 635-5257 weekdays or 
635.6609 evenings. (p4.11) 
For Sale 1975 Toronado Olds 
loader with options, im- 
maculate condition. 16000 
miles. 2 extra snow tires• 
Phone 635-2164. (c5.13) 
For Sale: 20" RCA color TV. 
Excellent condition. Dish. 
washer. Like new. Organ 
with emphasizer B&W TV 
635.2362 (A10-12) 
4AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
rims, GM-Chev, Phone 635- 
5092 (ctf) 
Lay ing  ch ickens ,  
dehumidifier, eclining chair, 
2 radials and rims for V.W. 
van. Phone 635.5290 (ctf) 
For Sale 1 electrolux rake. 
Phone 635-5508. (c5-15) 
Clalrtone Stereo Princes., 
model AM FM . Garanc 
Changer, asking $250. Phone 
635.5696. (p3-13) 
For Sale. high chair $10, boy: 
bike $25, upright stee 
backed grand piano $800 
hostess chair $25, Flshe~ 
Price garage. $5, Clalrtom 
component Stereo Garar¢ 
Turntable with speaker 
$325, Gas lawn mower 
Phone 635-5015. (p3.13) 
For Sale By Builder 
M last, the home you've been looking tor, Quality built 
with 
.. 1, 1048 sq. ft. of living space 
..2. Full basement 
.. 3. Carport 
.. 4. Fireplace 
.. 5, C.M.H.C. Instructed and approved 
..6. Good size lot 
.. 7. Covered by new home warrenty program of B.C. 
for 5 yearS. 
All this can be yours for only $49,2S0.00 with only 
Sl,S00.O0 down If you qua lily for B.C. Second Mortgage. 
,. For further information phone: Fiber Construction 
635.7878. 
(c8.18) 
FOR SALE. Dryer, spin. 
dryer, air conditioner, 
telescope, exercise bicycle, 
tape recorder. (Reel to Reel 
4 track) 635.2381 (c5.7 
9,11,13,15) 
Will trade property or house 
in Terrace for a 3 bedroom 
house and inlaw suite in 
Penticton. Phone 635.4971 of" 
635.5379. (c4.14) 
Will babysit in my home 1 or 
2 children. 635.5508. (c4-14) 
For Sale Partbred Morgans - 
6 yr, bay gelding, trained to 
ride and drive. 4 yr, black 
mare, green broke to ride 
and driven in harness two 
years; both stand about 13 
h•h. and always place at 
halter classes. Also bay colt 
foaled May 9, 1978. Phone 
635-2347 or view at 4812 
Sunset Dr. Terrace, B.C. (p8- 
14) . 
Furnished two bedroom unil, 
carpeted ,  f i rep lace ,  
everything supplied in- 
cluding dishes, linen vacuum 
etc. Suitable two working 
adults. No pets. 635~6757.'(p5. 
12) . .  
For Sale by owner ' : :  5 
bedroom home. Most 
desirable location,-; com- 
pletely redecorated inside 
plus all new expet~siVe 
carpets• Carport, and 'sun- 
deck.' Lovely feature",w.all 
and white plrepla(:e' in II~it~g 
room. Brand new natural 
gas heating and hot water. 
Large rec room with 
cablevision plug. Cash to 
Royal Bank 101.;= mortgage. 
Buyer could assume mor- 
tgage and save on appraisal 
fees. For more" It~formatlon 
on this beautiful.home phone 
635-5886 after 6p.m. ,(p4.13) 
For Sale 2. 2 bedroom 
houses: :Approx. .  20X30 
Suitable for summer'homes, 
garages, or work shops. 
Contains furnaces and hot 
water tanks. • $2500) 
negotiable• Phone. 635-3112. 
(C5-12) 
Moving must sell. Siberian ~. ' ; " .  ' ,  
Husky 8 months old. Spayed, For Sale attractively lan d- 
female, Have all shots. $100 scapedan d fenced in 1/2 acre 
firm. Phone 635.4557. (c4.14) Iotwifhanolder hou.se on the 
bench. Asking 24,000;. Phone 
Beautiful black and  tan 635-9654. (C-1 montho'~ Aug 
Coonhound'pups, purebred, 14) ! 
unregistered, ready for good 
homes by July 15. $85. 
Country homes preferred. For Sale on Bench. By 
Write: G. Ledingham, 5675 owner- Custom bulith~use, 2
A lma,  Van. V~N 1Y2 or fireplaces, 2" tull. baths, 
phene: 263.6181. (cl-22) carport, and .sundeck. 
Bonner St. Phone 635.6905 
(lO.11) 
Cottage for sale,' west side 
Lakelse Lake. 22,000 or 
20' flbreglass over plywood • O •B.O•. P.hqp.e..,5~4-~.4,.•.(.p~i, 
hull for sale. Asking $500 13) 
Phone 635-9488 (p20.15) . , , - ' ,  , -  . . . . .  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  : ~ - - " - - .  , 
For Sale: 22' Riverboat and 
trailer. Phone 635.5024 (p3- 
I1) 
Room for Rent for 1 gen- 
tleman with kitchen 
facilities. Apply 4910 Lazelle. 
(p1-11) 
Furnished private entrance. 
Near town• Sleeping room 
for rent with extra room for 
cooking• Bathroom for your 
convenience. Everything 
supplied. Phone 635.4013 
anytime. (c3.13) 
FOR SALE 4 bedroom' home 
with corner fireplace, 2 
bathrooms/w'aJ|~ r ; to  :: wall 
carpet, finlr.hed' basement. 
Close to sc~ool~ and ;fowh. 
Drive by 4732 Loon Avenue;liD 
view call 635-2601(pSall ~':: ~,~ 
Country Living in cltw Solid, 
spacious home'(~n 10 acre lot 
on Graham. Lowest tax rate 
In town. lt/2 stories, 21/2 
rooms upstairs, 5 room~; 
downstairs. Large garden, 
fruit trees, Outbuildings 
include garage, greenhouse; 
chicken house and small 
born. Approx. 7 acre woodl0t 
$66,000. 635~2381 ( C5- 
7,9,11,13,15) . . . . .  
G FRAlii)HISE 
PPORTUNITY 
Are you intQrmted inownire yew own bln~nms? (~mlder ~ "Dmlut- 
King" has to Offer. 
. most exciting fast.food chain in North America 
• total turn.key operation i a free standing building 
. expert ise of a Canada Wide ,Varket ing Co. plus much more. 
For further inf~rmatlon please contact :  
SYDNEY AMOS 
Intemati~ml FrancNse Syslems 
801 - 345 Quebec St., 
Victoria, B.C. VIN 1W4 
Pt~ne (604) :N64MI or S9~243 
Tunnel & Rook Workers 
Looal 168 
GENERAL MEETING 
Tuesday July 18, 1978 7:30 p.m. 
TERRACE HOTEL 
I t t 
Do It How 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
28' x 38" 
l=,h,,,,,al. 3.75 i 
Suitable for roo f ing  , 
THE DALLY HERALD i 
3212 • I(alum St. Terruoe 
I I I 
t 
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Wanted to rent 2 or 3 
bedroom house or mobile 
home for Aug 1st. Children & 
pets. Will sign 1 year lease. 
Call 635.2761. (p5.214) 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to rmt  or 
lease, references, securLty 
deposit, mature family of 
three, Befer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, 
B.C. (eft) 
Boarding homes for high 
school students to attend 
school in Terrace from 
September 78 to June 30, 1979 
room and beard rate $175 per 
month. For further in- 
formation DIAL 635.7127 local 
19 (c20-20) 
Wanted to rent. Quiet gent 
want room facilities near 
Overwaltee Store, Terrace. 
Kindly write details: rent, 
phone, address c o PO Box 
$62, Terrace. (p3.13) 
1.Sacres. All year spring fed 
creek. Very secluded and 
nicely treed. One mile from 
town. Asking $11,900. Write 
Box 714 Terrace. (c7-11) 
For Sale: Tool. and 
Equipment Rental Business. 
Ideal business for 
mechanical ly  included 
people. Showing excellent 
returns. For further in- 
formation phone 635-3038 
between 8 - 5:30 Mon. to Sat. 
(p10-15) 
1973 Maverick, V8 
automatic, new radial tires. 
Phone 632.2901 after 5 (c-10, 
11, 12) 
For Sale 1973 GMC ~'~ ton. 
pick.up. 250 6 cyl; 3 speed 
trans. (good gas mileage) 
Fiberglass canopy. Good 
:onditlon. 635-3923 after 6 pm 
(p5-12) 
74 Charger V8, power 
steering and brakes, .air 
conditioning. Low mileage 
635-7691 (p10-11) 
For Sale 1972 Dodge Colt. 
Good condition. Phone 635- 
2603. (c5.11) 
1969 Dodge V2 T PU, V8, 4 
speed trons, posl trac dlt. 
ferentlal. New rear fires, 
spare parts, motor trans, 
etc. $1,000 635- 
5339 (ctf) 
Fridge 8. stove, table & 
chairs. $100 per month. 
Westerhoff apts. Nelson Rd. 
New Remo. Phone 635.6904. 
(c3-12) 
72 South Park camp trailer. 
Has everything one needs. 
Stove, water, lights & toilet. 
Phone 635.2713. (p5.14) 
For Sale 12X68' 3 bedroom 
trailer (Safeway). Fur. 
nlshed or unfurnished. 8X12 
heated Joey shack. Complete 
with 8,000 BTU air cond. 
Close to schools 635-9323. 
(p10-16) 
1968 • 10x52 two bedroom 
Safeway fully set up and 
skirted. Complete with 8x24 
Joey shack. Located at nr 4 
1753 Kenworth. Phone 638- 
1628 (plmonth - au4) 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer• 
dishwasher, fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
63S.3246 (clm-Ju 17) 
For Sale: Four 1971 12'x52', 
two bedroom semi.furnished 
Safeway trailers. Complete 
with axles, wheels, fuel 
tanks and blocking. Asking 
$6,000 each. Call 636.2660 J. 
Hutchlngs, Box 727, Stewart, 
B.C. (plm.10) 
1974 International V2 ton 4 
speed, radio, canopy, new Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
tires, 37,000 miles, cen view mobile home on a fully 
at 5116Graham Ave.,,or call serviced, clear title lot on 
635-3564 or 635.6166 (lmth Simpson Rd, Thornhlll. 
jll0-aul0) Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C•, 
AUTOS F()R SALE. 1975 635.7117 (cff) 
Valiant Custom, ex. 
ceptlonally low mileage, For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
powered rear electric .Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
defroster, block heater, home. Set up and skirted in 
Premium condition. Ph 635- trailer court In town. Will 
5102 after 1 pm and sell furnished or un- 
weekends, ctf fui'nlshed. Phone 635.9046 
even. (pl0.Jul) , 
For sale 1970 Tunderbird, 
Excellent condition, air. con. 
P.B., P.S. 5 new tires. Phone 
635-6850 after 5. (p5.11) 
1972 Toyota Pick-up truck & 
canopy• Radio, H.D. 
Bumper. Good condition. 2 
spare tires. & wheels. 635. 
2058. (p6-14) 
1973 Ford v2 ton 360 
automatic. With radial 
tires. Phone 635-9580. after 4. 
(c10-17) 
For Sale 1976 F250 4x4 loaded 
with extras P.S.P.B. auto 
A.C. excellent condition. Ask 
for Dave 635.3276.(p5-11) 
1975 Chev Pick.up. 350. Auto. 
31,000 miles. Extras and 1977 
Okanogan 9V~' camper. 
Hydraulic jacks, Shower, 
toilet, stove, oven. 3.way 
fridge. $9300. 635-2047. (pS. 
15) 
1972 Ford. LN 600 Louis 
Vllle. 4300 miles. 18 ' 
aluminum van with rear 
over.head door. Real nice 
shape, Price reasonable. 
Hazelton. 842.6231. (c6.16) 
1973 Ford f.10O. Ranger XLT. 
V-8, Auto. P.S., P.B., Radio, 
8.track, 360 motor. Dual 
tanks. Excellent condition. 
$2900 or best offer. Phone 
632-4585. (c3-13) 
For Sale 1976 5th wheel 
prowler. 27V~' Air con- 
ditioning. Completely self- 
contained. New condition. 
Phone 635-3591. (c3-13) 
1975 Ford F250 custom crew 
cab. 390 c.I. automatic, 
power steering and brakes~ 
AM FM stereo radio. 
Family vehicle since new. 
30,000 miles with new 
fiberglass canopy on 6' box. 
Immaculate condition. Best 
offer to $6.500. 4029 Graham 
Ave. Phone 635.2884. (p4-14) 
250 Mercedes Benz. 4 door 
sedan, All reasonable offers 
considered. Phone 635.6126 
after 6. 635-3757 (c9-19) 
Red 1969 Envoy Epic. Good 
rubber & spares. Lots of new 
parts. Running order needs 
some work. See at 3498 King 
Ave. (c4.14) 
i 
56' Safeway doublewide; 
Includes al l  major ap- 
pliances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 2
full bath, and fireplace. Set 
up and fully skirted In 
cedar. View at No. 31-4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trai ler Park) 
Phone 63.5.9429. (off) 
I 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $I00.00 down. 
O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-5101 
(eft 
II 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
fireplace near stores and 
schools, on private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgage If nec. 
Phone 112.762.4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gee Del, Win. 
field, B.C. (ctf) 
1970 12x54 2 bedroom mobile 
home. Set.up In Nass Camp. 
can bb moved. Asking $5,000 
firm. Phone 633-2346. (ct0• 
20) 
10'x50' 2 bedroom trailer For 
sale, Set.up in trailer court. 
Large joey shack. For quick 
sale $2500 or highest offer. 
Phone 635.5582. (pS.lS) 
The Fijt Islands, Barbadosand 
Iceland do not have armed 
forces. 
"After dinner sit a while; 
After supper walk a mlle." 
Thomas Fuller 
"There ain't no way to find 
out why a snorer can't 
hear himself snore." 
Mark Twain 
INVITATION TOTENDER 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
New Main Entrance Door's 
for Northwest Community 
College, Terrace, B.C. will 
be received up to 3:00 p.m. 
local time the 10th day of 
August 1978, and those 
available at that time will be 
opened In public at British 
Columbia Building Cor- 
poratlon 4827 KeJth 
Ave. Terrace, B.C. VaG 1K7 
Tendering documents may 
be" obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 12 day of July 1978. 
Tenders must be filed on the 
forms provided, in sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepted. (c2.11) 
INVITATION TOTENDER 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Ministry of Highways 
Mezladin Lake • No. 1852T 
FOR Rerooflng and Flashing 
will be received up to 3:00 
p.m. local time the 9th day of 
August 1978, and those 
available at that time will be 
opened in public at British 
Columbia Buildings Cot. 
poration 4827 Keith 
Ave. Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7 
Tendering doocuments may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m.. on 
the 18 day of July 1978. 
Tenders must be filed on the 
forms provided, in sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not nacessarlly be ac- 
cepted. (c2-11) 
Fire Damage Salvage. Pan- 
abode home. V~109 Churchill 
Dr. Terrace. Salvage from 
pe in-abode log house to be 
dlsmantelled by a successful 
hid on site to sub floor. Not 
Including fireplace. Suitable 
for summer cabln. Bids to be 
submitted to P. Lachy C.I.S. 
22. e 8th Ave. Vancouver, by 
August $th, 1978 for further 
information call 872-7454 
collect. (c5.15) 
Per Lease 
Retail and-or warehouse 
space centrally located st 
street level In Terrace. In 
total 4741 square feet. 
Formerly used ae equip. 
ment sales and repair shop 
For complete Information 
contact Pruden and Currle 
11976) Ltd. 635.6142or writ( 
4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. 
(JI1.Aul A) 
Hardtop Prospector Tent 
Trailer c-w canopy, sink, 2 
burner propane stove, Icebox 
and spare tire. Sleeps five 
confortably. Phone 635-5997. 
(p3.9) 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C-W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone638-1121 (stf) 
1 • 11' Camper near com- 
pletion $2500.00 To view 4912 
Graham. 635.4530. (p5.12) 
14' travel trailer 1 year old 
used only 3 tlmes, 3 way 
frldge, furnace, 3 burner 
stove, 2 way light In separate 
toilet, like new condition. 
phone 635.9404 (c10.13) 
For Sale, 15' travel trailer, 
excellent condition. $1200. 
Very firm, phone 632.2807 
22' River beat and trailer. 
Can vew at 5116 Graham 
Ave. or call 635-3564 or 635- 
6166 (ill0.aul0) 
For Sale 1971 Vanguard 9V=ff 
camper $2000. Phone 635.6977 
after S. (c11.19) 
15V2' Scamper Travel 
Trailer. Sleeps 6. ~e burner 
stove with oven. Furnace & 
Ice box. Good Condition 
$1500. Will trade for good 8 ft 
camper. 842.6231. (c6-16). 
Industrial eir f i l ter 
remanufactorlng franchise 
available for Terrace and 
area. For further in. 
formation contact. Irving 
Mann, Zono Canada Ltd., 
1312 Dalhousle Place, 
Kamloops, B.C. Phone 374- 
3002. (c6.9,11,14,16,19,1) 
To whom It may concern. I 
Mike Balattl will not be 
responsible for any bills or 
debts incurred by my 
common law wife, as of this 
date. July 17, 1978. 
Mike Balattl 
BackToBasics 
With 
Homemade 
IceCream 
The dessert and refresh- 
ment category of ti~e *'back 
to basics" move encom- 
passes homemade ice cream. 
The job of freezing lee 
cream becomes a group af- 
fair when the elements of 
the operation are divided 
among family mem- 
bers-one to mash the fruit, 
another to chop the ,pea- 
nuts, someone to crack the 
Frosty B.C. Cherry Coolers 
FROSTY B,C. 
CHERRY COOLERS 
ice, and so on. Even if a Icy cold, nutritious, full 
child is too young to help of plump juicy B.C. cherries 
he can be appointed the 
official taste tester! . . . . .  and sure to pleasel 
It's fun and creative to 1/2 cup sugar 
make your own ice cream 2 tablespoons cornstarch 
on a summer afternoon. 
Taking a turn at the crank is 1 tablespoon light corn 
syrup 
2 cups water 
1 - 3 ounce package cherry 
jelly powder 
S cups fresh B.C. cherries, 
pitted and  chilled 
S cups lemon lime carbon- 
ated beverage 
1 quart vanilla ice cream 
an entertaining activity that 
:dlows everyone to partici- 
pate. Banana Nutcracker 
Sweet Ice Cream--a started- 
from-scratch recipe using 
"simple, fresh ingredieots and 
no preservatives-is better 
than any commercial prod- 
uct you've tasted. This 
creamy blend of. bananas 
and Planters Dry Roasted 
Peanuts can be made in Combine sugar, corn- 
mechanical or electric ice starch and syrup in sauce- 
cream freezers or refrigera- pan. Gradually add water. 
tor freezer trays. Cook until mixture boils, 
BANANA 
NUTCRACKER 
SWEET ICE CREAM 
1/2 teaspoon unflavored 
gelatin 
113 cup sugar 
1/3 cup milk 
• 1 cup medium-ripe 
mashed bananas 
1 teaspoon lemon juice 
1/4 teaspoon salt 
1 teaspoon vanilla 
extract 
1-1/2 cups heavy cream 
2 tablespoons finely 
chopped Planters 
• Dry Roasted Peanuts 
In small saucepan, com- 
b ine  gelat in  and  sugar .  
Stir in milk. Cook, stirring 
constant ly ,  over medium 
heat until mixture comes 
to a boi l .  Cool to room 
temperature. 
Combine  cooked milk 
mixture with banana, lemon 
juice, salt and vanilla. 
Whip heavy cream until 
stiff. Fold whipped cream 
into banana-milk mixture. 
Pour  in to  f reezer  trays. 
Freeze until crystals form 
around edges. Remove to a 
chilled bowl and beat until 
smooth ,  Stir in f ine ly  
chopped P lanters  Dry 
Roasted Peanuts. Return to 
freezer trays; freeze until 
firm. Makes 1 quart. 
For  Ice Cream Freezer: 
Double all ingredients and 
prepare as above except stir 
unwhipped heavy cream in. 
to banana-mi lk  mixture 
omi t t ing  peanuts. Follow 
manufacturer 's  directions 
for freezing and ripening, 
fo ld ing in P lanters  Dry 
Roasted Peanuts  before 
ice  c ream is r ipened.  
- -  ~.  -'" ' ~'L ;~ ~ " , . , . ' .~  .... -,, 
] ~-.,:,.~-~.-~,i~;,,~,,,~ "~_~.~A~.~' / .~_ _ .~. .~ ~ 
he first lion tamer on record was "Manchester Jack" 
f Wombwell's Menagerie, a traveling show in England' 
uring the early 19th century. 
Does your building need The greatest crowd at 
exterior painting? Call 635- regular tennis match was 
4906 Kermode Fr iendship 25,578 at the first day of the 
Centre. LEave name and Davis Cup Challenge Round 
phone number for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (stf) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NOJOBTOBIG . 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENTWORK, 
PAINTING 
Phone after 6: 
635.4094 
~.~ ~ ~ ._" ,~_ -  . . 
he first wallpaper is believed to date from 1509. It 
.as uncouered at Master's Lodgings, Christ's College, 
ambridge Upiversity, in 1911. 
rOUI |STALK 
ROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
A NATURAL CHOICE 
By Shirley Gulh 
Iv 17-23 
Whatever your vacation choice To get the most out ofyou~park 
s summer--an ocean beach, stay. pa)' a call at the Nature 
~vering mountains or a sun- House soon after your arrival. 
tmred lake--you'll find it in a Located in a growing number 
• ,.C, provincial park. of popular parks, lhose buildings 
Over 340 provincial parks, are chock-full0f displays in- 
ranging from one vest-pocket eresting to the whole family and 
hectare to almost a million hec- provide a good orientation to 
tares whacked out of the Vast your park's special attractions. 
wilderness at Twcedsmair Park, They are also gathering points 
offer a variety of scenic worlds for Walk-and-Talk programs. 
thickens and clears. Stir in to explore, conducted walks b]/ naturalists 
cherry jelly powder. Refrig- Some, like Vancouver Island's and informal evening talks and 
erate until cool (about 1/2 Strathcona Park. are wildlife slide-shows. 
hour) . Pour over cherries, sanctuaries where moose, elk and Hikers and back-packers can 
In tall chilled glasses, alter- deerare yourcompanio,s, pitchatentwithnoonearoundbut 
Others, like Barkerville and Mother Nature in major wilder- 
nate layers of cherry mix-For t  Steele, arc refurbished ncssparks. 
ture, carbonated beverage gold-rush towns, monuments o Regulationssaytopitchtentsat 
and ice cream. Garnish with B.C,'s colorful past. 
fresh cherries. Serve with And for boaters, 20 provincial leastooekilometrefmmthemad, 
cant a primus-lype stove for 
straws and long handled marine parks provide snug coves, cooking, and pack o,t all cans 
spoons. Serves 8. beaches and islands, some with and garbage. . 
picnic and camp.gruunds. 
Tenters or motorists with rccre. Back-packers hould remem- 
ational vehicles under six meters her, too, that wilderness hiking is 
For a lull - colour 16 can stay up to two weeks io not for the inexperienced, say 
page home preserving uide well-equippsd campgrounds in park officials. 
send 25 cents to: about a third of these parks; "'These parks are designated 
Sunshine Meals however, no electric power or 'wilderness' because they am 
B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd. sewage hook.upsare provided, without stores, supplies or 
Kelowna, B.C. VIY 7N6 Nightly fees range from no equipment of any kind," says 
~ ~-~L~:  ~] "Money makes a man laugh." 
~ ~ . - . . ~  ,) ~ " John Selden 
Rice paper is not made from The first crease-proof fabric 
rice but from' a small tree was introduced in Manches. 
of the ginseng family, ter, England, in 1932.  
charge to a few dollan, one. 
But this month is shaping up "Back packers must carry 
as a very busy one, say park good maps and be WAiacd for 
officials, and space for campers outdoor survival." 
is limited. So, whether you birdwalch in 
Best tip, they suggest, is Mideantch Island Natme Park, 
"come arly". Plan to anive well canoe on the unique Bowron Padt 
before noon because other cam. lakes circuit, or just hike over 
pet-s often leave before checkout some of the 1,120 kilometree of 
time. maintained trails, you'll diacovcr 
Motorists finding a full house vacationing ia a B.C. provincial 
cP, O almost alwd~ find a nead?.y 'pa A is this ~ summer's natural 
~ler  camp. : :i ~' . : : '" clmJce. , ~ " " 
Punch Is Perfect 
For After-Tennis Parties 
With the warm summer days approaching, millions 
of Americans are raising rackets and taking to the tennis 
courts. They'll he building up big thirsts, so after the 
match, why not invite them over for some cool refresh- 
ments and lively tennis talk. For your own "Big Serve," 
try this punch from The Lipton Kitchens, made with 
a base of lemon flavored iced tea mix. Crowned with 
an elegant fruited ice m~d,.the punch is sparked with 
pink champagne and rose wine. Fancy sandwiches and 
a molded seafood spread make a fine buffet. 
WORLD CLASS PUNCH 
2 envelopes (1.8 oz. ea.) or 1 can (6 oz.) frozen red 
1/2 cup Lipton Lemon tropical fruit punch, 
Flavored Iced Tea Mix thawed 
1 can (46 oz.) peach nectar 1 bottle (4/5 qt.) pink 
1 bottle (4/5 qt.) rose wine champagne, chilled 
2 cups water Fruited Ice Mold* 
In punch bowl, ~,ombine lemon flavored iced tea mix, 
• t peach neetar, rose wine, water and frui punch; chill. 
Just before serving, add pink champagne and ice mold. 
Makes about 2S (5 oz.) servings. 
*Fruited Ice Mold: Arrange peach slices and halved 
strawberries on bottom of 1-quart mold; add water to 
co.ver bottom and freeze. Fill mold 1/2 full with water 
and freeze; repeat procedure. 
"Being young is beautiful, but being old is comfortable." 
Ebner-Eschenbach 
Travelers' checks were invented by Robert Herries to take 
the place of letters cf credit. The original cheeksceuld only 
be used on a preplanned route where they were expected. 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are in or thinking of geffing into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
t, Mhawk Dealers in Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962.8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence In your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
"Moonl ight  is sculpture." 
Yield: about 1-3/4 quarts. ~ '~_ /S  lcltT,4"l-00-- percent Canadian Owned Company 
R E L A X A T I O N  t ~  Nathan,o, Hawthorne j • ' , ' 
O DDIT IES 'HELPFULTIP ,  ~ ~ ~jy,,..~.~/~ ~ / 
By Joy Miller / eomploto So loohon e l  m 
A welL-loved gan~e is tennis - P ~"_~l  "---" ' ' I 
- "  M 1978 MAZDA from England in 1873, Amer- Now In S ink ' I 
million active players and 
ooo oo.., .0  
There are more fl w 80HEVY ot r 196 SUPER OAB BI800 PU 
~. .~: '~-~~'~,~:  durin~g, Juance,othanga VOLKSWAGON w.~UCKek SPORT TRUOK w, thoeM 
( /~ ,~[  / ~/'/~__~ world Boo, l~ncycmpeaio 2d . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • • r. • Ton iwith canopY, top canopy • 
Tramuonany, tr ts me manta • * I Beautiful shape • 
- i $1,1oo $2,200 J sugs i 
H 
- -  " ' "  - ~ 1913 D~'SUN ' ' ' '" 1913 FORD 
• * * L ~ ~ ~ ~ '  ~'~-I - - - -  . 
between Australia and the 
United States t Sydney, Aus- 
tralia, in 1954. The favorite 
drink among tennis players 
this year is the Wimbledon 
Whistle, made with Seagram's 
Gin and Scbwepp's Bitter 
Lemon with a slice of orange. 
A deuce of a tip for your 
backhand is to hold your 
wrist stiff during the swing, 
The racket should be almost 
level when the ball is hit, 
In rite follow-through, the 
Butter spmeders make goodracket is well out from 
knives for children because the body and brought beyond 
they are small and blunt, the right shoulder. 
Stone Mountain, near Atlanta, 
Georgia, is the world's largest 
granite rock. It is 825 feet 
high and has a volume of 
7 b i l l i on  cub ic  feet .  
The attic tern winters in the 
Antarctic and summers in 
Greenland and Alaska. 
EOONOLINE VAN 
Low mileage. Very clean. All Radial Tires 
=2,200 =UN 
1974 DODGE 1973 BUICK 1966 OLDS'S 1972 DATSUN 19U 
MONAGO P LY Mr,,~ ~'H 
4 Dr. H.T.. GRAND SPORT S~,~ 2 "S~.  ~ {tt~_~? 
'2,090 $3~00 $200 $1,200 ~dh0 
~ mmmml imi I ImImImm ~ i iw lml i lU l lmOmmm ml l ImOmmimlmI ImI  
1971 FOr'.- ~ 1974 MA~r~A 808 197s ,,8oS   P I stsQ  .gon ,,,,FORO ,,,,VA.',ANT 
• 2 t~. H.T. 4X4 =/4 Ton P.U. 4 ~ 'S~ Ip 
$1t2,o ,2aDO , .o  ,uaBo ,UIS 
I 
1970 M~-'OA 1974 DATSUN 1974 MAZDA PU 1962 Wl LLYS ' f~L~ t PU With 
JEEP STATION WAGON Canopy. Lew mileage 
A-i-|s ~ u':,UN Excellent cond, 
$960 '600 '2396 l i '&20S 
Frances Drake 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
FOR TUESDAY, JULY 18,1978 
What kind of day will • 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
foreca~'t given for your birth 
sign. 
ARll~-~ 
Face p~sible'changes with 
equanimity. With YOUR 
know-how and ingenuity, ou 
can cope. Romance in high 
favor. 
~AURUS tS~;F 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
What's expedient is not 
always wise. Be careful where 
and when you must rduse, 
consent, dismiss suggestions 
frem yeur mind. But don't 
arbitrarily reject another's 
idea. 
GEMINI ~ .  
(May 22 to June 21) ~ 
You may face some cem- 
pl lcatlons- in quite uneg, 
peered areas. How you handle 
situations and the pace you set 
will determine their solution. 
CANCER @(;::) 
(June 22 to July 23) 
Stick close to facts and 
control your imagination. 
Don't ry to put a square peg 
into a round hole. Pick your 
way discretely. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
A good word from the right 
source may enable you to 
attain the recognition you 
have been oeekiug. You have 
Just sauce for optimLm~. 
VmGO 
(Aug. 24 to Sept, 23) I I F~.  
If you're planning an 
unusual venture, it would be 
wise to "go it alone" fur the 
present. Associates may ~ l 
unrealistic or impractical. 
LEIIRA __~. .~ 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 20) . rL~ 
Certain problems which 
have been bethering you may 
be resolved now. Good deeds 
of the past may aLso pay off. It 
should be a very happy day. 
s omo 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
/~ aaspidous perlodl Go 
after whatever is worthwhile 
- -  with all the vigor you can 
mustm-. By.pass trifles that 
interfere with essentials. 
SAGITrARIUS ~,¢~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21l 
Personal relationships at 
• their best. In fact, a friend or 
close aseodate may be in- 
strumantal in helping you to 
solve a difficult situation. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Try not to set too fast a pace 
- -  either for yourself or 
others. You could find that 
you've xpended a lot of time 
and energy to no useful pur- 
pose. _ ~ ,=~ 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 21 to Feb, 19) 
Don't start anything without 
knowiug ff you can follow 
through. All efforts and 
ambitions must be carefully 
directed now. Neither follow 
new trends blindly. P=CES 
Feb. 20 to Mar.20) 
Be careful in handling 
personal ffairs; there may be 
some tricky areas, afew kinks 
to iron out before taking ac- 
tion, Same conflict of interests: 
indicted. 
YOU BOI~N TODAY are an 
essentially conservative in- 
dividual; intellectually in- 
dined and highly intuitive. 
You,have fine potentials fur 
success in either the business 
or professional worlds - -  
on your inclinations 
tion, of course. If 
btudne~ appeals to you, your 
greatest rewards will re~It 
through the organizl~ and 
executive branches of in- 
dustry. You must learn, 
however, to curb dictatodul 
tendencies which tend to 
alienate others; also ob- 
stinacy which you 
euphemis t i ca l ly  cal l  
"willpower." In the artistic 
field, you could excel as 8 
writer, mustda~ or drama 
critic; in sdence, beU~ and 
ehemb~ are your bed fields. 
Birthdate of: John H. Glenn, 
U.S. astronaut; Wm. 
Makepeace Thackeray, Eng. 
novelist. 
©Ires Kl~ Fe=uru S~it~te, Inc. 
Crossword By Eugene $1 ff r 
ACROSS 40 Equip 
l Affirm. 4,1 Sour 
5 Unconscmns 44 Wing .,. 
state 46 Rant 
9 Sailor 50 Salutation 
(slang) 51 Elderly 
12 Mature 5Z Grand. 
13 Awry parental 
14 Past 53 Dessert 
15 Dill plant 54 Shore of 
13 Italian a river 
coins 50 Plaything 
17 Indian. 50 Find sum of 
weight 57 Habitat 
18 Ogle plant form 
19 Extinct bird Avg. solution time: 22 rain. 
20American ~CEILANDIF IL  I Pl 
ostrich . A wio  N OlRILiUtC!EI  
Zl Be in debt ' [~ IE iO IU ID~EIA~ 
9.t Rider ~ l  IV [E IS IH ' ,V /  
Haggard ~BiE IS IS  A]Si~E-SI 
heroine 
IS]I ~[~' I .0  ~L~.,~N[ I. IN,El 25 Fewer ~ ~ A ~  
28 Subordinate 
32 Above i 
34 Evident ~E1~I~9~L~I~ 
3/Scowl 6-3 
9 The heart Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
i 12 13 I • r#/////j]s I(, " " 
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[~FL ] REPELL .4NT,  HE.4CH TO }.S, SUNGLASSES 
and proml,q l~r't,,~.";'/,:)t!. " s~'rrtces , jJ 
the A MAZING SPID ER-M A N, By Stan Lee and John Remits 
5 
Should She Tell , 
I~' ~.---~,,~k~ ~l .~.  ~:, ' '~ By Abigail Van Buren .-.~, ~ . . -  ~_ .~-  ~o ~ ~. - , .~  ~.4[~:  ~, ..~.~ ~.~ ~' .~ 
DEAR ABBY: How can someone tell a good friend or 
lover that his breath would knock over a herd of buffalo? 
I am speaking of my future husband. He sleeps with his 
mouth open, end in the morning I can't even get near him! 
I'm afraic~ that after we get married I won't be able te 
give him a good morning kiss without gagging. 
He is a very sensitive persou and I don't want to hurt his 
feelings. HELP! 
CANer TELL HIM 
DEAR CAN'T: If you can't tell him, who can? If you 
won't ell him, who will? TEL1. HIMI Halitosis is a pothole 
• on the royal road to romance• 
DEAR ABBY: Please say something about people, who 
punish their children and then won t let them cry. I am of 
the opinion that crying is a normal outlet when a person is 
angry, hurt or frustrated, and children eed to cry to get it 
out of their systems. 
I have a relative who increases the punishment if a child 
cries. (He says it's a sign of weakt~ess, and he due~n't want 
any weak kidsl) 
• I would like your opinion, 
TENDERHEARTED AUNT 
DEAR AUNT: To' punish a child for "crying is cruet, 
Children (and adults, too) need to express their emotions' 
freely without fear of being shamed, ridiculed or punished 
further, 
PIeose tell your relative that tears are as vital to the 
emotional growth of a child as laughter, and crying is a 
normal response--not a sign of weakness. Your relative is 
guilty of child ahusel 
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a big, handsome, 
vigorous.looking man of 29. He's a loving father, but due to 
a chronic back problem he can't lift anything that weighs 
more than four or five pounds, much less his 13.month-old 
8011.  
While taking a Sunday walk, I was carrying our husky 
child, when a total stranger asked, "Why isn't that strong 
young man carrying that baby instead of you?" 
I can't ell you how humiliating this was to a man who 
has already suffered much pain and has hadto  limit his 
activities because of his unseen handicap.. 
Please, please print.thin so ignorant busybodies (even 
well-meaning ones} will realize that things are not always 
58 Rams' mates 11 Adriatic as they appear. Believe me, my husband, and many others 
DOWN wind in his predicament, would like nothing better than to carry 
• ll4us~l~ " 1~ Move • " l ~ " the baby; carry out,. the garbage, carry in the groceries, 
..... ~, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  et~. ,  ' '. ' ' ~" inland sea backward ~ , 
Liana, for one ~ Yon and I " t lAI PY TO CARRY ~[ tiE LOAD 
3 Duelllngsword =4 Exclamation ' , __ . . _  DEAR HAPPY: And lm happy to carry your 
4 Survey o[ z~ uex up . . . . . . .  worthwhile message to my readers. 
the past zs ureex tuner 
5Quieter 3/Toper CONFIDENTIAl, "TO "CANq' FORGIVE": He who 
6 Medley ~ Uncouth cannot forgive others destroys the bridge over which he 
Beg ' 3e Corroded must pass himself; for every man needs to be forgiven. 
"8 Mimic 31 By 
9 Deep cut 35 Negative . . . . .  . . .  -~ . . . . .  
10 Curvc~cl MVerysod WhO said the teen years are tne nappiest, rer  .~eoy s
" mol~.'~ 3/Rated new boeklet "Whet Teenagers Wont to Know," write 
~.e  38 ~alnese Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose 
weight 
41 Polynesian 
cloth 
Eager 
43 U.S. army 
surgeon 
iS Spartan 
queen 
47 Swear 
48Ave et - 
49 Building 
whys 
Sl Chem/csi 
suffix 
@": i i  N' I . 
N,  o i  i i N ' , I  
~ '/////~ 
5D 5, 
48 49 
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CRYPTOQUI~ 
$1 and • long, stamped (28 cents}, self.addressed envelope, 
please. 
DEAR ABBY: I became pregnant by a man (whom I 
shah refer to as '~rhe Heel") after dating him for less than 
six months. (I'm 28, no babe in the woods end accept half 
the responsibility.) We agreed that an abortion would be 
the best solution, and he insisted on paying for it. (I 
wanted to pay half, but he wouldn't hear of it.) 
The Heel escorted me to the doctors office and 
everything went very well. No problems. He wrote out a 
check for $300 and gave it to the nurse. 
Two weeks later I received a call from the doctor's 
office. The Heel's check bounced! I got in touch with him, 
and he assured me there was a "misunderstanding" and he 
would take care of it. 
Within a week, I was being badgered by the doctor for 
the money. After many fruitless phone conversations and 
promises from The Heel, I paid the doctor and urged him 
to prosecute The Heel. (Writing bum checks is a crime.) 
The  doctor refused to go after The Heel, so guess who's 
stuck? 
1 
6-3 
Is there any way I can get my money back? I don't want 
a messy legal suit, but I'd like to teach The Heel a lesson, 
HAD IN HOUSTON 
DEAR HAD: Time heals all wounds, but doesn't 
necessarily wound all heels. If there should be another 
time, get half the fee in advance. 
DEAR ABBY: We have a 7.month-old son and a big 
problem, My husband's father ,.~ives pur baby dog biscuits, 
saying it is good f6r the baby's'new teeth. I say a baby 
should not be eating dog biscuits, but my father-in-law 
says his kids were raised on them! And my husband says 
he remembers eating them and it never did him any harm, 
Are dog biscuits OK for cfu] 1ran, Let me know fast eo I 
can get both my husband and hi~ father off my back, 
NEW YORKER 
DEAR NEW YORKER: If you have anyquest!on 
concerning what to feed your baby, ask year pedlatrleian, 
But common sense, should te l  you that products made 
specifically 'for nnlmals usually are not fit for human 
consumption. 
DEAR ABBY: We have e nice backyard and I make good 
use of it on worm summer nights. I like to relax in e 
reclining chair with e cool drink, enjoying the evening 
breezes. The scenery is nice, too. Our neighbor has s 
beautiful 17-year.old daughter whose bedroom has a 
picture window that is easily visible through the trees,' 
This girl has a habit of walking around nude in her 
bedroom, 
Inmke no special effort to see, I simply lie back in my 
chair with my eyes open. 
My wife says I am no bet,ter than a summon Peeping 
Tom. I say I am just,taking advantoge of the lovely 
scenery, and I don't think I should he roqulred to look in 
the other direction. 
KWHCRLH VS. WVG KWSSDC DKKBZA 
'DBG RWSTLT  ZGDZLGCA . 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip - FORLORN MAN INSTALLED 
SELF ON ISOLATED MESA. 
~ 1978 K ing  Features  Synd icate .  Inv. 
Today's CWptoqulP clue: 0 equal* R 
111c Cryptoqulp is a simple subaUtotlen cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using sn apestrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
~ po~-  ee  "'~--_--~._-_:-- . , , ~ .  ~..-- i  What do you think? ' " 
'- " DEAR ,.OVER:, thl.k your w,fe,,houid wise up the 
I ~ ~ = ~ . . ~ _ ~  . ' _ - , ,~u~'=,~-~ nei~hb.r ~irl about the "lovoly vi,,,'' she's pro,'~dtug, 
[ ~ l ~ ~ ~ '~ " ] [ ' ' ~ , ~ ~ ~ - -  _ % ~-~l  CONFIDEN' r lA I ,  TO ~vi.J, IN  PEORIA :  llere's a good 
The African mudfl~h can live for many months , rule to follow: H you don't know a persnn well enough to 
in its bur row beneath a dr ied-up stream bed.  borro~ money f r .m him. don't lend him any. 
~///I/////////~////~////////////~,///~7/l~:? ~ / # / ~ l / l / / / / / / / / / / / / ,  
STEAKS f r o .  *2.491 
Open until 10 p.m• Friday and Saturday I 
-~- .  4736 LAKELS.......,,.......~.,E..~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  pHONE 635-79717 l ,  
C~JAr - .  
CI.I,P/CLAP. //// 
DOONESBURY 
.T 5//g~ HdPE" 
~ LYPLAM4~I~ 
M T/ME ON ~IFIN~AN 
FOgMYSPr~-H, AgVlS~E.O/, 
V/~TD~. 7t/~ /~ ~. ; '  
A NO/~ OF~OV~.• 
WIZARD 0~'  iD  
- . , . '  . . . . . . .  
DEAR ABBY: My husband has three brothers and one 
sister• He also has an 81-year-old mother who has been a 
widow for 15 years, She owns her u,vn home, hao money in 
the bank and gets a substantial pension, For the last four 
years she has been unable to live 'alone because she has a 
heart problem, so she has been spending one month at the 
home of each of her children. 
by Garry Trudeau 
~w~,~"r,~eT~C_~A- ,, I I ot~oxm~Y, art ,~A~ v~cro~,ouR a, wrrs il =,1 
C/TU.YAPV/WC~P/#~ Ill ]}1 Ag.~/J.~Y NOT/ A, VP . / ,, ,oEAc~/ ~ IIl~j 
by Rz'~,,t parker  and Johnny hM't 
. 
- ~ M -,,,v'vj 
" i . 
her mother more than the danghtero-ln.luw o e her, but 
it's not uncommon to find many daughters-in-low who do 
more for their mothers.ln.iaw than their own daughters 
do. 
• She has never offered to pay anyone for her keep, so her DEAR ABBY: I hope Carl in Murrysville doesn't claim 
daughter told her (a year ago) to get some money up or she that his doggerel about Betty Jones ("No hits~.no runs, no 
couldn't stay with her. My mother-in.law refused this ' errors") is original. I heard a version of it  in 1925 at the Old 
request, stating that she had taken care of her daughter Howard, a renowned burlesque theatre in Boston, it went 
when she was young, and now it was her daughter's turn 
to do for her. 
Well, my mother-in.law hasn't been to her daughter's 
hom~. for the last year. Now we sisters.in.law are getting 
disgusted. Whose place is it to take care of this woman? 
The daughter's or the daughters'-in-law? 
DISGUSTED IN ATLANTIC CITY 
DEAR DISGUSTED: Obviously, the daughter "owes" 
l'i¢ l'tAfl 
ii~g~!;,.!'i 
" ; ' _ ' _ . . .2 . . "  
' t 
like this: 
"Here lie the bones 
Of Mary McGinnity 
For twelve long years 
She kept her virginity 
And that's the record 
In this vicinity." 
• 1 ' . 4 
I'il  /*tAfl 
BEI~I IN VIRGINIA 
"Albert, if you want a sandwich, they're 
'10 eechr' . 
"Fifteen year~, up already?" 
i' 
~b 
i 
: ! 
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M.L.A. Unhappy At New Boundar ies  
Sees  It As Obvious Gerrymandering 
Okanagan. The City of 
Revelstoke and the northern 
portions of the former iding 
have been brought into a new 
riding called Shuswap- 
Revelstoke which includes 
,Chase, Enderby, Salmon 
Arm, Armstrong, Sicamous 
and Falkland. 
The new riding of 
Shuswap-Revelstoke will 
have a population of some 
45,000 persons and is as large 
as any urban riding ip the 
Lower Mainland. But unlike 
such an urban riding, it is 
geograph ica l ly  la rge  
contains many scattered 
communities and several 
municipal governments with 
separate problems requiring 
the attention of energies of 
their M.L.A. 
Clearly whoever put 
together the new riding had 
no concept of the work that 
will be required by the 
person who represents 
Shnswap-Revelstoke in the 
Legislature. Nor was he 
much concerned with the 
bonds that have been created 
in the former iding over the 
years. 
The justification for doing 
away with Revelstoke- 
Slocan was that the riding, 
with only 10,483 registered 
voters in the last election, 
was too small. That's fine 
reasoning for a com- 
missioner t uly commited to 
representation by 
population. But the same 
commiss ioner  recom- 
mended no change whatever 
to the riding of Atlin in the 
far north.west of the 
province with only 3,158 
registered voters. 
And what about Van- 
couvcr-Burrard? This two. 
member city riding of 49.634 
registered voters in the last 
election, was also abolished 
in redistribution and the 
total number of seats for the 
city of Vancouver, which has 
long been under.represented 
in terms of population, was 
actually reduced from 12 to 
10. 
Making representation 
more reflective of population 
and the creation of ridings 
that are economically or 
culturally cohesive were not 
part of the effort that went 
Report from the Legislative 
Assembly 
By William S. King, M.L.A. 
(Revelstoke.Slocan) 
Many residents of the 
Revelsteke-Slocan riding are 
disturbed, as I am, at the 
way the government has 
handled the re-drawing of 
electoral boundaries and the 
particular effect of that 
redistribution on our local 
area. 
In many ways, what has 
happened to Revelstoke- 
Slocan is typical of all that is 
wrong, politically.inspired 
and unfair in th~ report of 
Judge Lawrence Eckhardt, 
the former Social Credit 
candidate who was given the 
job of making the boundary 
changes. 
Under the bill that turned 
Eckhardt's recom- 
mendations into law, 
Revelstoke-Slocan nolonger 
exists. The southern sec- 
tions of the riding- including 
Kaslo, the Lardeau region, 
Nakusp and the S)ocan 
valley go to Nelson.Creston. 
The Arrow Lakes south of 
Nakusp will be in North 
into redistribution. 
The effort that was made 
was to help the Social Credit 
Party at the expense of the 
opposition parties, cutting 
bits and pieces of NDP 
ridings and tacking them on 
to Social Credit ridings and 
vice-versa wherever the net 
result was more seats for 
Social Credit in the next 
election. 
The term tllat has been 
used to describe this 
manipulation is 
gerrymandering, a crass 
practise that got its name 
and its infamy from one of 
the unhappiest days of U.S. 
• politics. 
• Now it has happened in 
B.C. Will it succeed? Is it 
possible that the govern- 
ment, unable to win supper¢ 
from the public through its 
management skills and its 
legislative programs, can 
win re-election by tampering 
with the election machinery? 
The publle, which in the 
real victim of this 
redistribution shame, will 
have to answer those 
questions. 
II I il 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
CHARTER: ' i 1 DEEP SEA SAILBOAT Coastal Cruising, Diving, 
Full Equipped 
Learn to Water Ski at 
Lakelse Lake. 
Reasonable Rates 
Boats for Sale 
M ERMAID YACHT SALES & CHARTERS 
Phone 798.2267 
at WaterLily Boy Resort 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE  
OANAVENTURE 
MERCURY (~at,) YAMAHA 
(outboard DOLMAR 
motors) (chain saws) 
Hours: Men. - Sat. 8-~ 
Dealer Llcence 
4946 Greig Numbe~ 0=01SA 635-5929 
BANQUETS PARTIER 
R E C E P T I O N S  
Eag le  Disco 
B. POLICHEK 
PHONE ass .SeE3 
J. Y. PAUL 
PHONE 635-9252 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS. , .  
Most Anything - Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY-iNDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 0-6 
636-7417 4946 Gralr~ Aveflue Pholle 635-1417 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ud, 
SERVING TERRAOE & KITIMAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
~ e  MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warranty Oepot for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON.. SAT. 6 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
4908 Graha m 635-4543 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
BRAD REESE 
AREA MANAGER 
869 - STH AVENUE 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C, V21.. 3K5 
BUS, 564 .1488 
RES, 562.2281 
000 
EN 
ABINETS 
(NORTHiRN) LTD. 
FREE ESTIMATES 
30 Ton Truck. Hydraulic Cranes - 20 Ton R.T. 
BOB NIESH. 624-6293 Prince Rupert 
SKEENA CRANE 
SERVICES LTD. 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-6195 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING, 
MOH ITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
I ]oeeoa 
I AHD 
. .  J 
HARDWARE STORES 
, _ _ -  - . -  - ANDERSON 
T.V. GUIDE 
All listings subject to change without notice. 
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i'~ News 
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Atlantis 
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45 Con't 
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The New . 
High Reelers 
~Wheel of 
Fortune 
Card 
Sharks 
The Gong 
Show 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days 
of 
Our 
Lives 
The 
Doctors 
Another 
World 
Con'f 
Con't 
Mavle 
"Secret of 
My Success" 
Shirley Jones 
Stella Stevens 
Honor Blackman 
James Booth 
Lionel Jeffrles 
CFTK 
(CBr.) 
FIIntstones 
Con't 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
CFL " 
Football 
Edmonton 
Eskimos 
play the 
Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers 
at 
Winnipeg 
Stadium 
Con't 
Con't " 
Mary Tyler 
Moore 
Klahanle 
Con't 
Fatally 
con't 
Con't 
Con't 
The National 
Night. Final 
L Poldark Con't 
Con't 
Con't 
Con't 
Con't 
Friendly Giant 
Boniour 
/~r. 
Dressup 
Sesame 
Street 
con't 
Con't 
I Dream 
of Jeannle 
Ryan's 
Hope 
CEC News 
Bob 
McLean 
Show 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Edge of 
Night 
High 
Hopes 
30 from 
Edmonton 
Little 
Women 
Vision 
_O~ 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
The Gong 
Show 
News 
Hour 
Con't 
Con't 
Stars on 
Ice 
i Search and 
Rescue 
Man from 
Atlantis 
Con 't 
con't 
Funny 
Farm 
Carter 
Country 
Lou Grant 
Show 
CTV News 
;News 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Zoom 
Con't 
Over 
Easy 
MacNeil. 
Lehrer 
Newsmaker 
Con't 
Mr. 
Speaker 
Con't 
Con't 
Dick Hanna 
Story 
The Two 
Ronnles 
Nt. of 
Empty Chairs 
Con't 
Con't 
Dick Cavett 
Show 
i Ncur Book i Final ,Be, at The Late Show Late Movies 
I "Wedding "McMillan and 
I Night Wife" 
I Tessa Wyatt Con't 
J 
. . . . . .  • ' sp  10 aRm. to ,ill, 
I 
Jean Cannem 
Show 
Definition 
Con't 
Kareen's 
Yoga 
It's Your 
Move 
Noon 
News 
Movie Matinee 
"Bagdad" 
Maureen O'Hara 
Paul Christian 
Vincent Price 
Con't 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
Alan 
Hamel 
Show 
Con't 
The 
Lucy Show 
The Gong 
Love of 
Live-News 
Young & 
the Restless 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
Eyewitness 
News 
As 
the 
World 
Turns 
Guldlng 
Light 
All in 
the Family 
Dinah t 
Con't 
Con't 
Con't 
i 
Sesame 
Street 
Con't 
Show Con't 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE  illilllllllllillililllillllililllilllillllllllillllllllt TERRACE 6 3 8 - 1 5 5 5  4603-D Park Avenue,'Terrace, B.C. V8G 1VS ! i 
SUZUKI Motorcycles and .,_ _. 
accessories [ m stock NOWt MR. BUSINESSMAN! : - o,~ 
BICYCLES ~ This Spaoe Is Resened Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. !~1 For Your Ad. : 
4441 Lakelse~3s.6384 " ~ -~- - - I  . . . . . . . . . . .  : ' 
I " i FJH -, :: 
I = '=~y "~ ^ 635-3936 I '~-  |,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,...........,,..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,; 
I CONCRETE ,,34LA, E'SE,VE.I , .,v.,,,N.,,,o.,o. 
I . . . . . . . . . .  TERRACE,  B .C .  I ' / j + 
I O,STO. . . - ,  ,--. I 6oruonand .o.,(o.,.,.o. Anderson  Ltd,  i Sand, Gravel, Drain Rock I ~so.~,, 
IIIII i -AT - Store Hours: ' , 
I L l i l f l  I Tues.-Sat, 9a,m,-5,3Op.m. ; (:'H,,d~(;EX 
i 
• ~ Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 Frida,,a.m.-gp.m. VISA 
CLOSED MONDAY 
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